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CHAFFEE I
INTRODUCTION
Oift of Time
Two dozen hours are given us 
In every single hay,
Two dozen hours - no more, no less,
Wherein to work and play,
And all persons in the world,
Whatever race or creed.
Possess in common this one thing
To use as they may need*
A gift of time bestowed on us 
To spend as we may choose;
Two dozen hours in every day 
In which to win ~ or lose.
Hilda Butler Farr 
Gestalt psychology teaches that the whole Is 
greater than the sum of Its parts; In fact, the whole 
is prior to its parts* Modern educators say we must 
deal with the whole child, hut do we? "The development 
of the whole man - body, mind, heart and soul - has long
been accepted as a comprehensive task in education."1
Children are tested regularly on their various perform­
ances in school and remedial programs are set up, but 
far too often their performances out of school are neg­
lected and considered unimportant•
Change in personality is ever present. A person 
lo affected by every action he makes, every thought he 
thinks. Man needs to live well for every second, minute,
and how of each full day* and not merely for a fraction-*
p
al part of this time* Morgan says* **We are not today 
what we were a year ago* or even an hour ago; we shall 
be different an hour from now* tomorrow, and next year 
from what we are at this moment#..*. The basic factor of 
Chang© permeates the entire individual/*
Today* more than ever* what children do with their 
out-of-school time is a problem worthy of careful study# 
David Livingstone* the famous explorer* at the age of ten* 
was spending fourteen hours each day in a cotton mill and 
going to school from eight to ten in the evening* This 
was in the nineteenth century# for him and thousands of 
other children of hi© time there was no leisure problem, 
no question of how time out of school should be spent; 
but the present-day child has many hours each day which 
arenot spent in gainful employment or within the class­
room* What use. he makes of this time* what factors are 
operating to Influence this use - these are of the utmost 
interest to adults concerned with his welfare.
The Problem
Statement of the Problem*- The purpose of this 
Investigation is to study the out-of-school activities of 
the seventh and eighth grade children as reported by them, 
in relation to sex, economic status, race, and reading 
ability*
The specific aim is to compare the activities of 
children to determine;
1. The nature of the out-of-school activities
3of the children 'selected 'for the study*
2# The relationship of economic status, sex, 
race, and reading- ability to the character of their lei­
sure-time pursuits.
Significance of the Problem 
The importance of Out-of-School Time.- A child 
finds each school day divided into two partss the school 
portion of which la about five and one-half hours, and the 
portion %ent out of wehool which is about eighteen and 
one-half hours*. The first.part, school, is fairly constant 
and activities directed by adults proceed in a normal way. 
The second part, his out-of-school life, reflects more di­
rectly the ton© of the out aide world In which he lives.
Over two-thirds of the child’s day is spent in this 
- out-of-school life. The United States Office of Education 
has estimated that over ten hours each day are actually 
spent in activities other than sleeping, eating, or going 
to school throughout the year, and that only 9*85 per cent 
of his time is spent in school. It is in theseother 
hours that the lei sure-time problem looms' so large.
The tremendous increase in the amount of leisure 
which has been forced upon the masses of the people in 
recent years, as the result of inventions, legislation,
and unemployment, demands that society as a whole concern
4
itself with the manner in which leisure Is spent. Brewer 
believes that leisure-time pursuits offer opportunities 
for the integration of a person’ a whole Ilf© into an har­
monious, unified whole. Pack? says that leisure activities
may furnish for many people a prime purpose of existence
itself, particularly since machine-tending labor is so
monotonous and repetitive that It gives no purpose to life. 
60utten" hell eyes that "the proper use of leisure has. cre­
ated every civilization which ever existed? the improper
7use has killed each on© In turn*” To quote Morris s
Present day adults have failed "to learn how 
to use their leisure profitably "'and enjoyably.
This has caused a monotonous living. Increase In 
crime, and through misuse of leisure energy, a 
lack of cultural appreciation, loneliness In old 
age, a dwelling upon trivialities with resultant 
gossip and ill .'feeling in neighborhoods, and 
other undesirable outgrowths.
As pupils become adults, they will, no doubt, have 
more leisure time than adults now have* In order to In­
fluence the character of the leisure time activities of 
adults, it Is necessary to create wholesome recreational 
and avocatlonal interests during childhood. "If children 
can be influenced so that their highest aspirations......
are uplifting, their character is being profoundly shaped."® 
Thus, today, a two-pronged problem faces those re­
sponsible for children; first, an out-of-school life as 
normal as possible that will take care of present-day de­
velopment and growth, and second, the inclusions within 
those activities of wise and directed recreation that will 
be a basis for future living.
Lei sure as a Social Problem*- "The forms of recre­
ation in which people engage during their leisure depend 
upon the opportunities, the individual’s preferences, and
Q
the Influence of what others do. A democratic society,
therefore, must seek to provide opportunities, develop 
preferences, and influence wholesome leisurest!me activi­
ties of'Children in order that such pursuits may add to
the well-being of the nation as "a who lev 
10Bizfcel says, **fhe home, the school, and the 
church should face- seriously, the task of training men and 
women to utilise every hour of leisure found at their dis­
posal in the Interest of public welfare and individual 
happiness/* ■ 'The' lei sure of adults can best he guided and 
directed- by providing means of developing many interests 
and abilities before adulthood is reached* Boys and girls 
should be led at a formative period to think intelligently 
about how they do and..can use their leisure time*
1 M b problem was limited to include the out-of- 
school activities of children ranging In age from eleven 
to.sixteen years which corresponded, to the school grades 
seventh and eighth* The majority of the children ranged 
between the'ages of twelve and thirteen* this grade level 
was selected because it seemed very representative of the 
early ’teen agers for which this study was intended.
The study was further limited to include the re­
sponses of 302 Omaha Public School children* These chil­
dren were selected for group Interviews according to a 
plan of stratified random sampling* They were representa­
tive of seven elementary schools that were surveyed during 
the week February 9 through February 13. Details of the
selection of subjects, as well as the numerical, limita­
tions mentioned above, will be discussed In a later 
chapter*
Before further study on this particular problem, 
the works of some of the researchers in this field will 
be examined, and an attempt will be made to understand 
what they have accomplished. A brief survey of related 
literature is presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATES LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to review the field 
of research based upon adolescents* out-of-school activi­
ties * Th© chapter Lb divided Into three parts; {1} a &Ib ~ 
eussion of leisure, (2) studies of a general nature, and
(3) studies of a more related nature*
A Discussion of Leisure
Growth of Leisure*- Man, even in primitive times,
had some leisure, but the amount has varied greatly*
XM-eumeyer' says that the first extensive enjoyment of 
leisure, in all probability, grew out of the primitive 
division of labor and the stratification of society. The 
invention of tools, implements, and machinery has gradu­
ally Increased the amount of leisure of the masses until 
it has become as much a problem as an opportunity*
Leisure Becomes a Problem*- As a result of social 
and economic changes in America, too much leisure has been
thrust into the' hands of an unprepared nation* Of lei sure 
2time Morrison says;
* .. .No nation has survived leisure; The fall 
of Chaldea, Babylonia, Egypt, Rome, and Greece were 
all preceded by long periods of leisure forced upon 
i the people* Not that leisure was an unpleasant 
thing to have - It is what all humans strive for - 
1 but just like the \fhlte elephant, now that we have 
It, vfhat do we do with it?
-a
Alger has stated, ‘’fh© great problem before us
today la to ereat#. a civilisation that does not degener-
4ate under leisure#** Ueumeyer says, ufh© most complicated
problem the machine age has hurled at the twentieth century
la leisure* particularly finding, a solution for it.* The
problem brought on by the machine age has become more acute
with'each decade.' When the depression came in the past
5decade* says Dulles i
*. * .Hie revolutionary transformation brought 
about by the machine could no longer be ignored#
It has made leisure possible for the masses of 
people* but had imposed it upon them whether they 
wanted it or not#....Leisure became* according to 
our puritan inheritance* not so much an opportunity 
as a problem#
dyacks believes that °we need playgrounds for the 
body* but we also need play ground a for'the soul,- and it 
is in t h e m * . t h a t  the most enjoyable recreation* the 
most delightful and lasting of leisure occupations are to 
be found#**
' Lei sure. a Hosoonslbility of the Oommuni tv* Include
jng the Home, the School, the Church. and Civic Agencies.- 
7Rogers states that men make or break themselves in their
leisure* and that the municipality Is just as responsible
for the recreation of its people as It is for their protec***
Stlon, health, and schooling* Ne.umeyer considers that the 
community is directly benefited by providing facilities for 
leisure-time activities in crowded areas.
Civic leaders cannot dictate to the public as to 
how leisure time is spent, but KeppeX*7 says the community
10
must provide rta balanced ration of opportunity, as good 
In duality 'ancles'wide in range as its own financial re* 
sources permit* * * >**
In the absence of wholesome activities, discontent*
ment and discouragement lead to delinquency* Too much lei*
10 IX 12sure, according to ttnrt , and Eogers , and Coffman , is
harmful. The community needs to sponsor activities which
direct the energies of hoys and girls into- wholesome avoca­
tions*
The lelsure-tlme pursuits of adults are largely the
results of Interests created during childhood, and the school
is primarily responsible for the creation of worth while
13interests* Brewer says:
If leisure time nativities are Important in 
human welfare, and if they involve learning, then 
they have a valid claim upon the school and its 
curriculum, unless, indeed. It can be shown that 
other agencies are adequate to the task.
14lies believes that the elementary school is largely 
responsible' for the Inculcation of ideals, interests, .and 
skills that lead to worth while avocations. He says:
The first six or seven precious years of 
school experience must help boys and girls to 
build stirring Ideals$ staunch, social person­
ality-; satisfying Interests and skills; under­
standing of the world about them plus a desire 
to lend a hand in its improvement; and finally, 
lasting loyalties to truths, and values beyond 
their own making.
Many writers believe that the school should pro­
vide many experiences and exploratory opportunities so that
all children may find and develop special interests.
15 16 Braden and Morris suggest activities that the schools
11
might sponsor In providing such experiences* Pangburn1  ^
advises the student 1 to live adventurously in leisure, 
to have a sense of discovery, to become skillful in one 
or two recreations, and to avoid becoming absorbed in 
mere money-making to the exclusion of the arts of lei sure*” 
'The home can also aid In directing and guiding 
worth while leisure time pursuits* The home is the first 
environment in which the child*a" character is shaped*
-»a
Kelly believes that f,by surrounding the child with whole- 
some physical, mental, and religious environment, by pre­
cept and by example, the parents build the foundations of 
character*1 Hattwiok^ says that *children whose parents 
share work and play experiences with them have better un­
derstanding of property rights, 'are more cooperative and
20get along better with other Children.*” Pre'ssey says 
the home should not hamper - it should rather help — the 
child* s achieving belonging and status in child society* 
Children should be encouraged to use their homes for vari­
ous leisure-time activities*
21 22 23Frank and Eeppel and Lindeman believe that
the community in its entirety must provide varied programs
for lei sure-time education s however , they must guard against
regimentation* These writers feel that unless there- is
freedom of choice, there is no leisure in the true meaning
of the word*
Because of recent trends in leisure-time activities, 
the community should accept greater responsibility toward
pA OC
this end* Steiner and Glover 3 report a trend from
12
passive to active participation In games and sports#.
28
Hutchina ' feels there 1s evidence of a greater degree 
of coordination of public education 'and recreation# 
Stanley^ reports a, trend among children toward seeking 
their' recreation outside the home with persons of their 
own age, and * consequently * there is .less lei sure time 
spent at home with parents and children enjoying family 
life together*
'Communities should recognise the vast importance
28of the use of .leisure ,time* button believes civiliRa­
tion itself is largely dependent upon the use made of 
leisure., M® statesi ,
Leisure has always been a' friend to thought;, 
literature* philosophy* art* 'science* and other 
forms of culture have depended upon it* Th&ir 
products* in turn* have been the forerunners of 
important' changes im civilization*
Blzzell * points out some of the great contribu­
tions men have made to the' world because of the wise use 
of.leisure time. He statesr
We need to-recall the magnificent contributions 
that men hare made in leisure pursuits to science* 
art*, literature and public welfare* Leonardo de 
Vinci was an artist* but his marled structural de­
signs have caused him to be called the father of 
engineering and aeronautics. Chaucer was a collect­
or of customs* but M s  poetry has made him immortal, 
Benjamin Franklin was a printer* but M s  title to 
fame rests on his literary accomplishment, his 
scientific discoveries and his statesmanship, 
Priestly*. the .discoverer of oxygen* was a preacher .
  Much of the world1 s best work through all
the ages has been done by men outside the hours 
of their regular employment#
Today* most writers recognize that - the present
program of leisure time is inadequate for the best interests
13
of society; and the community, including civic agencies * 
the '‘school’,/the' heme* the church* is i*esi>onsihle 'foir 
organising and carrying out a program which, hotter meets 
the- needs of all people*
/Studies of 'a .general nature 
Many - studies- have hasp made within the past 'few 
years concerning 'leisure - time for -adult& and'youth-* ' Fewer 
people have con carried themselves with the recreational out- 
of-school prohlems of older children* However* since the 
pj^blems of older youth begin during the. adolescent period* 
It Is well'to review' several, of the general studies as a 
background'for understanding the problems of '-the junior 
high pupliV ■
Study bar Lies. - A study made'for the national Edu­
cational Association In. 1933 'stressed the*'gravity of lei­
sure: as a problem * ■ It purported to show what was being
done about-the leisure time problem over the nations,and 
found that no general ' statements could be made because 
school programs varied within themselves- and from school 
to school* it., found host administrators aware that a prob­
lem existed but little actual constructive handling on the 
part of the. teachers* •
Study by Lehman and Witty*- Another study* made 
by Lehman and Witty,^ Included both children in school 
and youth, no longer attending- school* The subjects studied 
ranged in .age from five to-twenty-two years of age* Their 
investigation was psychological in nature* and had for its
14
purpose the study of the relationship of play behavior 
to age, sex'* race, intelligence, and community.
Study by Wrenn end Harley*- Another general hut 
more'up-to-date survey entitled Time on Their Hands was 
prepared for the American youth Commission by Wrenn and 
Harley*^ The Commissi on has made numerous investiga­
tions since its organisation In 193b of the leisure-tlm© 
problems of youth from sixteen to twenty-four years of 
age* Several trends of recreation over the country were 
given * Relatively expensive ways of. passing leisure time
have become most popular* Approximately twenty thousand 
motion picture theaters have over 60#000,000 people in 
attendance each week* In the average home the radio is
turned on five hours daily* Family recreation was found
•*34to be mostly passive and casual.
In"'1938 a 'survey of 13*000 youths in Maryland were
asked in a questionnaire what the Commission could do with
and for youth so that youth could do more for themselves*
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Their replies are summarised by Wrenn and Harley. The 
young people expressed a desire for more parks 'and play­
grounds; meeting places where they could have group games* 
music* handicrafts, dramatics, and discussion groups; swim­
ming pools; and organized sports* They preferred active 
outlets- for their energies rather than reading, motion 
pictures, or radio.
The Commission recommended that
(1) Recreation be accepted as. a major youth need, 
paralleling employment in importance;
(a} Each lo cal conmunlty accep t the primary respon­
sibility for providing an adequate leisure-time 
, program for'its own youth;
(5) The program of organised recreation la each 
community be expanded;
(4) The schools accept a major responsibility 
for the' recreation of youth and of the 
whole family*.
Studies.of a More -Related Bature 
Study by Hardy*- In 1935* Hardy*^ made an obser­
vational study of children In Joliet, Illinois* from the 
third grade through high school* She selected some chil­
dren who were poorly adjusted and some who were well-ad­
justed* Tests* checking devices* rating scales* narrative 
observations* and questionnaires were used* She found 
that what the elementary child does after school is .not 
an Important factor in his personal adjustment.
Study by .Crawford and Mayer.- In'1935# ’Crawford 
and Mayer^ asked one hundred high school -seniors to keep 
records of their leisure-time for twenty-one weeks. Accounts 
were kept in units of fifteen minutes. The activities of 
Crawford and Mayer include these?
(1) Both boys and girls get a full eight hours’ sleep 
through the week* and more on week-ends*
(2) Boys work* and girls do choree in their out-of- 
school hours*
(3) Study and reading for pleasure occupy almost 
the same time for each sex*
(4) Boys average one show a week, and girls slightly 
less than one each week*
(5) Boys spend twice as much time as girls in recre­
ation*
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(6) ' 01 rls'" "Spend three- hours par week entertaining 
friends, while boys spend two hours in that 
way*
(?) A program of leisure is needed for both boys 
and'girls*
38
Study by Cres smart# - in 1937, Grossman made a 
very comprehensive study of the out-of-school activities 
of junior high school pupils* He issued check sheets to 
two thousand pupils on which, they indicated their typical 
activities during the week# He also gave each a diary 
form on which the children were to fill in their activi- 
ties over half-hour intervals for one week-end*
For boys., he found the 'ten' moat popular activities 
to 'bet playing-out-doors, reading, going to motion pic­
tures, listening to the radio, loafing, running errands, 
working in the home, attending church, watching, and 
walking# For girls, he found them to be? working in the 
home, reading, visiting friends', running'errands, walking, 
listening to the radio, going to motion pictures, and play* 
ing outdoors# It was also found that neither intelli­
gence nor social-economic status is an important factor 
in determining choice of activity*
Study toy O' Connor.- In 1939, O'Connor59-studied,
by means of a questionnaire, the lei sure-time of children
*!
of San Francisco, using pupils of grades four through 
eight# Her findings include the following?
(1) Twenty-three percent are forced to play 
in the streets*
(2) Thirty-nine per cent attend ehuch or 
Sunday school.
(3) Twenty-seven per cent attend the movies 
twice weekly#
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{4) Eighty-seven per cent attend the movies on 
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday,
(5) The type of movies preferred are listed in 
this order*, gangster, cowboy, western, 
comedies, ‘plays based on popular books, 
news-reel, adventure, animated cartoon, 
historical plays. *
(6) Musical radio programs are preferred with 
dance music leading other types. Mystery 
plays and amateur hours are next in popu­
larity,
Study by Jones.-- In 1940, Jones**® made a study 
of fifty-nine pupils in the seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades In the Dunbar Junior High School in Tucson# 
Arizona. Her study consisted of out-of-school activi­
ties and their possible Influence on class work. Her 
principal findings were*
(1) Activities which keep pupils up' late at 
night have a definite effect on school 
grades. Loss of sleep is the chief factor,
(2) Pupils who read the newspapers and listen 
to informational types of radio programs' 
are found to show greater interest in their 
recitations, and receive higher grades than 
pupils who listen to a different type of 
program,
(3) Economic status has a definite effect on 
school grades*
{4} Church-going has its effect on the pupils1 
recitations and marks* This is used as a 
standard excuse by the pupils to keep them 
from preparing their home work,
41Study by KoltoriV- In 1942, Holtorf ' made a0Hmm nunuim* nmwffHnr-  *M*wr i •*'i.1'**** i *» I,),, <■>»■ — Hr
study In Detroit of the out-of-school activities of 
1,671 girls and boys representing grade levels 3-B 
through 12-A with the exception of the 1G-B, the 12-A 
and 12-B boys. Some of the data found from the study
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ares interested In listening to the radio and going to 
the movies remained unchanged from the third through the 
twelfth grades* more girls went to Sunday School than did 
hoys, the social Instinct seemed stronger in girls than 
In ,f?oys as shown by visiting and going to parties, draw­
ing and malting model airplanes were popular with all boys, 
sewing was the only hobby checked by fifty per cent or 
more of the girls. These activities were then so grouped 
that teachers, might use the resulting scales and patterns 
of interest for determining what activities are popular 
for their grade level.
Aa
.Study by Carpenter,. - In 1942, Carpenter made a 
study of the out-of-school activities of 511 seventh and 
eighth grade pupils in Dayton, Ohio* Her findings include 
the followings
(1) nothing Is denied ehlldred of low economic 
status that is available to those of higher 
0 conomi c status *
(2) Public and institutional recreation facilities 
are needed for every group.
(5) Children lack the ability to discriminate be­
tween desirable and undesirable motion pictures*
(4) Many children do not appreciate the possibilities 
of reading as a leisure activity.
(5) There is a need for developing an interest in 
hobbies.
(6) Family activities occupy too little of the leisure- 
time of children#
Study by Jacobsen.- In 1945, Jacobsen made a study 
of 142 seventh grade pupils of the Theodore Roosevelt Junior
19
High School of San Biego, California* Comparison, of out- 
of-school activities- was made by sex and economic status. 
Her study was divided Into throe partss (1) Organized 
activities, (2) home activities, and (3) activities away 
from'home. Some of the more important findings are:
(1) Half of the hoys belong to at least one 
ca'imunlty-sponsored organ!nation*■
Ca
{4
(5
(7
(8
(9
{10
(11
(12
(13
Fewereglrls are reached by the civic pro­
gram than boys.
About on©-fourth of the total group belong 
to school-sponsored organizations,
Participation in some church function is 
reported by 65 per cent of the children.
More girls than boys are interested in 
dancing*
In general, the girls spend more time prac­
ticing than did boys,
Over half -of the boys and five-sixths of the 
girls have household tasks in addition to 
helping with dishes.
Radio is the most popular form of Indoor 
recreation.
Reading Is the second most popular form of 
indoor recreation*
The recreational time of boys and girls is 
about equal, but the boys spend more time 
away from home. \
Thirty-five per cent of the recreation time 
away from home is spent at movies.
The average girl spends about 65 per cent of 
her out-of-school time at home during the 
week.days *
The average boy spends about 53 par cant of his 
out of school time at home during the week days.
The procedures and techniques used in this in­
vestigation will be found In the following chapter.
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OMAHA i-WiURY
CHAPTER XXI
PROCEDURES USED II THIS SURVJE*
This step ter contains a discussion of (1) the 
questionnaire, (2) selection of subjects, (3) conduc­
tion of questionnaire, (4) obtaining reading grades, 
and (5) definition of terms*
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire used in the collection of data 
upon which this thesis is based was developed during the 
summer and fall of 194?. Seventh and eighth grade chil­
dren were casually observed on'playgrounds, "in private 
homes, on the streets,'and at the movies. Gut-of-sohool 
activities were' discussed with various grp ups of children.
After collecting all the information available, a 
tentative questionnaire was developed, a copy of which is 
in Appendix B* On October 6, 194?, the tentative question­
naire was submitted to 40 seventh and eighth grade children 
of J&lnne Lusa School on which they were asked to record 
their out-of-school activities for Monday, October 5th.
On Friday, October 9th, the questionnaire was: returned to 
them, and they were asked to record their out-of-school 
activities for Thursday, October 8th, and were also asked 
to record movies, parties and Sunday School attendance for
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the previous week.
In an attempt to find out if the children were 
recording their activities accurately, this preliminary 
questionnaire was sent home for parent verification with 
a copy of the following letter;
Minne Lusa School 
Omaha, Nebraska 
October 16, 1947
Pear Mother:
Would you please verify the accuracy of this 
report?
Mrs. Carpenter intends to make a city-wide 
survey of children's leisure time* She is ex­
perimenting on us and wants to find out If this 
report is too difficult for children our age to 
handle'.
Have I recorded accurately? Bo you have any 
suggestions?
Thank you.
Yes Wo  Where did I make a mistake?
Thirty-eight of the questionnaires were verified 
by parents as being accurate. Two- were reported as being 
inaccurate. One child had made a mistake recording play 
time, another had made am error in recording radio time.
The results of the preliminary survey indicated 
that the questionnaire was not too difficult to handle, 
as the majority of children had answered accurately, and 
the two errors made were not serious. Many of the parents 
mentioned that there was an urgent need for a study of 
this type.
After further study the questionnaire was revised 
to make it more informative. The first page of the question­
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naire, a copy of which Is found in Appendix B, is a time 
study of out-of-school activities for one day* The second 
page is based on 'Children* s attendance to four common types 
of weekly activities, and a choice of the host liked activity.
The revised questionnaire was submitted to the same 
children on November 26, 1947* The following instructions 
were given:
X am trying to find out how hoys and girls your 
age spend their time when not in school, so will you 
please help me by filling out this questionnaire* 
you will notice the heading oh the first page 
Is "Daily Record*** On this page your answers are 
to be based upon what you did yesterday* Record 
the amount of time spent as'accurately as possible.
Pencils may be used so that neat corrections may 
be made*
Under "Other Activities1 and 1 Work” you are asked 
to write the information.in detail,
"Weekly Record"is the heading for the second page.
Your answer© are ■’•to be based upon what you did during 
the past week* Think back one week from today and 
record the activities for this period, Under "Movies" 
"Parties" and "Clubs11 you may wish to write additional 
information*
Think carefully first, and then write neatly, 
using your best penmanship. Please be as honest 
and as accurate as possible*
On December 2, 1947, a second trial survey was made 
with the revised quest!onnaire, In pairing the papers it 
was discovered that only thirty-seven matched, due to Irreg­
ular attendance.
As mentioned previously, establishment of reliability 
was attempted by obtaining parent*s verification of accuracy 
on the preliminary questionnaire. Statistical methods were 
employed in an attempt to establish reliability of the revised 
questionnaire*
Because of the qualitative nature of the first nine
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TABUB 1
SUMilARY OF FRBDXMXMARY QUFSXXOHMIRF SURVEY
Fart On#
Item
Bo. of Degrees 
Fairs Freedom r
.05 .01
r r
Conclusion About 
Hypothesis, = 0
1* 37 m *699 *338 .418 Reject at 1$ level
2 « 37 35 *724 .325 .418 Reject at if* level
3. 37 35 *668 .328 .418 Reject at Vfo level
4* 37 35 .817 .328 *410 Reject at 1$ level
5, 37 35 .827 .325 .418 Reject at 1# level
a* 37 35 .604 *325 .418 Reject at 1$ level
7* 37 55 .731 .335 .418 Reject at 1$ level.
8* 37 35 .766 .325 .418 Reject at 1$ level
9* 37 35 .890 .325 *418 Reject at 1$ level
Fart Two
Item
First
Answer
Second
Answer
Same t
Conclusions About 
Significant Difference 
in Proportion
10~a 36 34 .495 Ho significant difference
lO—h 11 10 .28 S Ho significant difference
11-a 37 36 .985 Mo significant difference
Xl-b 37 33 2*05 Significant at .05 level
XX*** O' 37 39 2*99 Significant at .05 and
.01 levels
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types of activities listed, the formula for finding the 
correlation coefficient m s  used, the answers were not 
expected to he Identical| however, it was-necessary to 
find the. degree of relationship existing between the first 
and second answers#
In a discussion of the -correlation coefficient, 
Sne&ecor2 says,'
The correlation coefficient 'is a measure of 
covariation ~ the degree to which two varlates 
keep in'step as they change# The-coefficient 
varies from ~1 to *1, the extremes indicating 
perfect linear relationship and zero, independence*
The statistic, r, is an estimate of the parameter,
/o, if the sample is drawn randomly fro© a normal 
bivarlate population! there must be no selection 
of either vhrlate# Errors in measuring either 
X or X decrease the precision of the estimate*
The results of the revised questionnaire are 
found In Table 1. The formula
Sxy
r s .
/ (3x2) (Sy2)
is used for the first nine'items. 'The coefficient .of 
correlation for item one, "Flay”, i s worked in detail 
in Appendix B*
4Testing the null hypothesis and using 35 degrees 
of freedom, a highly significant correlation Is found for 
each of the nine activities* The null hypothesis Is 
rejected# Notice on Table 1 that r at the *ol level is 
♦418. The chances of obtaining a greater value of r could
happen about one time per one-hundred in sampling from 
/Ox 0. The lowept correlation coefficient obtained in 
the first nine activities on the quest!onnair© is *604 
for 1 Sleep” , This is far beyond *410, the *01 level, 
and *604 is considered highly significant*
Snedecor^ also takes into consideration the size 
of the sample in this table* As the number in the sample 
decreases* the correlation coefficient^at the *05 and *01 
levels, increases*
In items ten and eleven of the questionnaire, since 
the second answer is either the same or not the. same as the 
first answer, the formula^ for finding the significance in 
difference of proportion is used,
This formula is worked below for 10-A Table Is
PI M  -
37
• 703
P2 = 3i =
37
.649
Pi P2 = .054
<Tpi - P2 = / P9 ( I •* i ) 
kx k2
p 26 ’*•24 = 53. - *676
37 , 37 7?
q « l~p X 1- .676 = .324
pq * (•676) (.324) s .219
1 + 1 r 1 -f 1 a .027 + .027 * .054
kl k2 37 37
(pq) (ii * i ) * (.219)(.054) s .011826
kl k2
<*A11 symbolisms are explained on page 38.
A &if f erence Is regarded'&$ statistically sig-
nifleant When it has reached the magnitude of 1*96
standard errors, the value of t at the #05 level with
infinite degrees of freedom*
Since the t for the example above is only A95>
it is regarded not significantly different as it has not
reached 1*96# the significant *05 level* Item ten# there-
7fore# is considered quite reliable#
the second part of item ten Is not considered 
significantly different as the t is only *286-. Under item 
eleven "Choices"# the t for "first chaise" is *985* and 
no real difference is found* for "second choice", t is 
2*05* which is significant at the *05 level and is not 
considered reliable# this item is not significant at the 
*01 level# hut all differences in this study are considered 
significant if they have reached the *05 level# Under 
"third"choice"# t is 2.99, significant at both the *05 
and the *01 levels, and is considered unreliable,
fhe Questionnaire is considered quite reliable, 
with the exception of "second choice" and "third choice," 
under Item eleven* which were disregarded when compiling 
the data*
Only one change was: made for the final draft of 
the questionnaire* Onder "Clubs"* item nine, It was found
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that no on© checked attendance to "Brownies”. Upon in­
vestigation it was found that children in seventh' and 
eighth grades were too old to attend this club, 00 it 
was omitted on the final questionnaire*
tory, several problems confronted the writer; (1) the 
site of the sample, (2) method of stratification, and
(3) method of obtaining randomness-in sample*
Attendance Department reported 4*292 boys and girls be­
longing in the seventh and eighth grades* Since this 
survey was to be conducted personally, a limitation had 
to be imposed on the sample*
the following manner%
fhe prime determinant of accuracy in any sample 
survey lies in the ■character of the cross section 
♦... no major poll In the history of this country
of representativeness in the sample rather than the siae* 
He states;
Assuming that a correct cross section of the 
people has been chosen, a sample which includes 
as few as 100 voters might provide a good refer­
endum. *,. .A sample of 10,000,000 improperly se­
lected can be less accurate than a sample of 100 
properly selected. When the sample is properly 
selected, the laws of "probability” or of "averages" 
reveal the likelihood of error at each stage, as 
the sample Is increased in sis©* For example, if 
only 100 persons properly selected were interviewed 
in a national survey, the outside margin of error 
would be 15 per cent*
Selection,.of- Subjects
After the questionnaire was considered Satisfae-
On February 9, 1948 the Omaha
ever went x-rrong because too few people were reached
Q
In another text Gallop stresses the importance
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■ Sine©' time■and cost were involved In.conduction 
of "this survey, It was necessary to limit the si zo of the 
sample to 320 children* For the different types of com­
part sons to be made* this number must- be divided. Into four 
economic groups, eight economic-sex groups, two sex groups, 
three race groups, and two reading ability groups, all of 
unequal size* The formula used throughout the data, find­
ing the significant differences in proportion, allows for 
the siz® of the sample*
Method of Strati fication * - The method of stratifi~
IQcation used' in 'this procedure was developed by da Hop and 
his associates after much experimentation and study*
The population is divided Into- numerous layers 
or strata and the units are drawn as nearly as 
possible at random from each layer, The propor­
tionate representation of each layer in the sample 
isthe same as its proportionate representation in 
the whole population*
XISmith and Buncaa describe the advantage of strat­
ified sampling thus*
vflThe' 'si'gnlif cance 'Of' 'stratified, or representative, 
random sampling is that it reduces sampling errors*
It ma.kes use of knowledge of correlation between 
the -variable which is being studied and one or more 
other variables which are correlated with this var­
iable and about which information is available.* By 
using this correlation It diminishes the extent of 
the- chance fluctuation*
It Is recommended that stratification be based on
12geographical distribution, color, and economic status* 
Considering all factors involved in conducting this, survey, 
stratification by economic status seemed the most practical*
The criteria for classification of these economic 
levels are those set up by the Psychological Corporation
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of America,  ^and Includes the use of" four ooonomic groups*
1 A
Blahkenshlp describes those "groups, in the following way;
the A group is the highest 10 per sent of the 
.population in terns of income * these homes will 
he those in the very host sections,'' usually having 
two or more ears* nine-room house or larger, and 
servants* quarters* The persons In this group will 
he largely successful business men and professional 
people, executives, etc* • , *
The B group comprises the next 30 per cent of 
the population* It will generally include one • 
family and some two family houses, containing eight 
rooms or less, and a few: of the better class apart** 
ments will also fall within this class* Wage earners 
of this group -will be employed in business or the 
professions or else will be well-paid clerical 
workers' or skilled factory workers* This is the 
upper mlddle-clas© group•
the lower middle-class group is the C group, 
composed of the next forty per 'cent of the families*
- fhis group will he mechanics, factory workers, and 
the lower-paid business, clerical and professional 
persons*
There still remains the lower st 20 per cent of 
the population and this is the D group* These people 
have very few autos, practically nobo have electric 
or automatic refrigerators. The slum ■•element of your 
town will be included here, as well as the tenement 
sections. Most negro and foreign language sections 
fall into this group*
The information needed for the selection of school© 
on an economic basis was found on the economic map made by 
the Psychological Corporation, This map is used by the 
Department of Psychology at the University of Omaha.
Dundee School was chosen to represent group A, 
Miller Park School and Mlnne Lusa School for group B, Lake 
School and Lothrop School for group G, and West Side School 
and Train School for group B.
On February 13, 1948 the seventh and eighth grade 
enrollment for the schools selected was:
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Dundee *,*«*•
Miller Bark* * * * *103
Minne Lusa,*,* * *119
lake* * * * * • #»*.*.130
lothrop* * * * *.,*,140
West Bide**, ***. TO
Train*...... .... 73
Acceding to the at rati £ i cation plan; It was nec­
essary to select 10 per cent* or 32 children, from Dundee;
30 per cent, or 96 children, from. Miller Park and Minne 
tusaf 40 per cent, or 128 children from Lothrop and Lake* 
and 20- per'cent, or 64 children from' West Side and train. 
Random Selection,- Discussing random sampling* 
Snedeeor1^  says;
Randomness in sampling is perhaps never quite 
attained In practice, it is nevertheless the mathe­
matical model on which much statistical theory rests, 
and since the theory must he used in drawing con­
clusions from work-a-day samplings. It Is to the 
Interest of the Investigator to approximate, as 
closely as feasible* the ideal conditions, The 
better the approximation, the more nearly correct 
will be the inferences drawn.
In an attempt to obtain randomness in this study,
16a chart by Snedeeor was used. This table contains 10,000 
digits jumbled together presumably in random fashion, the 
5 x 3 blocks serving merely to facilitate reading. There 
are 100 rows and 100 columns, each numbered from 00 to 99. 
Since the digits are supposed to be thoroughly mixed, with 
no particular order or groupings, any sequence of them may 
be considered random* By placing a pencil aimlessly on 
some digit in the table, and using this and the subsequent 
three digits, the initial point of the first sample is fixed* 
Before starting the random sampling, it was necess­
ary to obtain the information cards from each school, Ten
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per cent of the A economic groupor 32 children, had to
he .randomly selected from.' 171- seventh and eighth grade
children' at ■Bnnde© School* Using the random chart, the
writer’s pencil aimlessly, dropped on row - 84, column 58,
ITthe number being 7* Thl s, and the three subsequent num­
bers, 79633 fixed the. initial, point which was row 79, 
col man 63* The first number was 5, so the fifth registrar 
tlon card' was pulled* doing up the column, the next number 
was 7* Continuing with the cards, six cards were counted 
and the seventh one pulled* This method of selection was 
used, going up column 63 to the top of the page, -and going 
down column 62, until the names of 32 children were re­
corded. Two extra children were randomly selected In case 
of absence*
This same method was followed throughout the selec­
tion of the entire sample with the following exceptions?
(1) the initial point differed for each sample, and (2) 
the direction of traversing the table varied for each sample*
fhls survey was conducted during the week of Febru­
ary 13th through, the. 19th*
The date set for the administration of the question­
naire was given much consideration* Many classes had to be 
Interrupted with this random - strati f i cation method, and it 
was necessary to arrive .at each school when there were no 
special classes scheduled* The actual time spent in record­
ing all information in the questionnaire was about 45 minutes.
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About;30'‘bhlwren atteMed each interview* The writer 
personally conducted the administration of all' Question­
naires*
An, attempt "was made to make all interviews as ‘ 
similar as-■ possible. A friendly, relaxed rapport was es­
tablished before the questionnaires were distributed. The 
'introductory instructions, described earlier in this chap­
ter, were read and explained to each group. Children were 
encouraged to ask questions if in'doubt* Help was given 
when needed* The children’responded enthusiastically., as 
the subject of out-of-school activities seemed to create 
a high degree of interest. They appeared to- be very earnest 
in their desire to respond honestly and accurately*
B&oe was not designated by the pupils on the ques­
tionnaire, as if was felt-"that this might cause some children 
to feel resentful and affect the recordings* in school© 
where both Negro and white races were present, the question­
naires were sorted when collected, the white race in one 
group and the black race in another* Races were verified 
by the teachers later*
After the questionnaires- in each school were- com­
pleted, a short conference was held with each teacher to 
check the accuracy of -economic status classification* and 
32 children were re-elassifted economically*
Economic statu© was recorded with red pencil in 
the upper right-hand corner of each questionnaire, using 
the letters A, B, G, or P. Race was recorded in the lower 
left-hand corner, using the letter C for colored children 
and M for white children.
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As mentioned In Chapter I, an attempt was to be 
made to determine the relationship between reading ability 
and certain types of out-of-school activities*
Baring the month of October/ ail seventh and eighth 
grade children in Omaha were given a reading test to'deter­
mine reading ability* The test''given'was Oates Heading 
Survey for Grades 3 (2nd Half) to 10* Form"!* These tests 
were checked by the teachers* and the results filed in the 
Curriculum Department by the Omaha Board of Education*
Consent to utilise the test results was given by Hiss Belle 
Ryan* Assistant Superintendent of the' Omaha Public Schools*
Q
The no ms ; for the gates Reading Survey are based 
upon records of over 20*000 pupils in grades 2 to 12* most 
of whom were also given other reading tests which were used 
as eheoks*
The reliability coefficient^ for the eighth grade 
based on "split halves*, using Form X and Form II of the 
same test are as follows: Vocabulary *92, Comprehension
*88* Speed *90, and Accuracy *85*
The average reading grade score for each child was 
recorded at the bottom of the first page of each questionnaire* 
Reading scores were not available for 18 children and,' their 
questionnaires were eliminated.*..
After re-checking economic status with the teachers 
and eliminating 18 questionnaires because reading grades 
were not available, there remained 302 children in the 
final sample:
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Uro up Humber
A ■ 32
B 90
0 119
B" '61
■total 302
BOffhtttoh of fernB 
:f wo ~way Haoe Oompari son*- All the Hegroes war© 
found An the 0 and B economic groups.*- The -first race 
comparison is made by comparing all the Megroes with all 
the white race in the 0 and & economic groups* the second 
race comparison is made by comparing all the Hegroes with 
all the whites in the total sample*
Child Hours*'* Twenty four hours*
/
Explanation of Symbolisms
^1* proportion of the first sample*
^2, proportion of the second sample
- ®2, sta&a&r<a deviation, or standard 
error of pl - ?2
p, pooled proportion
C, 1-p
1, number of individuals in the first sample 
k2» number of individuals in the second sample
t# the difference between the two proportions 
in terms of standard errors
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t S Pi
statistidar Method '■ Efeployed * - ^ The formula for 
finding 'the- significant &1 fferencs In proportion, is
£2 where Pi -*• ^ 2 *■ 
p2 : %Cr t ! .
A difference is regarded as ^ statistically signi­
ficant when it has. reached the magnitude of 1*96 standard 
errors* All conclusions in this study will be based on 
the assumption that the differences are 'significant unless* 
In one out of twenty chances* error has occurred in sampling* 
The following Chapter will include an analysis of 
the findings of this survey*
*A11 raw data used in finding significant differ­
ences is found in Appendix 0*
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ANALYSIS Of FINDINGS
Leisure time has within the past few years 
become a problem of Increasing interest# There is still 
much to be learned concerning the use to which children 
put their time ■ when not In school, and to what extent the 
home, the school, the church, and civic organisations in­
fluence children In their choice of out-of-school activi­
ties, An'attempt will be'made In this chapter to analyse 
out«*of-school 'activities of seventh and eighth grade chil-. 
dren in relation to sex, economic status, race, and read­
ing ability*
TABLE 2
Ages In Years 
and Months
Number of 
Chi Idren
Percentage 
of Group
15-0 - 15-12 9 ♦03
14-0 - 14-12 52 *11
13-0 - 13-12 142. .4?
12-0 - 12-12 113 ♦ 37
11—0 ** 11—12 6 ■*02’
A distribution of ages is found In 'Table 2* Eighty-
four per cent of the boys and girls ranged between twelve 
and thirteen years of age. As there was no great difference
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in age level, age comparisons were not used*
Selection of Heading Ability Groups 
The selection of the low and high reading ability 
groups was made through the use of a frequency distribution 
of the Gates Heading Grades, containing a computation of 
the mean and standard deviation* as fmnd in Table 3* The 
reading grades are recorded in terms of months, 10 months 
being the equivalent of one grade*
Sne&eeor states that in a normally distributed 
population with mean, m, and standard deviation,^, the 
interval, m i tf"', contains 68*27 per cent of the population; 
that is about two-thirds* He also states that this fraction 
may vary considerably in random sampling*
The mean, x, for the reading test grades, is 71 
months, and the standard deviation, sx, is 21*4 ■months*
In this sample 2 I sx contains 63*3 par cent of the reading 
grades.
All children whose grades were above x r sx were 
classified as the high reading ability group; all children 
whose grades were below x - sx were classified as the low 
reading ability group*. Sixty children were selected for' 
the high group, receiving grades higher than 92*4 months, 
and 54 children were selected for the low group, receiving 
grades lower than 49*6 months. All reading ability compari­
sons are based on the reports of these two groups*
The remainder of this chapter is divided into two 
parts; (1) daily activities, and (2) weekly activities* All 
differences are based on finding the significant difference 
In proportion, an explanation of which is given in Chapter 3*
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TABLE 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GATE’S READING TEST GRADES 
OF 303 SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRDS 
COMPUTATION OF MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
Class Interval, % a 5 months G - 70 months
'r
Oode Sum of
01&as-m&rk
Months
Frequency
f
lumbers Code lumbers 
fX
Squares 
.f# -
35 1 -9 —9 81
m 4 256
m if -7 -119 833
4 0 10 —60 360
45 14 —5 -TO 350
50 21 «*» 4 —84 336
55 30 —SO 180
60 B B —2 -50 100
65 20 **1 —20 B O
70 29 0 0 0
75 38 1 38 28
80 14 a 28 56
85 33 3 69 B O ?
to 16 4 64 256
95 18 5 *•90 450
100 32 6 132 792106 10 f TO 490
110 5 8 40 320
115 6 9 45
— ---....- ^ 3
405
SIX $s €>3 
l(Sfx)/n - 5(63)/3Q3 
1 month
566
six nas
SIX'
x = G - I(SfX)/n 
X ♦ 1
- 71 months
(SfX) /n s (63) /3o2
- 5530.00 
S 13.73 
For code numbers, Sx* — 5507.37
sx3 • I3(Sx2)/(n-l)
** B
- (5) (5501.37)/30l^
- 457.41
ax —  31*4
The differences for * Daily Activities" are obtained by 
finding the difference - in proportion of child hours in 
one day spent in the various activities* The differences 
for "Weekly Activities" are obtained by finding the differ­
ence in proportion of children attending the different types 
of activities.1 Differences are. .assumed to be significant 
unless a one in twenty chance error has occurred in sampling# 
All differences mentioned In this chapter have reached the 
significant *05 level* For further detail see the t table 
In Appendix B.
The following comparisons are made; economic status, 
economic status and sex (girls), economic status and sex 
(boys), sex, race (C and JD), race (entire group). Reading 
ability groups are Included In the comparisons of the fol­
lowing; "Heading for Pleasure", "Listening to the Radio", 
"School Home-Work", and "Movie Attendance”*
Dally Activities 
Play
"One of the broadest and most Important basic 
drives is the urge toward activity, normal in any healthy 
organism*"2
To find out what proportion of this energy is ex­
pended upon play is attempted in this section* This anal­
ysis will be confined to the amount of time spent on play 
taken from item one in the questionnaire, and includes ac­
tive and quiet play, by myself and with others, in my own 
home, in another home. In the streets, and on a playground.
Economic Status;- Table A contains the percentage
TABLE 4
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IN ONE DAY SPENT III PLAY 
FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
Kinds of Play
a
Percentages
B O B
Aetiir6»»3y myself *... ,■ * ♦' * * * * *003 *008 .007 .006
With other 8, ».*.'*** .041 *038 *035 *0 38
Quiet -By myself* .*•.**' * * * .010 *010 *010 .004
Wxtli others* * « . * # , * :ois .018 *035 .033
Where -My home. *033 *031 .035 .033
Another home* *■.*•*♦. .031 *014 .011 *011
tn the street* * * * * * .GOB .009 .030 *030
On a playground*.* * .00? *017 *081 *013
Total . * * » * • • • .tea .071 .077 .069
Child hours per groups**.* 768 3160 3856 1464
ft*
TABLE 5
PERCENTAGE OP CHILD HOURS XU ONE DAY SPENT IN 
BY GIRLS FROM TUB FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
PLAY
Kinds of Play
A
Percentages 
B . a B
Actire-By myself.. **• * * *. • .008 *004 *005 .004
With -others*' *. *»* * * *084 *036 *034 .081
Quiet -By myself... * * * * *■ * * *011 *008 .008 .003
With others.,*****,. <01 .017 *035 *035
Where -My home..*♦«.*.***. *037 .039 .028 *025
Another home....... *015 *011 .013 ,015
In the street*..**. *004 *005 .011 .013
On -a playground. * *. .001 . . *013 *009
Total• . * , # .047 .055 .063 *062
Child hours per group..... 408 1128 1536 600
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of child hour# for this group* 2The differences ares
2* Q spends more time playing quietly with others than A*
2# 4* Bf and $ spend more time playing actively than quietly 
3* A spends more time playing at home than 0*
V
4. A spends more time playing in other homes than C*
5 * 0 or D spend more time playing In the streets than 
B or A*
6. B or 0 spend more time an playgrounds than a,
7* A and. B spend more time playing in homes than away 
from homes#
Economic Status and ~3e%., (B l r l s ) Table 5 contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* The differ­
ences are %
1* U spends more time playing quietly with others than A*
2* C ueeo the playgrounds more than A*
3* O and 0 spend more time playing away from homes 
than A«
Economic status and Sex (Boys)*- fable $ contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* The differ­
ences are i
1 * A play in their own homes more than X>*
2* 0 and B play less In other homes than A*
3* C or B play in the streets more than A or B*
4* A plays in homes more than G or D* B plays in homes
more than D.
5* C spends more time playing away from homes than B#
and both c and B play away fro® homes more than A*
Sex*- fable 7 contains the percentage of child 
hours for this groan* The differences are:
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table a
m m n m m .  of m i m  kotos, x m  q m  bay B m m  m  put
BY BOYS FROM THE FOUR ECOBOMIO GROUPS
Kinds of flay
A . B . 0 B ..
AstiYs-By myself*
With ethers. *.«*.*« 
Quiet -By- myself* . * * * * * *«* 
With -others* * * 
Where -My home • *.»».«.* * ♦ * . 
Another homo* ......
In the street.* ***** 
On a playground*...
*004
.059
*000
.014
.039
•038
.DOS
.013
*011
.046
*013
*031
.033
.018
.014
*035
.009
*048
*013
.036
.035
*01
.03
*031
.00?
*045 
*005 
. 014 
.014 
.008 
.084 
.015
Total**•#***• *,«.*#**#•# .08$ *090 .098 .071
Child hours per group***** 360 1033 1330 864
TABLE f
PEEOEBTAGE OF CHILD HOURS
BY
IB ONE BAY SPEHT 11 
SEX
PLAY
Kinds of Play
Percentages
Boys Girls..
Actiife-By myself *. ***♦*.*. *. * 
With others •****.*.* . 
Quiet -By myself *
With others**♦*-*..* 
Where -My home. * *. ******* 
Another home.****** 
In the street*.*.*. 
On a playground* *.*
•009
.048
.01
.03
.030
.013
.034
.084
*005
.034
*007
.033
.087
*013
.009
.009
Total* ... %. .** ♦ # *.**♦.• .087 .058
Child hours per group*... ♦ 3576 3673
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1. Boys spend''more''tim© playing actively with others,
.'in'the. streets and on playgrounds than girls,
2* Boys spend more total time playing'than girls*
Baee (0 and J D ) Table 8 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* the differences are:
1, Negroes spend more time playing on playgrounds 
than'1 whites*
Race (Entire)Table -8 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* The differences are:
X* negroes spend more time playing away from homes 
than whites.
2, negroes spend more time playing on playgrounds 
than whites.
Summary of Findings on Play *- Economic status
seems to hay© very little effect on the amount of time
spent on play "for children in the seventh and eighth grades* 
The real economic difference seems to he where they play.
The lower economic groups tend to use the playgrounds and 
streets more often than the higher economic groups. The 
higher economic groups tend to -use- their homes more often 
than the lower groups, This probably may be explained by 
the fact that the homes in the higher economic groups are 
better equipped for the different types of play, containing 
such advantages- as recreation rooms and various hinds of
play equipment, and parents are not so absorbed in the
struggle to earn a living, having more time to encourage 
play in their own home.
Sex has a very decided effect on the time spent for
\
TABLE 8
P3BR0SHTA0B OP CHILD HOURS IS QBE DAY SPEHT IB PLAY
BY RACE
Itn&s of play
m K \fe ~
Percentages
S '' 1 Bhtire 
White Begro White
AetiTO#-By myself**. * *«* ** * ♦608 .006 .008 .006
With others* • * * *. * * .039 .033 .039 .035
Quiet -By myself******** .* * .01 .007 .01 .009
With others***.** *« .031 .027 .031 .021
Where' *4ly home* * , * **. * * ** * .03 .035 .03 .028
Another home* ♦'.. ** # .01 .013 *■ C3^I* .038
In the street**..* * * .031 .032 .031 .015
On a playground* ** • .037 _.^Q27.. .014
Total**************** * * .078 .073 .078 .071
Child hours per group*** * * 1636 3784 1536 5713
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play- as shown in f igure 1, Boys show 4 marked tendency 
to play more than girls# fh^pl&y more actively, use the 
streets and playgrounds, and spend more total time playing 
than girls# Perhaps this' may he explained by the fact that 
boys seem to demand more physical outlets for their energies, 
and girls - seem to find more' satisfaction in other types of 
activities.
Pressey^ offers an explanation,
In middle ■childhood and adolescence, girls differ 
from boys- in the less active and less competitive 
nature of their play activities and in the earlier 
appearance and .greater prominence of sex^sociai 
interests (a fact which might well be related to 
earlier physical maturing in the girls) *
In the double race comparison (this Includes both 
race comparisons) one similar difference was found* negroes ' 
spend more time playing on playgrounds than whites* Mo 
explanation is given for this* In the total race compari­
son white children spend more time playing in their own 
homes than negroes* This appears to b© an economic differ­
ence, rather than a race difference. —
Beading for Pleasure
this analysis will be confined to the amount of time 
spent reading for pleasure, including books, comics, news­
papers, and magazines, which were Included in item two of 
the questionnaire.
Economic Status -^ fable 9 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* The differences are:
1* A or B spend more time reading books than 0*
2* B spends more time reading newspapers than D*
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TABLE 9
PER.COTTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IN GSM BAY SPERT 
IK READING PGR PLEASURE 
PROM THE POUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
ff|mm of reading 
material
Percentages
. A...,,.... B 0 .
SOOlSS * • # * * * +:■ * '■* -* * * f * fr * * *
0 omi 00 »* * *». * * * * * * * • * .*■ 4 * * *.
Hewspaper * *.«*** a * * * # * * * * *. 
M&ga sine s * * * * * * * * • •«*■ * ■* * ■#
. >016 
.004 
.011 
j.012
.013
.009
.013
.007
.011
.008
..008..-r.
.008 
.01.
•005
rotal readi ng* * * * **<*#.# .043 .041 .029 ,035
Child hours per group**** 768 31S0 385© 1464
mBiii .10
i w d i i m ®  of miia hours 111 m i  m i  evsm 
m  m m i m  w m  m m m m [
m  OIRI18 FROM M l  FOOT tOOilOMIO CROUPS
f
fypes of reading 
material Percentages
* . A . B . 0 B
100^ *0#
Ooisf 00 ♦ *«**»•#♦ .*»* * *«. • #.#,#. 
jfowspuper * *** .♦ * * **»*#*■*.«* 
M&ga&fnes* *.*..»*»***»* *. * * '
.032
.003
.013
^ai§_
.014
.009
.013
•005
.009
.01
.008
.004
.007
.009
.006
.008,.
lotal reading# # * * * # **■* .053 *04 .031 .034
Child hoars per group. * # #■ 408 1138 1536 600
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..3*' A spends more time reading magazines than 0.
4, "M spends more time reading magazines''than ,33*
5. B spends more time reading.-for pleasure than 0 or D*
6* A • spends more time reading'.for pleasure than D*
Economic Status and Sex Catrls)*- ' fable 10~ «*» .i-.twtivw »*»• rwi—mtw *.*, uM »nm>ni<Ti i
contains the percentage of child hours for' this group*
The differences are*
1* A spends, more time reading books than 0. or $•
2* A spends more time reading magazines than B, 8# or S#
3* A spends more' 'total, time reading' than c or B*
Heonomlo ■Status and Sex (Boys) »- fable. 11 contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* The differ** 
ences •■are:
1* B spends more time reading hooks than 0.
2• B spends more total time reading than 13 *
Sex*- fable 12 contains the percentage of child 
hours for this group. ' Bo differences'are found*
■Race (c and 3>):i* - fable 13 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* fbe differences are-:
X* negroes spend ■ less time reading books than whites*
Race (Entire)>- fable 13 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group * -The differences are:
1* Begroes spend more time reading, comics than, whites*
2* Whites spend more time- reading books, newspapers, 
and magazines' than Begrees*
Hlfth and Low Beading Ability*- fable 14 contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* fhe differ­
ences are:
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TABLE 11
PERCENTAGE 03? CHILD HODR8 IN ONE DAT SPENT 
II HEADING FOR PLEASURE 
BY BOYS FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC (HOOPS
types o f  r e ading 
m a t e r i a l
Peraentagea
A ....B  . . . 0  .
Boohs * * * * * •* f ** *»* * * .k # '# * ■# f - *01 *0X8 *004: *000
Comics * * *«* * * * * * * *■ * * * * * # ■ *000 *000 *013 *01
newspapers* * * * * *, * * * ■* * * * * . *01 *013 *00? *004
Magasiheil. ,*0OS. . .*000 .*003 *003
total reading* * * * * * * * • *013 *041 .0 3 ? *034
C h i l d  henrs' par gramp* * * * 360 3 0 1 3 1130 864
T A B L E  I B
p m t m t A Q s  o f  m % w  h o u r s  i h  m w  m t  s p o t *
in r n m m m  for r i m  aims
BIT SEX
? f p m  of reading 
material
, Soys.
Percentages 
.............Girls...
B o o Je b* ****** * ******** *4* * *, k .008 .013
Comiosr#»* * *,*.* *,*,*,*.» * ■*.*.*,* * *. , ..*01 .008
newspapers.* ... * , .008 .01
M a g a  zln ea • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * *. . S O S .......- ..... -  <0 0 5 ..
total r e a d i n g . * * *«.* * * .031 .035
C h i l d  heurn per g r o p p * . *. 3576 3673
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TABLE 13
percentage of child hours in one bat spent
IN READING FOR PLEASURE 
BY RACE
Types of reading Percentages
material ... . ....... ..
0 - B ... Entire
Nostro m i t e
Boolcs ♦ * • *•*##* t • 4 ♦ • * •' *■ * 4003 
#*•'**♦» * y .# ■* * * •* * . #0X4 
;.-»*»,*«* i * * * * * ' *00® 
HSf^&LnSS * *«*.♦*#♦**• ..#000'.
.009
.009
.007
•003
.003 .011 
;014 .008 
.006 .01 
.003 ,006
total wading* ******** ■ t *03® .3© .036 .035
Child hours pm group*«*. 3784 1536 5713
mmM 14 
or mtm moms m o n  m i swwt
XI EliUDXIG FOR PLEASURE
by m nm m  mm mm -mn %m nmmm abxlict
Types of reading 
material
Percentages
......................... ..... ... ..... Hljth Low..
Bodice
Comics**•*»**«**»«*••■•*»•»
Newspapers*
Magazines*
.033 
.007 
.013 
.008 .
♦001
.001
,003
___,Q0JL___ _
Total reading...»«>«.•*, .049 .006.
Child hours per group.. -... 1440 129©
1* OMl&r#n with high reading,-ability spend more 
time reading books, newspapers, and magazines 
than' children with low reading ability* ■
2; Children with high reading-ability' spend 'more 
total time reading than children with low
on Beading .for Pleasure*'- 
‘dl'fferenoes'are'negligible considering time spent for 
pleasure reading* '
Economic differences ■ seem to be importants factors, 
as the two upper groups spend more time’'reading books and 
magazines than, the two lower groups* Perhaps this is due” 
to the fact, that parents 'in the better homes are able to 
provide interesting reading material and have more time to 
encourage their children to read.*
fh©'results' of a reading surrey 'in Chicago were 
quite'repealing*"" A Comparison was made*" between “a "good”
and '‘‘poor** &r©.a* People in the" ‘’good1* district' were found
to be reading 2*68 times as many books, and 1*58 times as
many newspapers as people m  .the. "poor” district*
\
•It seems that, regardless of economic- status, children 
in general read comic books, since no significant difference 
was’found' in comic reading*
In the- double race comparison, one similar difference 
was found $ the white - children spend more time reading for 
pleasure than Itegroes* in the totfl'rae© comparison, It 
was found that Hegroes spend more time reading comics than 
whites, and less time reading books, magazines, and newspapers
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than. whites* No explanation is given for these differ* 
emees* -
la the rea<lins'ahiXitj/eompa^iso% it is interest-, 
ing to note that- no significant difference was found in 
time 'spent reading comics* it appears that comic reading, 
is quite general among/children this age, regardless' of 
economic status, sex, or reading ability* However*-the 
children with high reading, ability spend more time reading 
books.,- newspapers', and magasines than-the children with low 
reading ability*. Bine# the better readers tend to. read with 
ease,, it is assumed they get real satisfaction and enjoyment 
from reading, and spend their time reading because they want 
to; the poorer readers find reading a chore., and find out* 
lets In 'other activities which are more enjoyable to them* 
Presaey® found that gifted children read much more than 
children leas gifted, and' that the reading of the gifted 
child -'Was mare'';iik#ly'tO 'be Informational*
. Figure 2 shows the average amount- of time per day 
spent' in reading by economic status, race, and reading ability*
listening to the Radio
**there are radios m  over 90 per -cent of American 
homes;' data indicates that In the average, city home the 
radio is on over three- hours- each day****' Many authorities 
agree that radio listening Is one of the most popular and 
time consuming lei sure-time activities today* it is con­
sidered to be an extraordinarily subtle and pervasive in­
fluence on family members by literally entering the home
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'and- becoming a part* of tbs life there'*
. The amount of time spoilt 11 stoning to four general 
types of programs, including music, stories, information, 
and misoell&rieaus, ■ which are Included in Item 3 of the 
;^aestlohhaire# 'analyzed in thls study*
loonomi.e.,Q:tethSt~ Table If- contains'the percentage 
of child hours for this group* The .differences ares 
1* D listens to music more -than- ®*
2* e lieteiis to stories more- than. A -or B*
‘3* B spends, more total time, listening, to the radio 
thasrA, .
Kconomlc Status -and 8#& .f Cjjrls}. ** Table Id' con­
tains the percentage, of child hours for this group* The • 
differences are;
1, 0 listens to'storie-B more than -b*
2* k or 8 listen to- informational programs more than 0* 
3* D listens to stories more than to- Informational 
'program®*' ’
4*' 0 prefers listening to stories more than- any other 
type of program*
Economic Status and Seat (Boys) *- Table IT contains 
the percentage of child hours for this -group* The differ­
ences' ares
1* B listens to music more than A*
2* C listens to stories more than A or .#>
3* C and 2) listen, to stories more than to informational 
programs *
4. B spends more total time listening to the radio 
than A*
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ttSMB 15
HRceamra-or ohxhd hours ib tans m t sffrt 
hiBfmtm to fm radio 
ram ras four economic croups
Types of 
Radio Programs
Percentages
A... B . 0 n
Music * * * • • * *■*-*■»* * .«* * *«* * * 
Stories • •••»*• ***«»«**•**» 
fnform&tion*. * * * *«***;*..♦ * * 
Miscellaneous
*018 
•OS1
*oa
*005
*017
.006
*019
*009
J .015 ■ 
.054 
■ .017 
.01
,033
.047
,016
.009
Total listening******** .074 *081 *088 .104
Child hours per group*...» 768 3100 8856 1464
TABXiB 16
PIR0B1TAm  OF CHILD HOURS IB dffi BA? SPIRT 
hlBtmOQ to fm RADIO 
B? GIRDS mm  THK FOUR HOOBOMIO GROUPS
Types of 
Radio Programs
Percentages
A . B . 0 0
Mnslo********* **■***•***■*.#» 
Stories *•*•**»#»* * * * * * * *•* 
Information* • *•** + *'**»»*** 
Mi s c ellaneouB.
*caa
*057
*000
+PP&
.019
*037
.033
* 
* 
*• 
* 
o
o
o
o
H
H
O
t
M
 
H 
CO 
*nJ
 *<l .033
*043 
*018 
..008—
fotal listening******** *089 .088 .097 *086
Child hours per group***** 408 1138 1536 @00
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TABLE 17
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IN OHS DAY SPE 
LISTENING TO THE RADIO 
BY BOYS FROM THE FOUR EOOHOMIC GROUPS
fFp.es of 
Radio Programs
Pexcentages
& B O B
Music; *03,2 
stoxies * ♦ *■***•-*-***** m * « * * a *0^^ 
inf oxidation * * * *023 
Mi0o©llattooti0* .*.****..**; jflfliJL
;035
•023
*009
*013
.018
*01S
.01
.039
i05
i012
i009 ■
total listening.***** ** ;066 .082 ;08 .11
Child houxs pox gxoup.*•*• 360 loss 138Q 864
t&BhW 18
w m o m m m  m  m i m  hours in m t  m i  sputt 
m s n m m  to t m  m m ®  
nt s m
T$pm of
Badio Programs . , ^
Percentages
Boy© . Olxls .
jy^ sjLO **#***»#.*****»#*#*.*
St OXl 00 *-**•*•****#***«•* 
Infoxiaation; # * 1 ‘ * ’
Ml SCSllSUQOUS * ■* * * ****** * ;i,. _ . ^
*019
•DM
.017
*009 *■
*•
*-
•*
■
o
o
o
o
O
H
>
H
 
: 
c0
 *sj 
mm
 
,
•
total listening; ***** *089 .091
Child hours per group... 3S76 3672
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" " B m .*** ' tatt# IS ' o t child 
hours' top IMs group* the differeaces are:
1* loth boys and' girls' spend more time listening to 
stories' than' to any other type of.; program.
ifees tff.&nd: 111 #*"' fable 19 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this*group, -the' differences are:
1* Negroes llsteh "to ■ stones more' than whites,,
‘ Hace (Entire) ,'* fable 19 Contains''the percentage 
of child hours for this group* fhe differences .are:
1* * negroes listen-to stories" more than whites#
High and .low -Beading. Ability* - fable 20 contains- 
the percentage of .child hours for this group#, the differ-* 
ences are:'
1* Children with low reading ability listen to stories 
•more- than children with high reading ability#
2* * Children with high reading ability spend more time 
listening to Informational programs than children 
with low reading ability#
3# ‘Children with low reading ability spend more total' 
time listening to the radio than children with high 
reading- ability*
Summary of Findings on Listening to the .Radio#*- 
Sex. alone seemsr"to- be -an unimportant factor when consider** 
Ing time spent listening to the radio* However, both boys 
and girls spend more time listening to stories than to any 
other type of program# One may conclude that the stories 
on the radio at '.present have direct- appeal to both boys 
and girls#
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TABLE 19
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IB OBE BAY SPEBT 
LISTEUIHG TO TOE RADIO
et m m
ffpm. 13if,
Eadio Programs
Percentages
...0 ~ 3 ''...
■ • Be^ro White.
■' satire'"
t e ©  .Whits
M tl$$l0 #;• * •'**#,** * W #•#***#♦ 0
810X1-00 * f -* * * m * #■ 4 :§• ***»•, »
t»f omaf lorn* * * * .****••** * 
Mi seellaneous »***•» * «* *
;* .01? 
* * -. 000 
** .013
*004 
.046 
*013 
. .01 . .
#017
.063
.013
.03
#043
.017
total listen!ng* • #- .1 •093 ' *1 *089
Child Hours per group, *;.* 1536 3?84 1538 5713
TABLE 20
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IB QBE DAY SPENT 
LI3TEHIBS TO THE RADIO 
BY READIKG ABILITY
types of. Peroentagee
Eadio Programs
.......  M m .,. Low
Music* • » 9 . « # ,  ♦ *  *  *  * * .  * .01? ; .021
Emories *«*  * •* «.**•«** * * *  *  # .os? .053
InfOxmation«*• * • #«♦»* **#, * .019 .007
MisceX Xane oue *******,%•*,* (......... ...•Q!QS______ . T .Q13....
total listening. .069 .094
Child hours per group..*.* 1440 1396
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Economic status seems to make a difference in both 
the' time spent'listening to the radio, and the types of pro* 
grams heard* The lower groups tend to spend more total time 
listening to the radio than the upper groups, and seem to 
prefer stories more often* Eadio listening Is an inexpen* 
siire and interesting method of entertainment* Ho doubt this 
is one of the reasons why the children in the lower groups 
tend to use the radio more often than those of the upper' 
groups* .Quite often children in .the lower groups Hire rather 
drab lives, and perhaps the Increased story listening is' a 
means of seeking identification, thereby lifting them out 
of their uninteresting surroundings * Since girls in the 
upper economic groups listen to informational programs more 
than the girls in the lower group, it may be that the parents 
of the better homes are more interested in informational pro* 
grams and encourage their children to listen also.
Heading ability seems to be an important factor in 
radio listening* Children with low reading ability spend more 
time listening to stories than the children with high reading 
ability.- Children with high reading ability listen to infor­
mational programs more than the lower ability group* As was 
pointed out, the better readers spend more time reading books, 
newspapers, and magazines than the poorer readers* They are, 
no doubt, more familiar with historical facts and current ©vents 
and because of-this-find the informational programs enjoyable*
It is not surprising to note that the poorer readers spend 
more total time listening to the radio than the better readers. 
Probably the poorer readers get very little pleasure in read*
AVERAGEI SPENTSTENING TO THE RADIO
i i i  l i  r
YjwZm.
EITTI
WHITE
THREEIGURE
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1«6, and find radio, listening a delightful substitution* 
Figure 3 shows the average amount of time spent 
listening to the radio per day by economic status, race, 
and reading ability*
Work
This analysis. will be confined to the amount of 
time spent working inside the home, outside the home, and 
school home-work, which was included in item 4 of the 
questionnaire *
Beonomic Status *- Table 21 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* The differences ares 
1* B and D ' work outside the home* more than A*
2. B spends more- time doing school home-work than 
€ or D*
■ 3* A spend' less time working inside and outside the 
home than' B*
Economic Status and Sex (Girls).- Table 22 contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* Mo signifi­
cant differences were found*'
Economic Status and Sex (Boys)*- fable 23 contains—•--- 11 ' "T ~~ — ■ - Mil .1 — y .......... — I » l« mi — ■■ "■»
the percentage of child hours for this group* The differ­
ences are 5
1* B or B spend more time working outside the home 
than A*
2* 0 or B spend less time doing' school home-work than A* 
Sex.- Table 24 contain* the percentage of child 
hours for this group* The differences are:
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table si
PERCEHTAGS OF CHILD HOURS 18 OHS DAY SPSIT UQRKIHG 
FROM THE FOUR EOQHOHJC GROUPS
Ktn&B of Work percentages
A B 0
Inside tlis homo ****** n  
Outside the homo*««•**,, 
School hm^nork**** * * * *
.036
•008
,oie
*028 .03 
*018 .031 
•021 ,011
.026
.037
,01
fetal work,.«. *«* *«*. * .067 .063 .063
Child hours pot group* * * #766 2160 3856 1464
TABLE 32
PERCENTAGE OF CHII.B HOURS! IB OHE DAY SPENT WORKIMG
by girls m m  mm four economic groups
Itnds of Work Percentages
.A...... t3t . . C
f m ids the homo**.** • *08 ■ .037 .043 .039
■Outside the homo* * • * * * * * * • *03. ■ ■ *013 ,034 .037 ■
School* homework* • * *. ♦ * - ,033 *013 *013 ;
fetal wotk* * .4 * % * * ^ * • # ■ i $ m ' *073 *079 .OYQ-V'
Child hours per '.group# * # * ■ -4o.r 1138 1536 " :.(3oo^i:
Kinds of Work Percentages .
. . ..<&>... B 0 8
Xu si, the horn© * * * # * *. * * #« 
Outside t!i© home; * * % * * ** * 
School homo^worlu#*****V# .
♦Otal • * • * • •#.•«#♦• • • • • • ♦
' .022
*006 
♦023; .
.0X8
*034
♦018
*016
*010
*008
*016'
*038
*008
♦Oil ♦061 *043 .053
OhlM •hours per group* ♦ * * 360 1033 1330 864
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t m m  24 
m c i m o i  or m m *  houhs ih «  bait spsh* m  won. by sex
Kinds of Work
Cfrls
X,
II,
«. #. * « .* # « * * *- •* .* *
Inside the home 
O&ring for baby 
daring for' pete, *, * ♦ * *
Oaring for chickens* ****** * 
ferrying wood, ooal, aohes. 
Cleaning*
Cooking * * * * * ** * *, •*■•*»• • *** * *
Bieposiisg: of trash, **... .*** 
firing furnace* *,*.*.*.*.#**.*,, *■ 
Ironing* ♦ * ♦ *-*-* *.♦,*.♦.*.*»« * *.* # * * 
Making 'bode*,*..*..** #•**** 
Setting the table, •*■*■* ****** 
Washing clothes** *,***,,**, 
Washing and wiping dishes,, 
fetal inside, *
Outside the home 
Baby sit,* *■*,«*»», * :*, * *, 
Clerk in store***,,**•** 
Carry papers* »*»#««**»** 
dub work*«•,, -» ** **«** * 
Deliver merchandise*
Co to groe<nET»«********* 
Help in m m ice station. 
Housework * #.#.#»»** *,, .* * * * 
W m  errands* ********** * * 
get pins ******* *»,, •# *, •* * 
Whim shoes*
Yard work
total outside********
,, * * 
* * *» 
* * * * 
*, • * 
«* # * 
* * • # 
* * ■♦ # 
* * * * 
* * * * 
!» * '*■ • 
* • * ♦ 
, * * * 
, + , ,
School home-work 
English, * * * * »,»•*-«**,»***,*• 
geography«,,«»* * ***,,* * * *,,* 
History, * *<***#,*« * •, * ****** ♦ 
Mathematics ,»,**•,*** * * * * * *, 
Heading ***♦♦,*,**,**,*,**,*, 
Science* ****** .* *. ********** •, 
Social' studies* *«* * ■* * * * »•* * 
Spelling *, * * * * ,«»*#!*«# * *,, * * 
total home-work* •*,,«*«•*
,003 .006
.003 ,0003
.0003 ,0
,001 .0001
.003 .009
,0003. ,008
.003 .0008
.0001 ,0001
.0 .001
.001 .003
,0005 .003
,0 .0001
.007 ,013.... .
* 017 .039
,003 ,013
.0007 .0008
,009 .0008
.0001 .0001
.0008 .0
.004 .004
,003 .0
.0 .0003
.0 .0001
.001 .0
,0008 *0
.0003 _ _,00p2 ^
<«.031 ,0l9
.003 .003
.0001 .0001
,0003 .0005
.005 ,006
,0006 *0007
,0004 ,0
.0001 .003
.003 .005
total work* * * * * * * * * * * * ,074
Child hours per group*
■ .  i..i~nrt..~i<r.nf"~ " Trinirr—rTi'."'
3576 3673
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1* Both boys and girls spend more time washing and 
■wiping dishes than any other kind of work Inside 
the home*
2* Otrls spend more time washing and wiping dishes 
than boys*
3* C&rls spend more total time working Inside the 
home than boys*
4* Baby sitting ranks highest - in the amount of time 
■spent working outside the home by girls*
5* Carrying papers ranks highest In the amount of 
time spent working outside the home by boys*
6* doing to the grocery takes about the same amount 
of time' for both boys and-girls*
7* Sir!a and boys spend more time on spelling and 
mathematics than 'any other subjects*
8,* Boy a spend less time doing home-work than working.
outside the home*
9* Oirls spend- more time working inside the home 
than- doing home-work*
Bane (0 and D). - fable 25 contains the percentagen*m 1* I m>w ■ I|&| wlrwM* — -.1 •iBWWW*fr.iMI»iflSlii ' *  S"*'
of child hours for this group* 1 here were no differences 
found•
Raoe' (Intire) * - fable 25 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* The differences are;
1* Hegroes work outside the home more than whites.
High and Low Heading Ability*- Table 26 contains 
the percentage of child hours for this group* This compar­
ison is confined to school home-work* Ho differences were 
found*
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TABLE 25
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD BOORS IB OBI M Y  SPEKT IB WORE
BY RACE
Wkm&m of Hbrlc F©»©utagts
0 ■*» . ...' Ihtir©'
ftaoro Whit©
lMB-1 to th# tose* .**...***.* *086 
Ou,t sl<i0 "fell© hon$©»t * i ,* * * * • *« *033 
School hoiftc^ o^rh »*•#«****». * 611 . ..
*03
.033
.01
.038
.033
.Oil
•021
.014
.014
total «$$&* • * * * ♦ •«**»%*« *06 .003 .06 .049
Child hows per group* .... *1536 3784 1S86 5718
TABLE 26
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IB ONE SAY SPBHT IB SOT 
BY CHILDREN WITH HIGH AMD LOW HEADING ABILITY
Utl&S o f fo f 1 fsromtagog
. .Miidi. . .low...
I  Mite the homd* #*. ****#**  + « 
Outside the horn©.* *. * * 
School home^ worfe* »-..<«***** ^
.036
*014
.010
.029 
.021 
......012...
f o t a l  work* .059 .068
Ohild hows per group****** 1440 1896
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Summary '.of • Findings. on Work*- ' Bex 'seems to be 
one of the most important factors In time spent working 
inside the borne*. Washing and wiping dishes ranks first 
in time spent working inside the borne with boys, although 
girls spend more time doing, dishes than boys*'- Girls spend 
as much time caring for'Siblings or cooking as'boys do 
washing and wiping dishes* Girls spend more total time 
working inside the* home- than boys* Probably many mothers 
feel they are training their daughters ■ to be future home­
makers and are- teaching them the rudiments of home-making* 
also, parents, very often, allow boys more freedom outside 
the home than .girls*
Economic status seems to affect the boys when con­
sidering work outside the home, The boys -in groups B and
/
D spend more time working outside the home than group &*
The lower groups probably feel the need for spending money 
and do not receive it as readily from their parents as the 
upper group*
Carrying papers ranks highest in work outside the 
home by boys* Baby sitting takes more of the girls1 time 
outside the-home, than any other type of work*. Xt seems 
that parents of girls this age are less reluctant to have 
their daughters work in homes than elsewhere. The fact that 
baby sitting is quite profitable during the present time is 
probably another reason for its popularity* Shopping for 
groceries ranks the same with both sexes*
The upper groups seem to spend more time on school 
home-work than the lower groups. Probably the surroundings
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of the upper groups are more conducive to study*
and low reading ability does not seem to be 
a factor In time spent on bome-work*
Figure 4 shows the average amount of time spent 
per day working by economic status and sek*
Other Activities or “Hobbies1
“An ounce of pleasure you make for yourself is 
worth a ton of pleasure mad© 'for you by someone else.” 
Hobbies "are generally reeogni zed as an important type of 
child activity in directing 'interests into desirable 
channels* The activities listed in this section found 
under item1 5 of the questionnaire, were considered by the 
respondents' as hobbles.
Economic- Status * - fable 27 'contains "the percentage 
of child hours for-this group*. The differences are;
1. € or $ spend less time on other, activities than A*
2* B spends less "time on other activities than B*
Iconomlo 'Status and Bex (.Girls) * - Table 28 con­
tains the percentage of child hours for this group* The 
differenoes are:
jf
1* G or B spend less time on other activities than A*
2* B. spends less time on other activities than 0 or B*
3. 0 spends less time playing a musical instrument 
than any other group,
4, In group A, playing a musical Instrument is the most 
important activity as far aa the time element is 
concerned* Ho differences were found in the next
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TABLE 37
percentage of child hours in one day spent
IN OTHER ACTIVITIES 
BY GIRLS FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC GROUSE
fypm -of other 
act!vitas
A
Percentages 
B 0 0.
Fatdl ,**■**«** <r- * * * »**«.#*,*... .001 .0007
Ohemi siry * * * * * * *.#*«**** ** *« .0004
0Xub **,**..*• • * * .0007 .0007
Oook * * * * * * * * * * * * * *»»*»** * * * .001 .001
OaflCS. * ****.. # * *«*■ * ? • « '* ** *» .009 .0003 .003 .008
:* • * * **»««* • * •* * A .001 .005 .0004
teataailos# *»*»-«<*«**#* * 4* * * .008
Press ittiisg* ***»*«♦• * ** ■*■ * .0004
Keferew school,...... *» * * * .0088. .003
Horseback aiding*»* * * ** *4' * * .001
listen to records .***..* * -f * .001, .0004 .0004
Make costal set. ** * . .0004
Make necklace...... *. * * *- .0004
Make valentine box*. ,* *,A # * .001
Flay musical instrument* ... .032 .033 *014 .003
sew» *■■*,***, # * . # *•.»•*,• *A * * .001 .003 .008 .009
Shop* * * • •*•*»*•.*##*•**. * ■** * . .001 .003
3tng. * *»*«♦. * * * * * * # •*♦*•,* • • * .001 .008.
Stamp collection.* *.* * *,* * * *0008
rel 6pb.om0 • * * * * *»* • •»»««• * . • .01 .006 *0004
Write letters* * ,. * . .0007 .001
Write stories . * * _-2QQ.i_
rotal «****#*,*«#..****,* » • * .055 .046 ! .035 *014
Child hours per group* *. *♦ * • 408 1138 1536 600
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table 2a
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOUR3 IB ORE DAT SPEHT 
IB OTHER ACTIVITIES
BY BOTH FROM THE m m mommiQ: GROUPS
Types of other Percentages
activities
A .. . ..B...... 0 ..B .
Build* * r « * « » * ■ • *  * . * * « * *, * *,  4. M b . *004 *0004
Ohemisiry *000? .001? *003 .0003
*0004
Ranee. *0014 *001?
Braw. « * « . * . « *  *#*■■* .003 .002
Bleeireniee. « . * * . * • * . »  *. -* -* * 001
Hebrew School ******* * * * * ♦ .008
Kies the girls *001
M s  ten to' records * . . . * *  * .' .0015
Make hookey stick*....... .0006
Make things with father** .0008
Model airplanes* *0014 *004 *003 *004
Model ship engines.**...** *000
Play musical Instrument. * *010 *006 .003
Play pool* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .0006
Post card collection** *» » .0004
Repair bicycle* *. * . . * * *  * *. *0000 ♦0O06
Reparr gun-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *0014
Repair motor* * * * * * * * * * * * * .001 *0006
Repair radio** * * * * * * * *  * * * *0008
Bing* * * * * • * . * « « * ♦ • * . . * » ■ . * * .002 .0000
Stamp collection** * » « * * * • *001 *0004
Telephone. * * *. * * .  * *0015 *0006
Yisit grandma* * * * * * * * * * * * *000?
Writ© letters. .0014
total *-»»** * » » » * « » * * . » * « *043 *025 .018 .008
Child hours per group..,. 360 1033 1330 864
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three activities; dancing, telephoning, or attend** 
ing Hebrew School,
5* In group B, playing a musical instrument'Is the most 
time consuming activity* No differences were found 
between telephoning, drawing, sewing, or shopping*
6* Sewing, In group Q, shows some Importance for the 
first time* No difference between sewing and play* 
Ing a musical instrument is -found*
Economlc Status and Sex (Boys)* ** Table 29 con­
tains the percentage of child hours for this group* The 
differences ares
I* € or D spend less time on other activities than A*
2* B-spends less- time oh other activities than B.
Sex*,- The percentages for this group are found 
on Table 30. The differences are as follows;
1* Girls spend more time on hobbies than boys*
2. Girls spend more time playing musical Instruments 
than boys*
3* Playing a musical instrument ranks first, and sewing 
ranks second among the girls* Girls spend more time 
sewing than telephoning, horseback riding, drawing, 
or dancing*
Race (0 and P)* - Table 31 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* No differences were found*
Race (Entire)*- Table 31 contains the percentage 
of child hours for this group* No differences were found*
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TABfcfi 29
PERCENTAGE OF CHI 1.0 HOURS IN ONE DAY SPENT 
IB OTHER ACTIVITIES 
BY SEX
Types of other
activities
Percentages
...Bovs... Oirle ...
Batom.****#.♦♦**..*.**♦#.. -0006
BUlld* ***.*#.**♦♦* * * * * # * .♦' 4 ♦002
Cherni stry ***.*■»*.*.#*■»**** *001 *0001
Olub work* *.«♦.♦. ♦ ♦ »#.» *»-* •» *000$
Cook* *0001 *0003
Dance*,*..»,»,.••*••****•« *000? ♦003
Draw 0 * ♦ .« * * *** * * * * .* **.«**«♦. *000 *002
Dramatics* *000?
Drees fitting* ■• * * * * * * * * * * * .0001
Diestf on res**♦«***♦.*♦*.♦#. *000$
Hebrew school#***.♦**.;♦;. *000? *008
Horseback riding* ♦ *000 *0001
Kiss the girls*- **«*.*♦*;* #0003
Dietan to records********* *0004 *0003
Make crystal set********** .0001
Make hookey stick*******• * - *0001
Make necklace ******** ^ ; * * * .0001
Make things with father# * * • *0001
Make valentine bow#* #* *. .* •- *000$
Model sirpXam es ******* * * * • ■ - *003
Model ship engines#**#'**** ■ *0008
P lay* musical instrument *. .004 ♦013
Play pool************* * * *» *0003
Post card collection.....*- *0001
Repair bicycle# * * * * * # ♦ * -* * * .COOS
Repair gun #*****»«*•*'# # * * * .0001
Hepair motor# *♦..#.*# ••.*•# * * * .0008-
Hepair radio * * * * * *•*••♦•*• •* *000$
Sew *###•* ••.##*•#**1#*.■*#*#*. *006
Shop*********#***.*■■** »**» «■♦ .0006
Bing* *001 *001
Stamp collection********** *0004 .0001
Telephone* **♦*.***•,**„**# *0008 *00$
Vi sit grandma ##****##■**♦## *0003
Write letters* *•******#.#* .0001 *0006
Write stories *#**■****#**♦.*. .0001
Total#•#*«**.•»*»««»•*## *0$ *03?
Child hours per group. * * *« 3876 3672
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TABLE 30
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD BOORS IN ONE DAY SPENT 
IN OTHER ACTIVITIES 
FRON THE FOUR ECOIIOMIC GROUPS
Percentages
A . . B ... 0 B
total time spent for ’ ''1 
other dotivitieoa ***.*•***.' *049 #035 .036 *011
0MX& hours per group# * * * *' 768 3160 3856 1464
TABLE 31
PERCENTAGE OF CHINS HOURS-IB ONI DAY SPENT 
• IN O K ®  ACTIVITIES 
■BY RACE ■
Percentages
total, time spent for
Other activities*. *. * *;* * * * *0<B *00 .*033
Ohild houro groupss' 1536 3784 1536 5713
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Summary 'of Findings on Other Activities* - Both 
economic and sex factors seem to Be very important when 
-considering time spent on other 'activities* or hobbies*
It ■ seems'' that the lower' the economic- bracket - -descends, the 
-shorter the time spent on hobbles-'*- Many, of the activities 
listed require rather expensive equipment, which may account 
for the lack of such activities - to  the lower economic- brack** 
ets* it also might be- of interest to note that hobbies which 
Involve little or no money for equipment, gain importance as 
the economic bracket lowers, such as dancing, singing, and 
sewing*
Boys do not seem to spend as much time on other activ­
ities as girls, Wo significant differences in time spent on 
any particular activity Is found among the boys while play­
ing a musical instrument ranks first in importance among the 
girls*
The findings on "playing musical instruments will be 
discussed* This activity ranks highest among the girls, 
and received the highest percentage of child hours among 
the boys, although no difference was found between this ac­
tivity and other boy activities* The girls in groups A and 
B spend more time playing musical Instruments than groups 
0 and B, The boys in group A spend more time playing musical 
instruments than group 0, group D not reporting* The general 
trend seems to be the higher the economic bracket, the more 
time spent playing musical Instruments, especially among the 
girls* This may be attributed to home Influence* Flaying 
musical instruments involves expense for equipment and In-
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struction*. It may be assumed that the 'parents in the 
higher economic brackets are more able to afford such ac­
tivities for their children* airls are not usually as. 
active as boys, and'for .this reason, it -may be that they 
find this quiet type of activity more satisfying*
Olrls spend more - total time on other activities 
than boys* As was pointed out previously, boys spend more 
time playing than girls* Perhaps the girls make'up for this 
difference by spending their time on hobbies#
So significant race: differences were found*
Figure 3 shows the average amount of time spent per 
day for other activities by economic status and sex*
Sleep
■this ■analysis will be confined to the amount of time 
In one day spent In sleep 'found in item 6 of the question­
naire* fables 32 through 36 contain the percentage of child
hours for this group. Bo significant'differences were found.
However* even though there were no 'significant differences 
in proportion found. It is Interesting to note that the av­
erage child-in the seventh and eighth grade seems to approx­
imate nine hours of sleep each night*
■ Following are the.mean hours of sleep for each of 
the various- groups r
Economic Status A*..... * *9.47 hours
B.......9*57 hours
C*.......8.99 hours
D..... .8.86 hours
Sex Boys**.**9*21 hours
01rl8««*»9«16 hours
Bleep Percentage#
S L . £
total time f o r  sleep*;;;* *395 .386 *374 .369
C h i l d  hours per g r o u p * ; * ; 1 768 3160 3806 1 4 6 4
‘ t m m  m
P M O E H T A ®  Of 0E1I*» HOIIES' II QSB
m  t m m  m o u  r m  m m  m
' B4T-S3PSK7 IS 
3 GROUPS
s h E i r
S l e e p  Pereesiiages
. . . . .M ..... B  . 0 .......H  : .
Total time f o r  s l e e p . .*** *196 *401 Jgm.375 .363
C h i l d  hours per group***. 408 1130 1536 aoo
Sleep Percentages
t . ... r... ....  ...... jtk- . . b .. a .... b . .
total time for sleep.**** *394 *396 *373 *374
Child hours par group,... 360 1033 1330 864
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TABLE 55
PERCENTAGE OP CHILD HOURS IN ONE DAY SPENT IN SLEEP
BY SEX
Sleep
. Bqyb  , .Crirls ..
f otal time for sleep******* *383 *384
O lll i  houm per group* * * ** * 3576 8S?S
TABLE 36
PERCENTAGE OF CHILD HOURS IN ONE DAY SPENT IN SLEEP
BY RAOB
Bleep
Peroeatagee
■” 0 - i
Hiite. Memo Whit© .
■fetal time f or sleep* * * *, *377 .365 *388
■OMM horns p m  group. .*. „ 8784 1536 5713
8 6
E&ce {0 - D) Negroes**6*77 hours
■ • ■ Whites*«*9*05 hour a
Eac© (Entire) Negroes **8 #77 hours
I fh i te a  . . . 9 , 4  h o u rs  
. The mean, number of hours- seems to' decrease as the 
economic level lowers, and in the' double race comparison, 
the Negroes, seem to get less sleep 'than the whites* Now** 
ever, since no significant differences were found, these 
findings are Inconclusive, -and cannot be substantiated by 
statistical findings*
■Summary of Time Spent on Dally Activities by Sex
The average' amount 'of time spent' in one day per 
child for each of the dally activities is found in figure 6* 
Among the boys, 1 play*1' and "listening to the radio* 
rank first when considering' the amount of time spent for 
each, since m  significant difference in proportion is 
found between them*' "Work" ranks second, "reading” third, 
and "other activities" fourth*
Among the girls, "radio" ranks first, "work" second, 
"play" third, and “reading* fourth.
' The activity "which showsthe greatest difference be­
tween the boys and girls Is "play", the average amount of 
time for boysr play being 2 hours and 10 minutes, and the 
average amount of time for girls1 play being 1 hour and 25 
minutes,
- Weekly Activities
The weekly activities included in this study are
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movies, parties, clubs and church ,or Sunday School attend­
ance* 'As previously ' stated, daily activities are handled 
as- time studies." All differences In proportion fo'und in 
weekly activities are based on the number of children 
participating in the ;various activities*
■Movies
fhis study is concerned with two phases of this
activity % movie attendance and the'type# of pictures seen.
Movie Attendance: - Attendance to movies and the
effects of movies- on children have been'studied by many
8Investigators* pale found that TO per cent of the young­
sters between eight and eighteen going at least once, a week­
end about 25 " per cent"going twice a week*
Economle Status'* - fable 37 contains the percentage 
of children attending for this group* ' the differences are?
1. More children' in 0 attend movies than A or B*
2. In 3, 0, and B, a greater proportion of children
attend than those who do not.
3*-More children in 0 or 0 attend two or more movies 
per week than A or B*
4. In B# 0, and 0, a greater proportion attend movies
than those - who do- not - attend* -
Economic Status..and Bex ( Girls). * ■*' fable 38 contains 
the percentage of chiIdren attending for this group. fhe 
differences are:
1. More girls in Q attend movies than A, B, or 0.
2* A or B attend more than one movie per week less 
often than C.
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TABLE 37
PERCENTAGE OP CHILDREN ATTENDING MOVIES FOR ORE WEEK 
BY THE POUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
Times Attending
Percentages
A .... B c D .. . . . .
Sot Bn times• * * * **•* »•  *•  *  * *0 *0 .009 .0
Six times * * * * 0 * * * * * * *  *■*' * • *0 *0 .0 .0
Fite times.*.,. **.♦.**. * « « .0 *0 .009 .016
Four times*«* * * *- * * * * *«* * ♦ *0 *0 .067 .033
Three times* * * * * *«* * * *4*0 *031. *042 .189 .098
Two times * *.. *. *.* * * *«* * * *004 *1.22 .389 .313
Ctee time * * * * * 4 ********d 4 ♦ ..• S44...l. _*378.r .318.
fetal attending* * * ** * • *894 *711 .941
»
*771
On school nights* * * * * ** •* * .0 *000 .353 *131
Humber in group*******
A  . . . .
* ■# * 32 to 119
■i
01
TABLE 38
PERCENTAGE OP CHILDREN ATTENDING MOVIES PCR ONE WEEK 
BY GIRLS FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
Percentages
Times Attending  ,n.... .  ... .. .
.................  A .... B O D
seten times** .**.*.*•,**♦* *0 *0 *6 *0
Six times ***** ***.«« * * * * * *0 .0 *0 *0
Pits times* * * * * * * * * ♦ ».*#** ‘ <0 *0 *0 *0
p our times ********** * * * * * *0 *0 *016 *04
fhree times * *»#*##*** * ** * ♦0 *43 ’ TS& * *08
Two times *%**«***#-***#.*•* *118 *140 *312 .24
One time ******* *•*«»«*•«* .47 .489 .*453.. .32
Total attending* * * * * * * .688 *081 .937 *68
On setiool nights* ..***.*** *0 *064 * 344 .12-
Kufflter In group.......... 1? 47 64 85
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3* 0 "attends,movies on school nights -.more often 
, .than' .A,.: B, or D*
Economic Status and-Sex (Boys)*- Table 39 con- 
talna/tho.percentages of children attending for this group* 
The -differences are*.,
1. More hoys in 0 or 0 'attend movles than' it or *8*
2. A greater, mimher of hoys In c and I) attend two or 
more monies per we eh than A,
3* More hoys in o attend movies on school nights than 
.•A, B, or 0*
4* In B, 0, or B, a greater proportion attend movies 
than those who' do.no t attend *
Box«- Table 40 contains the •percentage of ■ children * 
attending for this group* The differences are:
1# In both groups there are more who attend than those 
who do not attend*
■Base J.0 and B) *- Table 41 contains the percentage 
of children attending .for this group*' The differences are? 
1« Negroes attend two or more movies per week more 
. often than' white*
2. Negroes- attend .movies on school night© more often 
than whi tes *
3* In both- groups there are more- children who attend 
movies, than those who do not.*
Race (Entire),Table 41 .contains the percentage 
of children attending for this group# The difference© are; 
Isidore Negroes attend movies than whites.
-2*. A greater number of Negroes attend two or more movies 
than whites.
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TABLE 39
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN ATTENDING H07IE3 FOR W 8  WEE 
BY BOYS FROM THE FOOT ECONOMIC OTQTjPS
ftm&m Mtm&ing
Percentages
A . . B . . . .
B'QWen ii 123*2 * • * * .* * •».* * . * * *,»t ■ 
Six iiuies * * .* * * .•■* * .* ■> ,♦ ******
4 4 * * 4 -■*• * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 *
F* 0tZ3? iiUi0£J,* > 4 * t* * * * * # ,* 4 4 4 *
fjay-e.e iineSi#. # * > * „* .* ■* 4;* #- 4 * 4 * 
fw0 iinee.* .* 4 .# * ,*•* * ,*■ „♦ 44 444 4 4 
Cfet0 ' * * '*•* * * * 4-* .*1'*';* *■* „#> 4
*0
.0
,*0
.0
..0©?
,06?
,466
.0 ,018 
#0 .0 
#0 ,028 
.0 .IS? 
.046 .264 
.093 .33? 
..605.. .291
. .0 '
. ,0 
.038 ■ 
•OS© 
>121 . 
,36©
fetal atteadixag*,. * . *• * .6 .?44 .945 , .833
'$n eeiieei niglits;* * * *,* .0 ,04? *804 .139
Jtaafeer in g 15 43 SB ' 3©
TABLE 40
PStCSJJTACSE OF CHILDREN ATTENDING MOT2ES FOR ORE WEEK
MX MMtJk:
fines MtmMmg
00170u t i n e i f * . * «* * * * .* * * • **#..* * .0 0 ? •0
S ix  t in e s .  * * * * * * • ♦ * * •  * *. * • *  • . 0 . §
JFive tim e s  • -* .* * • • * .* m * # * *.#♦*# *0 1 3 .0
Ifstis?' t im e s . ..*»* * * *.•*•**•*# *‘*'4 *■. . 0 5 4 .0 1 3
iil? l0 0 * *; *.:*'*■* + .  « ’♦ .* * * * *' •1 0 0 *0 0 3
fw o  tim es *.'* . * + ♦ ’* . * * *  * * , . 3 4 3 *3 39
OSS V . * * * ♦ * * * * .*
f e t a l  ^tending* * * *•**•* * *• .8 3 6 *778
0te s c h o o l m tg & ie * * * * *>■* *■-* * •101 ,1 8 3
WtmbBT in gxonp+ * 149 153
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TABLE 41
FERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN ATTENDING MOVIES FOR ONE WEEK
BIT RACE
Times Attending
sen? on. * * * * *' * * * * * * * * ^ .01© ,0 .01© .0
ti^ -lSS » * * 4 ■* 4 * * * * ■.*' • -.0 ,0 ,0 .0
til300# * » « * m * * * • * * * ,* ■# * .018 .009 ,016 ,004
Fotix times* -* • 4 * * * * *«. *. * .* * * :%as .01? 4.35 .008
ttoee times* * *. * * V '.'■•188 .113 .188 .078
two times#«# *«*«*»• *. . *■##'. '.313 .319 .313 , 214
One time* * * * -# * * * * * # * 4 * «.*.« .301 .30© .381 .463
^otaX attending* • * * * .« * 4 .038 .853 ,938 .765
to school nights*.*«.»**«»• .433 ,198 .433 .iis
Wti&toox- in gxomp* * * * #. • «■ * * * 64 116 64 338
TABLE 43
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN ATTENDING JKWtES FOR ONE WEEK 
BY CHILDREN WITH HIGH AND LOW READING ABILITY
,'iyf ri» i l/ijt jinifi)iTr.t j. ir .i n.,i. \,... -j.
times attending
Pefss&isgss
..mftk. . .r.. M m
Severn times« * ***-»****$* * #>'# * *§ ‘ *0
Six times .*'•**••»»•**•«* * * * % * mb’’ .0 *0
Wi*$& times* * * * #* y.* * * ♦ *v * .* * * * .0 *0
i? 0S9? times# ■# * * * * ■* * * * # * #* * * * * ■*■ ♦O' *xn
fteee times* y * * *, * w  ***.•*■* * * *01? *341
two times # # * * «* * -* * #**♦#*■ * # * m # .1 *378
One time** * * * **-*.* • * * * # • *»• * • . — trM
f otal att ending*. * * * ****** *? .815
to school nights* * * # *. * * * * * *■ ■* .01? *37
Ihtmhex in gcoxip * *•***.**..«* * *. 60 54
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'.jy More' fegroes attend movies on school nights than 
whites*
4* In both groups there are more children who attend 
. movies than those who do not.
High'. and, low Reading; Ahill ty * * Table 42 contains 
the percentages of children attending tor this group* The 
differences- are* ■ ■ . *
1* Children with low reading ability attend two or 
more moviea per week more often than children with 
high reading ability*
3, A greater proportion of children with low reading 
ability "attend'movies on" school nights than children 
with high reading ■ability*""
'Summary .of Findings on Movie Attendance * - Many 
factors seem to be. important in determining movie attend­
ance i economic status,, race, and reading ability overshadow- 
lag bbx 'factors.
The boys, in the two lowef economic groups rank high­
est in the- number of children attending movies and number of 
children attending two or more movies per week. More boys
In group C attend movies on school nights than the boys in
\
any other group,- There are'more children in groups- B, 0, 
and 1 who -attend movies- than those who do not attend#
Among the girls, group € seems to be predominant in 
movie attendance, A greater number of girls in group C at­
tend at least one movie per week, attend two or more movies 
per week, and attend on school nights, than any other group* 
in groups B and. 0- there are more girls who attend movies, 
than those who do not*
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economic "gt&ths beeme to be; important-"factor l n 
movie attendance, but the findings'/are. rather puzzling. 
Throughout the 'compart sons the C group- Seems to rank high­
est in the different'types ofattenhance studied, the D group 
second, the B group "third, and the A group "fourth* The reason 
for this high attendance in group '0 -cannot he- explained* How­
ever, since' all differences found were between either of the' 
two lowef groups and either of the" two upper groups, it appears 
that more children in the two lower groups attend movies than 
the two 'upper groups*
'XVseems strange that the groups with less money 
seem to frequent the movies more often than the groups' with 
more money* Perhaps children in the higher economie levels 
have more opportunities for other Interesting activities in 
which to' participate* Perhaps' the parents from the better 
homes do a better’/Job of' 'guidance by-’dlscoUragiiig their chil­
dren to attend '‘movies during school nights' or attending more 
than one .movie per'week. It Is probable . that the heavy at­
tendance in the lower-economic brackets is psychological, the 
children finding relief in the make-believe world they find 
In the movies* These findings are -hot entirely conclusive 
since group -0, especially among the .girls, does not rank as 
high as group C In the various movie attendance comparisons* 
Figure ? contains various economic' movie attendance compari­
sons*
In,the double race comparison, two similar differ­
ences were found: Negroes attend two or more movies- per
4'
week and attend movies on school nights more often than
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whites, in an analysis of 142 pictures Kibehel^ states 
that *313' scenes consisted of treatment'of employees and 
' subordinates... V . I t  "was found that 'children, employees 
*inferior^ races, and persons of *inferior* social stand* 
ins- tended to he treated hotter in. the. movies than in-the 
real world ♦** Perhaps the Negro gets vicarious satis faction 
for desires not adequately met'in real life.''-''In the total 
race comparison it Is found that-more-Negroes attend movies 
than whites* This may/fee-&n economic difference, or It may 
he a race difference, although, a similar difference was not 
found in.the 0~D comparison*
When .considering children with high and low reading 
ability-, there was no difference in the number-of children 
attending, but the children with low'reading-ability at­
tended two or more movies and attended/ on school nights 
more often than children with high reading ability*
types. of Pictures: Seen*- What types of moving 
pictures are the seventh and eighth grade boys and girls 
of Omaha seeing*? Oh' the questionnaire under item 7, the. 
children were asked to state the titles of the pictures 
they saw and give reasons for liking or not liking them.,
The "Family fiovie Guide* in The..Parents1 Maga&lne
was chosen as the source of obtaining- the ratings for the
IGpictures, Catherine C*. Edwards,' ■ editor, says, “The 
Parents* Ha&azine movie appraisals are not' the view of one 
person, but the composite judgment of several well-quali­
fied reviewers/’
11In this movie guide' ' the ratings are applied to
mthree/ different age levels: (1) children from eight to 
twelve years'of age, (2) children from twelve to sixteen 
years of age, and (3) adults, The present analysis deals 
with'the second level, the children from twelve to sixteen 
years of age*
The following -outline' contains the titles of the 
pictures'seen"hy the children, classified according to the 
ratings-''mentioned above*
X. Approved for children 12 to 16 years of age
A, Excellent
1, Black Gold
2. Carnegie Hall 
3* Fiesta
4, spirit of West Point 
§, Bed Stallion 
6* Romance-of Rosy Eldge 
7* the yearling 
8. Margie
0, Stairway to Heaven 
id, a&okey
11* Tom- Sawyer 
12, Thunderhaad
B. Good
1, Mother Wore Tights
2, Something In the Wind
3, Wowa to Earth
4, Belle of San Angelo- .
5* Vigilantes of Boom town .
6, It Happened on 5th Avenue 
7 * low Honeymoon
8. Ginger
0. Fair
1* last of the Redman.
2, Invisible Wall
3, That Hagan Girl
4, Merton of the Movies
5, Black Lash
6, When a Glrla Beautiful 
7* I Love Trouble
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B. %>od of 1*##* western* mystery, farce* -etc,
1. Blom&'l© In the Bough 
2 ♦ 'Where there * s Li f©
3* Heaven Only-Knows
4. The trouble with Women
5. Adventure■island 
6* Wews Hounds
7*- Oas House Kids 
&* Pirated of Monterey
9. Killer McCoy 
10. Along the Oregon frail
•
E« Ron tine (Mediocre}
1* Heartaches
2. Robin. Hood of Monterey 
3* Bangeroua Money
II* Hot approved for children 12- to 16 years of age
A* Questionable .{in spots or as a whole)
1.- Living In a Big Way 
2# Winter Wonderland
B. Too mature
1*. Repeat Performance 
2* The Other Love
3. Song of the Thin Man 
4* Crossfire.
5- Poxes of Harrow
C* Unsuitable
1* Desert 'fury 
2* Brut©- Force 
3* Moss Rose 
4* Bark Passage 
5* Wild Harvest
6. Out of the Past 
7* I Walk Alone
8* Pun on a Weekend 
9* Escape Me fiever
This represents a total of 56 pictures classified
in their respective categories, Eight other titles were
listed on the questionnaires but no classification was
found for them. They have been eliminated from this anal~
ysis.
'•"To’ facilitate’ analysis of responses the titles 
are reduced ' to-" three, classifications! ' ■ 20' movies seen by 
156 children are rated good or excellent.! 20-pictures seen 
by.100 children are rated fair to mediocre; 16 movies seen 
by 91 children, are rated questionable to unsuitable*
‘ The fact that only 35 per cent of the ti ties are 
classified as good or excellent'is a matter which should 
be given further study* About 30 per cent of the titles 
were not approved for this age level. Thirty-five per cent 
were just fair to mediocre# This ■analysis suggests that 
children of this age-'attend all types of pictures*
How well do they receive these pictures? Do they 
like all types .equally as well? The types of responses 
given for liking'and disliking movies rated good or excel­
lent are described Ih'fable 43* -fable 44 lists the responses 
given for liking and dldliklng movies rated fair to mediocre# 
The responses for liking and disliking movies rated question­
able to "unsuitable are listed In fable 45*
It'is interesting to note that 30*8 per cent of the 
responses from children who saw the pictures on the disap­
proved 31st indicated dislike for the pictures* while only 
3*5 per cent o-f the- responses from the children who saw pic­
tures on the approved" list indicated'dislike*' The differ- 
erne© Is highly slgnificant, t being 9*45* this finding sug­
gests that a.- greater percentage of Children dislike pictures 
which are not approved than pictures which are approved*
94.5 per cent of responses from the children who saw approved 
pictures Indicated a liking for them, while only 69*2 per cent
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mBI»E 43
RESPONSES FOR DIKING AND DZSBIKINO MOVIES RATED
EXCELLENT OR GOOD FROM TEE ENTIRE GROUP
Eesposses of.
Eetoontage 
OI - 
EsgpoBses
r. uk® m  , . . ;
E^si tlfl§£# * # * * * 0 ,*,§ %* *%*.# * *, 31 .# * * * • * *,* *i3s.
Afboiit, ♦«#,* ;* ,# ,*,#* * ♦ 30 ,♦ *■ * * # * *130
* 4 4 .* # # :* 4 * .*• tf ,■*,#„#.* * •*, 10 ■* ■* 4 * * :<* -# * ♦108.
Xnt03?©lltij3|jj.'* * • * * * * * # * 4 * * 16 • * * « *- 4 * 4 *103
JifeZ0.jLO3»tJt 0 .*#•**** * „* > 4 ,«■ *-,* ,4 4 * , IS .4 ***,#**,«• *00t
Op©'3ftO * 4 4 •* •■♦ ♦ * »■ ■* * * is #.4 *44.# .4 . *083
'■ E00>'0Olfi0-'fcdL.0:4 « .* » ,4 ,*,4 4 * > .4 ,* * 4 . p 4 * * * *■ * *.* *031.
0004 Aotiag* « 4 4 4 . 4 4,# * * * -4 4 * # #• # # ,* * * ♦030
EOKS&JS tl 0 4 ««•«•« * * * *♦♦*;*# 4 444#. 4; 4 ♦ * ' *000
01jli6!rs * * *.»< * *«.* m • * *,«,#;* * *•.-M 4 • 0 4 4 * * * .3?7 '
TotsX * 4 .■*»** * #■ .4 * # .# * -* 4 4 * 111 4 * 4 * # ♦ * 4. .960
114 ® m  not Uk® it
Bo not like mmi$* * * * * * * 1 ■0 * ****** .0064
HO plot * * * * * '* 4 * 4 :* f ■* * * -# 4 * % # * 44.*'*** .0064
Too © o m p X i o & t e & * * X ##44**4* .0064
Bo not like dogo...... 1 #***«.*»*: ,0064
014 tteo piokw?®* 444*44# -;:. 1 ***** .* » * ■g..Q.QM
3?0tiiX 4 * # # # * * * * 4 **#**.«. 5 *♦#****# .033
Total number l e s i s o a s e s * ‘1®6 ......, - .1.0000
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TABLE 44
RESPONSES FOR LIKING AND DISLIKING MOVIES RATED
FAIR TO wrnxocm FROM THE ENTIRE GROUP
feieeiifage ;
Responses of of
Responses Responses
j# bSJsarii
Iftijiinjr,* * ■* ■*. f'-t. *-’* t * f. * * ¥»# • .36 * * * *. *■ ■* * * *-36
itlQ g * * *• :■#. '4 • * * if > ♦ * * ■*• 4 m * * * * * * * *. ..19
-M^ TStpriOil® * * • ****» * '*. ♦ e * •• * * * * * * .06
A%o$it kide* * 4,11 •■» * •♦#* *'. ♦. e .#. * 4. ,*. *. » * * .06
■Rsirosft# * * * * * * s •*,. * *.» * * * J- ,09
Sn&ed right * * *. * **. * * * * , 3 '*■*#*** * *■ .03
‘Others # ^ * *. * ******** * # * -% i 16 *■****%■*.* .16
tetsi * ♦ * * **, *..*'** .*. * * * * tl * -*• * * * * * * .91
It* Hid not like it
Full of morrow* *■***#.** 1 * * * * * * * * .01
lo pilot# * 4 ********** .* * 1 *: * * * * * ♦. ♦ •01
B£dft*t like plot# .**:** 1 ♦ * » 4 * * * * .01
§on*:t toow* *v* * * *•*• * «•* * 1 * * * ,*' ■* *■ *• .*- .01
too f notastio* * * * *• * *• *• *• • 1 #’ » • * * V • * .01
foo ■ dram&iia* .*♦***. •■** - 1 * * * *.' * « *'■ *' ,01
fO0 SilX^ T ******* ■*- * ■*• * * *• n * *' * *' * *’ • m .03
Pimi-shed m  innocent • • -
girl ********* * * • # * * .*■ -* * % 1 *, * * * * * « * ,01
fOtel*. * * * *#*«'*»#**• **Sr *■ * * * * * *• *
total number responses* * * * # 100 • * *. * * I ,*. it1.00
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table m
RESPONSES FOR LIKING AMD DISLIXIMG MOVIES RATED
Q0E3TIQHABLE TO OTSUITABLE FROM THE ENTIRE GROUP
Responses ef
Bs&ponss#
BertentagS.
■of
BSsponses
I. Like it
B&Oi ttllg* m » * * 4 * 4 « ,* .* ,* .♦ <*: * 10 .*.«■* * .* * * # .176
Winter .sports* *.»a * * *■•* • * M -♦ * * * * * * * .100
l*ots of aixsg&e** *.*.***.**, 7 « * ♦ * * •*- * -m .077
Sue pens e * * * * * * •# * .* ***•# * * 0 * * * * .* * * * .066
F&t&Elt# staf.* , 8 * * * •* * f * ♦ *085
I^anoing»*«* • * • * *»* * * *«* ' ' 8 • * * * « • • « .055
CHJtM^ FS* *.* * » * *•* * . M * * * #. * * .* * <154
T0I5S.X * * * * -». * *-* #. * * ,* t,-» * S3 * * * ■* * * * * .693
XX * ltd not like it " .
Ho point to it* ♦ 1 * * * *"* * * # .011
fcx* apseies?##. * *., *.*»> 1 ** '* 4 * * ♦ * * .011
Jetting no g®»4* 1 ' *' * :* * •* 4 * * .on
tea * * *.*.** * * * * * * I * * * ■♦ * « #•* .OSS
^OO dlXH 4 4 4 4 4; * 4 # 4 # * 4 4 * # 4 ' m• ****** .044
f 00 much' eotrow-. * * *, * * * * ♦ i * * •. * * * * * .011
Blot too draggy* *>>■**>.». 1 * # * # • .# * * .011
io $m*y »*. **■#«■* 1 * #- a * * * * « .on
i?o$ fantaetie- • * ^ * *. * *<** 4 • * • * • * * * .044
taro .got . ' i * * * * ■* .*, # * ,011
Bo . gsod ending* *. * * 4.. ♦, * * 8 * « * # * * * * .033
Bon e ente e * * * *»* *• *, .*, *. *, *, * * ♦ 1 •* .#■ » * ■* * 4 * .011
ft was dead,# .* * * * *, * *, *. * #( , ■ 1 • « * «* * « * ,011
.e&plain ******* * * X ******** .011
iidnrt tmfer stand ‘i t ..* . ,011
fOtal * *' * ♦**•*•♦* * *: * 4 38 * * * # • * -* 4 .308
fot&X responses ******* #♦**»* 91. •*••***4 1.000
' ' 1 ■*!»' i *|M«jrw itj wf »>«■■
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of responses 'from children who saw disapproved pictures 
indicated a liking for them# Again the, difference, is highly 
significant* t being 3*06*
Concluding this analysis* it seems that* although, 
children do attend all types of pictures* they like those 
which are suitable for their age level better than those 
which are not suitable*
'In answer to the question "Why did you'like itf*1 
a large variety of responses were received* From the com­
pilations found in fables 43 through 45* it' seems that 
children this age are especially fond of pictures which 
are exciting and humorous. They also like- pictures about 
sports, animals, and music* They do not seam to like pic­
tures which are too fantastic, full of sorrow, or have 
unhappy endings*
Parties
This analysis includes a study of the number of chil­
dren attending parties for one week and the number of chil­
dren attending different types of parties* found under item 
8 in the questionnaire* The term "party*1 is not confined to 
a social function where refreshments are served* It includes 
any type of social gathering Which is planned for children 
this age*
■ Economic Status * - Tables 46' and 4? contain the per­
centages for this group* The differences ares
1# A greater proportion of children In A or B attend 
parties than C or B, and C more than D*
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TABLE 46
PERCENTAGE OF CtelLOE® ATTENDING PARTIES 
FRO.i THE FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
taatser at 
Parties
Percentages
A .. B . _ _ g —  .. B__
f<mx p&rbi&B*,
ftoee parties* - * * • *■* .■#•* 
Two parties. ........ «•*-*.
O&e pariy*■■»■ ******* *•#'#•■*-*•
Itsmbar attending......
*• *- • * .*032’TOCS*-■* * 9 ♦iOu
.,** *319 
•*•■*.-* •* ’*$$$#(%■
*0
*089
*378
*0
*059
.320
#0
*0
.US 
.*368.__
■ ».-»-* * * 3 44 *706 .563 .377
Humber 1b group*...... *___ 32 90 129 61
m m s  4?
HSROSJfm® OF vH2Ii0B.ll? ATTOTHHG BIFPlBUff KXI»S 
OF PARfllS FBOM TBB FOUR 100H0H20 GROUPS
\
.Kinis of 
parties
Percentage#
. .  . ,...A.. B ..0 . , B ...
Ohuroi* parties*. * *, * #’*.* 
School partita.**. *■* #,♦.* 
02ub party* * *..... # . *  ■*
Some parties# *. *
.* ,* ;# * * 1.30 
*.*.** *031 
* * * *094? 
*»# * #323
.in
,S89
,178
.a?8
*243
*303
*067
.337
*284
.264
.033
*231
Buitbar in group******** ♦ * #. +» 33 90 119 61
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2v"2a' A'&xtfk B there are more children who attend parties 
. than children who' do hot attend*
3* There are more children in i> who do not attend 
parties' ‘than 'those' who do attend•' ■
4# For school parties# ■ A attends more than Qf and 
B and o more than B*
5. B attends club parties more than B*
6* A attends home parties more than p*
7 * A attends other parties not listed more than B#
0f'orB*
Bcohomtc Btatus and Seat' (Girls). . -: fables 48 and 
49 contain the percentages for this group* The differences 
are $
2* A greater proportion in A or B attend parties than
0. or 0*
2* In A. and B there are more girls who- attend parties
than those who do not* /
 ,y'
3* A or B attend more school parties than 0 or B«
4* B attends more club 'parties ■ than B*
BconomXo Statue... and.Bex ( B o y s ) Tables 50 and 
51 contain the percentages for this/ group* The differences 
are:
1. More boys in A or B attend than. p«
2* In A and B there are more who attend parties than 
those who do not attend*
.3*' B attends home parties more often than 0*
4* A attends other parties not listed more- than B*C# or D. 
Sex««* Tables 52 end 53 contain the percentages for
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TABLE 48
PER0EHTAGS OF GIRLS ATTEBBIWG PARTIES 
FR02J THE FOUR ECOHOUIC GROUPS
N u m b e r of parties Pereentagea
...,., ,. . . . . . ... A. ... B . .0 ... . 1) .:.
Fe«r parties. * *. ♦. . * * * * ■* ♦ . *• ■ .0 
71&r ee parties# . * ♦ ♦.. * * .* * .* •* ■ 4686 
fwe parties* *. * * * .0 .**.„*#*.# * .830.
O1316 party' **»»#-#* ■* « •* * .* *■ * .* ♦ # ,...471.,
.0
,106
.436
. .. .398..
*0
.63
.See
.^.SflX, ^,.v
*0
*0
,13
.. «s^ .Tm.ir
fotal attepclt&g* * * **4 *■*■ *941 .as .36
Bupitigr in group* *» . 0 * *• ♦.. 1? 4? m 35
t m m  m
m o & m g s  m  m m  m t w m m m  mvnsmrt Kims
or wmftMB m m  t m  four m m < m o  groups
ZiBte of parties Pexdeptages
... . - ...... ...A- . . . B .. .. .0 B
<Bitira2ai parties* * * * * * * * # .0 4 089 
Soltool p a r t i e s . *706 
0Xu5 parties * * ••,*».«*«.«« . *1X8 
Boms partlee***.♦.#♦*>. * 418 
Otter -parties. *. *...**. # .394
.085
.489
4.315
•®L9
.106
..173 
.334 
.094 
.361 
-~*M7—
.16
.08
.0
.34
■Jim***
Humber fa group.. 1 7  47 64
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iimiiWWWiM
Pour par tie 0 * .# .* * .* * * * * * * * * * 
fhree parties* * * * * * * #»# ♦ ■*- •
two parties# **'»*■#* * * ■* *,* * * * • 
One psrtjr* *■ * * * *»«* ♦ * **<**:• ■* ■
*087
» u m
. * Z  ■ 
• 333...
.0
.0?
.116
.0
.055 
.145: 
_ . 309
-0
•0
.*&»3L
total a t t m & i n g *  • # * * * .**.. -.fss’ .6?4' .509 *389
Humber in group* * * * # * * * * * * is 43 55 36
TABLE 51
RCKCJTAGE OF BOYS ATTEND! KG DIFFERENT KINDS 
OF FART1FS FROM THE FOUR EOONOHIO GROUPS
•* *
* P .«* * ♦ :* ■»• .#*.#• *
f# j*- * *• * * > .* * ,* ♦ *
OlUfe parties-* * * * **«* * ** * * « 
Horn# parties* ******* * ;. * ,
Other parties* «**.**•* * , , t *
, A
* , 
.06? 
.3 :
• 4?
.»
,.14
,0
♦ * * * * «  ^#• * *  *
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this group. *The differences are5
1* More- girls attend parties-than-hoys*
2* iher© are more girls who attend parties than those 
who do not*
3. Girls attend home parties more often than hoys*
Race t(g and D) ♦- f ables 54 and 55 contain the per­
centage's for this group* the differences are:
1* Negroes attend more home parties than whites*
Haoe {Kntire) * - fables 54 and 55 contain the per­
centages for thi s group * Ho differences are found*
Summary o-f Findings on Forties*-- Both economic and
<■ , uni****  » in.   <i11 i n i 'w *  . m i -*■** ■***»***■»
sex factors are■important when considering party attendance* 
Race factors seem negligible*
■Summarising#- it seems that more children in the two 
upper economic groups attend parties than those in the lower 
groups*. No differences are found between A and B in the 
number of children attending parties* Many differences are 
found between either A or B and either 0 or B* Some differ­
ences are found between C and B* It appears that more chil­
dren in groups. A and B attend parties than those in groupa 
C and B, group ID attending the least* Perhaps the children 
In the upper economic groups hay# more -opportunities to at­
tend parties, and find much satisfaction in attending them* 
It is rather interesting to note her© that the findings on 
movie attendance is almost the reverse, the lower groups at­
tending more than the upper groups*
It seems the higher the economic bracket ascends the 
more popular school parties become. It may be that the
TABLE S3
PERCEHTAGS OF GHILDREH ATTEHDIKO PARTIES
BY SEX
• •V,’r-“^ lrffrr--~r,M T . t* ~ r ~ ‘"l^ 1---------- .... iir-i -II" ■ f'lMfl.’
Humber of Battles* Pereastagee
Bmm . Oirle .
four parties **■.**#■«*»>■ 
three parties**....* *■ * 
ihsro parties * * * * * * * * *. * * 
€»e partp*,  *  , *  *
* *...# *
*  ■* •.« »* 
♦.. * * *-*
*00?
*054
*154
*366.
*0
*086
.38?
_ ..±3flL.....^ ..........
total ^ tending*-* * *‘ »' *:' * * #' ♦560 *a?3
Ifumber in group* * ***.. *  •  ‘• '• * * * 140 153
fmm m
pmoMtmm of mzhmmt Aummim mrwmmf 
Kmm of pmnm m  mi
El&ds of PariJ.es Fereeeiagea
..lorn. ..Oirla. ..
Ohurch parti00.* ......
Sohool parti so*....* .#.
Club parties-. „****♦.. * 
Home parties ****.»..*«
Other p a r t i e s .
■ * .  *  * « . .
.  »- *  :#' *  » *  
« * , * * * .  r 
* < » * * * » .
*141
.309
*0?5
.163
.094
.131
*34
.118
.301
*085
Humber, in grotip..  *. . .  * 149 153
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mB!*! 54
w m m t m m  of m m m m  A t m m m  f m m m
BT BA01
lumber of FartI m percemtagea
..0 <a B "
. Me^ro White
Entire 
. Hatee. Whits...
four parties******** * * # * * * 
Three'parties * *********** * 
Iwo parties • * # * .* .* * * * * * * * * * 
Ose partf * * * * •«*•*****• ■* * •
.0
*053
.203
..as
*0
.038 
*184 
-..a3Q3L.
.0
*083
*203
._.35..
*004
*o?a
* 214 
*349
fetal attending*,, * * ** * *515 *491 *518 *539
Member im group* <****».,*» 54 115 84 asa
mn*f 55
m m m ' T M m  of m i t m m  M t m m m  m r w m w T
HOTS OF PARTIES BY EA0E
Kinds Of Parties
Ohurch parties* * * * *. * * *. * * 
School Farties** * * * * * * * * * *
Home parties* 
Other parties.
i?a *138 *173 .126
375 *189 *375 *811
094 *034 .094 *098
266 * 155 *268 .  833
047 *034 *047 *101
lumber in group m 115 54 ass
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schools fellow the patterns of the- communities in which 
they are located*
Group B ranks higher, especially 'among the girls, 
than group B in .attendance to club parties* '-Later in this 
study It will he found that group B ranks high in club at­
tendance and group B ranks very low* Clubs and club parties 
are usually sponsored by interested adults* ' The possible 
lack, of adult interest .in group D .needs further study*
In the total economic comparison group A attends 
home parties more often than any other group * In the eco­
nomic comparison combined with sex,, it- is found that the 
boys in group B attend home parties more than those in group 
B* Among the girls', economic differences are negligible v/hen 
considering home parties*
A '.greater number of girls attend' parties than boys, 
This is not surprising, as .girls are, quit© often, more so­
cially minded at thls age than boys*- Home party attendance 
ranks higher among girls than boys* This again points out 
the fact that daughters this -age may be under closer home 
supervision than boys*
In the double race comparison, no similar differ­
ences are found* In the C-D comparison, Negroes' attend - 
home parties more than whites# No reason Is given for this 
differenee,
Clubs
This analysis will include a study of the number of 
children attending clubs and the number of children attending
, 112
different' types of clubs, as found under item 9 In the 
questlonnai re*
Before continuing this study some explanation Is 
now given about group. 0# Mr* Erebs, 'principal of Lake 
School, set up an Intensive club program for his pupils 
during the fall of 1947* He said that If this survey had 
been conducted five months previously, the findings would 
have been entirely different* He has gi?©h many hours of 
his own time to. organise this, program and, although the 
findings for group 0 will probably not be representative 
of the C population at large, it will show what can be don© 
if such districts have the right kind of leadership*
Economlc'Status* - Tables 56 and 51 contain the 
 ^percentages for this -group*" The differences ares
l. A greater percentage of children in B or C attend 
than in D*
2* There are more children in B who attend than those 
who do not*
3* There are less children In B who attend than those 
who do not*
4* There are more children in B who attend Scouts than 
In A, 0, or X>.
5. There are more children in C vrho attend the Y#W.C.A* 
or Y.M.C.A* than in A, B, or- D*
Economi o Status and Sex (Girls) * - Tables 58 and 59 
contain the percentages for this group. The differences are:
1* B attends more than 0 or 0*
2* More girls in B and 0 attend than those who do not*
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TABLE 56
PEROOTfAGS OP CHILDREN AfTSfDING CLUBS 
PROM THE FOUR E0GSEQMIO GROUPS
lumber of Clubs Percentage#
Jt ".B . . O 0
F0UF ClubC* ******* * » * » * 
pjhtree clubs * af *- * * * * 4»•■* * 
Two clubs*••».*.* ..**»*•#■ t 
One club#.# •****#***.*#
* * .* 
»«* *
» * * # 
» • • *
40
♦063
*004
*406
.0x1
*078
*8
.0
*059
*076
.387
*007
*016
*098
.
fotal attending** * ** * *■ * *711 ♦S3 *362
Sn i^ougu* **•*#■** + * # 33 90 119 SI
TABLE 9f
pmoEimoi' of <mxlbbh Aftmmxm mims of cmjbs 
fbom tut FO0E bcoiosiio cmows
. •-, -1 . ^ • .■ ' .. .. '■.,: /; 'l., ...:::’■ ., _. ' j/. ' L,"' z'1*1 ■ j»«*v
Kl&d0 of Clubs Percentages
.£ ...1 0 D
Boy and Ctrl Scouts. * * 
Cub 0 * *.*.*»* #**•«'* * >* •* -» 
t* M* 0, ik* md-T*-W+- 
Cbureb clnbs> ■* •* -**■*.** 
Csmpf lr Oirls** * *. •■* ■* * .* 
OtJtisFS#♦**,*» ♦ * .**#*#.*
'* * * ‘* 
• ■* s* *
0*. 4 
»«•* •*
>4 ►* -4 .# 
* * * *
* *3X2
* ■* 0
* ,*002
* ,-*344
* . -*0 ■
• * 004
. *589 
*033 
■ '*-000 
. * 244 
. .033 
.122
„2§8 
* 0
.244
,*244
*0
.16
.141
.013
.098
•098
.016
•ids
Humber lit group »•**.-*-* ... . 32 00 119 61
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TABLE 58
PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS ATTENDING CLUES 
FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC ®OUP3
•—     ' -fi“— v"-; —r . - v r->-^ .— -:-t*—»■— »tl; ■ ■■" 1;
Ntuaber of Clubs Percentages
A . B 0 S
I^ ots^  OXBOWS* • *•#•«♦•*.* *.♦*•#*■* .0 
OS OX-Tl&S'.* * 9 4 * 9 .ft * 9 * * ft .* * ft '* 4 *0 
Two 0Xtlfe£3 * 9**9 * * ft***.*#**#*** »U 8
Ons club* » ■  * * .* * ** 4 839 !
,0
#oai
,*a.w■,.*4fl7
*0x0
*031*ai9
..
.0
*04
•OS
i(..
Total- * * * *v# * ‘*647 .745 #656 *36
W m & e r  in gtoup* ««*««*»«*#..»- XT 47 64 m
TABLE 59
PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS ATTENDING KINDS OF CLUBS 
FROM TOE FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
Kinds of Clube Percentages
A.   B 0 B
If * Wft 0 ft A# * <r * # * •# ■* * * %■ ft- * * * * # 40 *048 *186 *0
oil • * ft ft ft ft ft * ft * * ft ft ft* * * # ft ft* *688 *319 .3X3 .36
6i 3*X Seoul* .#■ * * • *■ ■# ■»■ * # *1X8 *489 *338 *04
Campfire Cirle* * * * *•, * * * ♦; *.*• •0 4064 *0 .04
0t AS2*SS • • ft » * ft» ♦ ft ». • *«# * # # * * * *116 *149 .141 *0
tfmbeiT in group* *«.,«•***»** 17 47 64 out
3* hesb girls in t> attend than those who 'do not*
4* More in C attend the X*W*C,A* than-in B*
5* A attends churohclubs mono than C*
6* s attends - Schuts-' moire than & or B*
7* c attends Scouts more than Bv
S.* B attends other club a not 'listed more' than. B.
Eeonomio Status and. Sex (BoyaK- Tables 60 and Si
contain the percentages for this group# The differences are
1* D attends lass than 0- or B#
2. In I and 0 there are more who attend than those who 
do not*
3. In B there are more who do not attend than those who 
do attend*
4* A or B attend Scouts'more often than 0 or B*
5* B- attends clubs not listed more often than A or B.
Sex-.-* tables 62 and 63 contain the percentages for 
tfeis * group * the difforonces are t
1. More girls-"attend clubs than those who do not*
2* More hoys attend Y*M»C*A* than the girls attend 
X»tt,G*A*. * *
3* More girls attend church clubs than 'boys *
4* More boys- attend Scouts than any other club* ’■
5* More girls attend either Scouts or church clubs 
than any other clubs*
Race (0 and B) »■- fables 64 and 6b contain the 
percentages for this group* The differences ares
1. More Negroes attend clubs than whites*
2. There are more Negroes who attend clubs than those
1X6
TABLE go
PERCENTAGE OF BOY 8 ATTENDIKQ 0X.UB8 
FROM THE FOUR ECONOMIC CROUPS
Number of Clubs Percentages
A 8 ■0 B
FOUT olubs * * * ♦•*•** * * •«.'•*« . * , 0 
fbros clecs »•+>.#••* # _*.*,<* * * *133 
f w o clubs * *■ •#•***•««.» t. _♦ * f * • • 007 
One -club. * .* * #. t.„26?| .,
.23
.139
.116
.396
.0
.091
*12?
.382
*0
.0
*111 
. SfS . .
total attending, ♦ * * * * ** * #40? .674 .6 ■. • uQX
Humber in group* * * ■*.. * * * * # * 13 43 55 36
TABLE 61
PmCBNTAGE OF BOTE AffCTBXIfG BIFFEREH? KINDS 
OF CLUBS FROM TME FOUR ECONOMIC GROUPS
Kinds of Clubs
Percentages'
A B C B
Bof Slcou'tfi* **•*.*•.*.**».#■* * 333-• 'S. * . .) AOtilDS * ** * :* * * * * * * * * # * * * V * * -* * ♦0
f * * 0 * A * * *»*.« ««• *.♦.»♦.#■*•*# * 133 
Obufob•*•»»< • ••••■•••••a**** #00? 
Others** ■* # * * * * .**•*« *»*■•#*.. # • #0
.698
*0?
.0?
*163
.093
*164
*0
.345
*164
.182
*222
.028
*16?
*006
.0
Number in group*......** *■. * IS
.. % ..... . ... . ...
43 55 36
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TABLE 62
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN ATTENDING CLUBS
BY SEX
Number of Clubs Percentages
Pour dubs* * • * .* #■ * .»**#« * 
fiire© club*# ♦ .*«««..«« * .* * * .* 
fwo clubs«# -««*.•*» .»■ *»-**•# *»•* 
Ob O' club * v # # * #•*■*•* *.•* * * *
.007
*087
#114
#342 .
*000 
■■*020 
-1203 
1. 399 r.
Humber attending#.. .. .m *034
Huraber in group# *. * # 149 133
TABLE 63
PERCENTAGE OP CHILDREN ATTENDING KINDS OF CLUBS
BY SEX
Kinds of Clubs Percentages
Boya.1T,.: .OlrXe
Scouts * * * ***««»** * * *»• *. #.**.* • 369 *300
7.#M*0 *A# 7#W * 0#A* *# *,-». * *. *• • 201 *078
Oburob • •,•»#•»•**.#**##*',*■* * * •138 .353
Oubs«* #t»_ .i»*«*«■* 4 . *... * **#*##' * *037 *0
Campfire Girls........ *•*. * #. * *0 •'030
OHiiors •»* .#..*> ... *.4..* ■•*»#«*■*.**.#... *094 .. *134
Humber in group#. .... . 140 K*71 bo
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who do not.
3* More Negroes attend the X.K.C.A* and the Y.W.C.A. 
than whites.
4* There are more Negroes who attend the Y*M*C.A* and 
Y.W.C.A. than those who attend Scouts*
Baee (Entire)*- Tables 64 and 65 contain the per­
centages for this group* The differences are;
1* More whites attend Scouts than Negroes.
!
|* More Negroes attend the Y#M.C*A. and Y*W*C*A. than
\ whites*
\
3. More whites attend Scouts than any other club*?
* Stommary of Findings on Clubs** There seems to be
a variety of factors determining club attendance*
! Considering the economic factor alone, group B
seems to stand out highest in club attendance, group 0 
ranking second* Group D was the only group where the major­
ity of children did not attend clubs* It should be pointed 
out that Group B runs highest in club attendance quite con­
sistently* Perhaps the people in this economic group are 
more conscious of the value of club participation for youth 
this age, and are willing to give time and effort to sponsor 
such organisations* The explanation for group C has already 
been given* Throughout this study it seems that in group 
D, there Isa paucity of club organizations* A check with 
one of the Girl Scout supervisors substantiates this finding* 
It seems rather ironical that the lowent economic group, 
a group which should be receiving the greatest amount of 
help and guidance from the community, seems to be receiving 
the least*
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TABbt 64
m t o m m a n  of obilpbeu a t m m t m  Qbwa
m  moE
■».> ^ niwiif »* w  i^ihi »>•
Kuraber of Clubs Percentages
0 +» 25
..
Entire
.J&gro,
Four oluba. *016 
YHxec* olubs.* .■**.. *• * *’.*• *»*•*<*' *0?8 
*^170 oluba • ¥ *' ■*’ ¥ •*' *• ■*' *•**♦• *• ■*• *■ *'■<»•#> *16? 
One oXub. * * * * * ♦ * * * *. * * «,-■ * * * t.,5?5,:.
*0
*036
*139 
. *319.
*016 
.078 
*187 
..376
*004
*08
*151
,*87. ..
lumber attending. ******* *656 *474 *656 *575
Humber in group* 64 116 64 338
TABLE 85
of ghxuh*kh A f m s x M  k i h b s  o f  o m j b s
BY BACB
Finde of OXube Fereentagee
C l.""'Jj‘i,ln" ..' ’Entire
8of Beoute* * * j» t-**.***#*. .* *. .04?. .131 *047 .814
Cube * **•**.****.#***•*♦♦•***»•«►•■- .018 *0 *0X6 *013
■Y #l»f • 6. A. »**#*.•**«»*.**.«*' .381 *06 .381 .059
W.W.O-.A***. .094 .038 .094 .015
0burob■ citi'os#*•»*. •*»«<*»*« *39? *181 *39? * 837
01xl Scouts •>.**♦*.**###.«* .158 .105 *158 *155
0ampfixe Oixle. *.«* *. # *. .* .# *0 *009 *0 *01?
Otbexe *.»*.».#*** *■.***«♦*. *o?i .131 .078 .131
Humber in group.«.*•***»*, 64 116 64 338
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Scouting seems to- fee the most popular organization 
In group B, and the Y«M«C»A* and Y«W»C*A» seem to fee the 
most popular in group C.
Considering sex and economic status combined, sev­
eral similar differences were found# In both groups B and 
C, there are more who attend clubs than those who do not 
attend and in group B there are more who do not attend*
With the boys, Scouting is attended more often -in 'the two 
upper groups than in the two lower groups. With the girls, 
Scouting seems better attended in the B and C groups, as 
group B attends more than group A or B, and group C attends 
more than group B* It is interesting to note that the girls 
in group A attend church clubs more than group 0, the only 
significant difference found in church club attendance in 
the economic-sex comparisons.
Considering sex alone, no difference was found in 
general attendance* There were two striding differences 
found in the kinds of clubs boys and girls attend. Boys 
attend the X*M*C.A* more often than the girls attend the 
Y.W*0*A, Girls attend church clubs more often than boys*
Since attendance to the Christian Associations often takes 
children away from the neighborhood, this may be a reason 
why girls do not attend this organisation as much as boys* 
Church clubs are usually in the neighborhood, and since the 
next study will indicate that more girls attend Sunday School 
than boys, it is not surprising to find that possibly more 
girls attend church clubs than boys.
In the double race comparison only one similar differ­
ence is found. Kegroes attend X.M*C*a* and Y.V/.C.a . more of-
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tea than whites* Ho explanation Is given for this finding# 
In the 0-3D race comparison Negro club attendance 
is higher than white attendance; Since many of the Negroes 
in this survey were selected from Lake School where the ex­
tensive club program Is operating; It may be that more 
Negroes are taking advantage of this club program than 
whites.
In the race comparison, using the entire group, 
Scouting ranks higher in attendance than the Christian 
Associations among the whites, and Just the reverse for 
the Negroes* Since the Scouting difference was not found 
in the C-D comparison, this difference is considered in­
conclusive*
It may be concluded that club participation plays 
an Important part In attendance to childrens’ out-of-school 
activities* 'Scouting organisations are quite active in all 
areas with the exception of the lowest economic area* The 
Christian Association© are more active in the G economic 
bracket* The church seems.to have a broad, general influ­
ence over all areas* Since Cub participation at this age 
level is in the for® of leadership, and not active member­
ship, the number of participants is small* Campfire attend­
ance is not large.
Figure 8 contains club attendance comparisons by 
economic status, sex, and race*
Sunday School or Church
Religious training has long been recognised as a
123
necessary part of an Individual’s education*' ’’The supreme
end of character training is spiritual* This means that
character formation is a vital process, a furthering of
life to develop the child in his entirety, to form a true
12
man, and to build a worthy and contented life**1
This analysis will include a study of the number of 
children attending Sunday School or Church, found under item 
10 of the questionnaire. All percentages concerning this 
subject are found in Table 66.
In any comparison made, more children attend Sunday 
School than those who do not. In both economic and economic- 
sex comparisons, group B attends more often than group i). 
Using sex comparison alone, more girls attend Sunday School 
or church than boys* No race differences are found.
Summary of. Findings on Sunday: School or Church 
Attendance *- In the different comparisons it is quite con­
sistently found that group B attends Sunday school or church 
more than group B. In the total economic comparison, 80 per 
cent of the children in group B and 59% of the children in 
group P attend. Since no differences are found in either 
group A or group C, this B-B difference does not follow a 
general economic trend and cannot be explained.
The fact that more girls seem to attend than boys 
has been substantiated by many other studies of this nature. 
Perhaps religious training appeals more to girls than to 
boys. Perhaps girls are under a stronger home influence 
than boys.
Race differences are negligible in this study, as no
mmnmmmmmmmMB*
■3lt{i^ji]!li<illUII
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TABLE 66
PEHCEOTAGE OF CHILBREH ATTENDING SUNDAY SCHOOL
lumber
0X013$m Ferem tage* In
Group
'I* Kcouomio
X. Group 
2* Group B.
■3*1 Group 0,* . *. . 
4* Group B * <* .
419
. .697
. .69
. « * 4 » * » » 
. . * » *■ * . * 
***.*•«. 
• * * • , .# 0 .
33
90
64
35
II* Eeooomio girls
X* Group A.
3# Group B.»**.««»«*.« 
3. Group 0♦ * 
4* Group B.
.786
.870
.75
.60
. *
,4 • * • * . * * 
... 4 * * . *
17
47
64
35
2X1. Beeuomie boys
X * Group >A * *»• * • *- * # * .» 
3# Group S**...#*##..** 
3• Group C»»«».«
4« Group B * *. *
.667
*781
.638
.583
.»*♦#***
... ..... 
* * « * # . • «
15
43
55
36
27* Sex
X. Boys* «.*>*........ . *
3* Girls.. * .* ..****# #.*
' .651 
*768
■ • * * .* * . • .
. m-
149
153
V. Baoo
X * Begro ■
3. W]bHe d^B*-***»..«*•
3* Begro H(ii',feXre* •*«**•#
4* f&i’f e e . U i r f e X r s k
.78 ' ' 
*8X8 
'1 ;75' 
.697
# • *»«*•* 
. ... . *■ . * 
* * * *<•».*
64
116
64
238
nil, jwinn.
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race differences are found*
throughout the study there are more children who 
attend Sunday School or church than those who do not'at­
tend*. Considering all types-of group comparisons, 59 per 
cent was' the-lowest -attendance and 87#2 per- cent was the 
highest* 'One can see at a glance that in order to strive 
for 100 per cent attendance much work will have to he done* 
Figure 9 shows percentage of children attending 
Sunday School by economic status, sex, and race*
Summary of Weekly Activity Attendancey by Sex
Weekly activity attendance by sex is found in 
figure 10* 'More boys attend movies than any other activ­
ity* Wo difference is found in boys* attendance to Sunday 
School, parties, or clubs* Girls* attendance to movies ranks 
higher than attendance to parties or clubs, but no differ­
ence is found between girls1 movie attendance and girls*
Sunday School attendance; however, girls* Sunday School 
attendance ranks higher than girls1 party or club attend­
ance*
Choices
Under item 11 of the questionnaire, the children were 
given three choices under the question, "Of all the things 
you do outside of school, what do you like to do best?” As 
was previously stated, the second and third choices are dis­
regarded, as they were found unreliable in the trial question­
naire.
SCOT T CHDING
TIVIT
EITTA
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Some fora of active play as the best liked out- 
of school activity was selected by 46.4 per cent of the 
girls and 72.5 per cent of the boys* The play activities 
are listed In Table 6?* More boys prefer some form.of 
active play than girls. This difference is very signifi­
cant, t being 2.99*
It is rather difficult to determine the most popu­
lar plgy activity among the boys because 10.7 per cent of 
them listed f*all sports*1 as their favorite activity. How­
ever,. from the types of play specifically named, basket 
ball seems to be the most popular among the boys. Since 
thls ' survey was conducted during basket ball season, the 
children might have been influenced at this time In chas­
ing this prevalent play activity.
toons the girls, the three activities mentioned 
most often are skating, swimming, and playing with friends. 
No significant difference in proportion was found between 
skating and swimming, but a significant difference was 
■found between skating and 'playing with friends, t being 
3*2.
As was previously stated, 46.4 per cent of the 
girls indicated a preference for some form of active play. 
The choices next in rank for the girls are:
Movies .... 13.1$
Head......    5.9$
Musi cal Instrument.*,....5*9$
Parties.......    .5 *2$
Listen to Radio..........4.5$
Dance. ..... :3.9$
Church Work  .2 %
Others ..... 13.3$
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TABLE 67
ACTIVE PLAT PREFERENCES UNDER FIRST CHOICE OF 
OUT-OF-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Kinds of Percentages
Active Play ...........
,|. . Boys . . ....Olrla..
A l l  S p 0 3 ? t  s »  * * * * ..****,»*. * v * . .10? *039
■330. 8 #. * * * « * * * * * * * *  * * * • » • <* *074 .033
BaGkathaXX *.*•*•***♦■* » « • « * <* * * * ISO *023
BowX • • * * * ■** * * * *# ** t . ******** *0 *007
Bo*Kt • • * ■*»*»*&* *■*****# + **■»**■ * * .03 *0
WOWt&JUlX * * * * * * * ■ # » ■ » » » .  » • * . # ♦ *  # ,067 *007
Jfookay* * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * *  ■* * * .087 *007
111 da a h&oydla* * * ■ * * * # . *  * » . « * .037 *007
Bid# horaateok.* .0 *033
Skata *  * < < * * * « • . » •  # i *, * m  «■ * * ♦ # ,081 *144
2X0 Cl 3fXd€5 * * * * * *  • , » * . # • * * * *  * * # .007 *0
UWjtfil.# * # * . * ■ * . « * # • * « •  • • « * * * * . 4 * * #034 .098
Tannin * . * * . * # • # * * * *  * * * * * * *  * ■# * -*§• .00?
iFoHay haxx****************« *0 .007
Flay with friends*****»*..*♦• .02 *084
W2?08^ 3*0 ****»♦*»•**.*«* ♦ •* . * * # l^S3Jt..~-
ioiaX****.******** * *# 0** * *?35 * 484
Mmib®r in- group-* * * * * * * * * * * * * .149 153 -
\
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As mentioned previously, 72*5 per cent of the
boys Indicated a preference for some form of active play.
fhe choices next in rank for the 'boys ares
Movies....................3*4$
FI shins******......   .2*7$
Club Work*  .......2*7$
Hunting* ...... 2*7$
Brewing.      ..........2 %
Others..................14 $
Only 13 per cent of the gl**3-8 and 3*4 per cent 
of the boys selected movies as their first choice, al­
though attending movies seems to be the most highly at­
tended weekly activity* 5*9 per cent of the girls and 
*7 per cent of the boys selected reading as their first 
choice*
Summarizing# It seems that some form of active 
play is preferred by more children than any other type 
of activity*
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CHARTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND EE CQMMEOTATIONS 
Contusions
The results of this study point to several basic 
conclusions about seventh and eighth grade children* s 
out-of-school activities which are of significance.
Briefly stated, they ares
1. Boys spend more time playing than girls* However, 
both boys and girls prefer to play actively rather 
than quietly* Playing in homes Is popular in the 
upper economic groups, while playing in streets 
and on playgrounds is popular in the lower economic 
groups.
2. Children la the-upper economic groups spend more 
time reading books and magazines than children in 
the lower economic groups* Children with high 
reading ability spend more time reading than chil­
dren with low reading ability.
3* Radio listening la the most popular daily out-of-
?
school activity# The lower economic groups spend 
more time listening to story programs, than the 
upper economic groups* Negroes listen to story
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programs more often than whites. Children with 
low reading ability spend more time listening 
to the radio than children with high reading 
ability*
airls spend "more time working than, boys, espe­
cially inside the home# Economics status does 
not significantly affect the amount of time 
spent working. High and low reading ability 
does not affect time spent on home-work#
The lower economic groups spend less time on 
hobbies than the upper economic groups# The 
lowest group Is almost barren in hobby partic­
ipation* ©Iris spend more time on hobbies than 
boys*
The average seventh and eighth grader gets ap­
proximately nine hours sleep ehch night. Nei­
ther economic-statue nor sex seems to signifi­
cant! y affect time spent for sleep.
Attending movies is the most popular weekly 
activity. Movie attendance is much heavier 
in the lower economic groups* About one-third 
of the types of movies seen are undesirable 
for seventh and eighth grade children* A 
greater percentage of Negroes attend movies 
than whites.
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8* Fewer children, in the lower economic groups
attend parties than in the upper groups# Girls 
attend parties more often than boys*
9. Club attendance is the greatest in the two
middle economic groups, the very lowest economic 
group showing the smallest attendance*
ID* More girls attend Sunday School than boys*'
Re eommenda tl ana
The scope of leisure is so broad, and its proper 
us© is so important, that no single agency can provide 
adequate facilities 'for a program of' leisure-time activ­
ities which will meet the needs of the 'children of the 
community* The home, the school, the church, and the 
various civic agencies must work together in planning 
and carrying out'a program designed to create new in­
terests and abilities, and to strengthen those which al­
ready exist* To that end, the following recommendations 
are made:
1* The recreational program of the entire city 
should be expanded so as to provide more op­
portunities and better facilities for all 
children#
2* Intelligent reading habits and interests 
should be further developed#
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3* Parents and teachers should realize more fully 
the value of guidance in children’s radio 
listening and recognize.the responsibility 
this activity has placed upon them.
4* Children should have opportunities to try. out 
many activities which may. develop into hobbies*
5. Groups of interested adults should organize in 
each community and work in cooperation with the 
neighborhood moving picture- theaters* They 
should put forth'the greatest effort In secur­
ing desirable pictures for children, especially 
over week-ends*
6. Clubs, sponsored by interested adults, should 
be available to children from all of the eco­
nomic groups*
?• Parents, teachers, and civic leaders should
become Increasingly aware of the responsibility 
which is theirs in guiding children so they may 
participate in a valuable, worth while out-of­
school activity program*
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GATES READING SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 (2nd Half) TO 10 
Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy
By Arthur /. Gates
Form I
Name ............. •.. ......................  Grade... ...  ......
School ................. Birthday  Age........
City .................  Teacher  Date..... '.
Vocabulary: Raw Score...... Grade Score Age Score.
Level of Comprehension: Raw Score...... Grade Score Age Score.
Speed of Reading: Raw Score...... Grade Score Age Score.
Average of Above: Grade Score....  Age Score.
Reading Accuracy: Per Cent Correct   Rating...
Other Test Scores:
Comments and Recommendations:
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS, TEACHERS COLLEGE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY  
( r e v i s e d ,  1 9 4 2)
C O P Y R I G H T ,  1 9 3 9 , B Y  A R T H U R  I .  G A T E S  
P R I N T E D  I N  U . S . A .
DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough.
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the. 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready!' .Go! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves.
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time—10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher.
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet: 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions.
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong.
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct.
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet.
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil’s 
raw score on the middle line opposite “Raw Score” and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil’s 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the “Grade” in the 
table nearest the pupil’s grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of thistable. The Manual illustrates the procedure.
V o c a b u l a r y
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it.
color book . animal tree place
eat fall down bird get up coming
far bright sad small cool
Now read each of the following lines and draw a line1 under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can.
1. blue food animal color song - top
2. big little large easy neat > color
3. run eat sing stop quick go fast sleep
4. dog animal cloud color ' bird dress
5. father fish paper land house man
6. apple bird fruit place song day
7. talk dig go make try speak
8. bake , suit cook cry hold find
9. leap climb give swim jump send
10. maid friend girl cow boy man
11. mouse back catch animal tree friend
12. mistress woman man sun star lose
13. struck asked found hit sang bought
14. meadow sky water trees barn land
15. burden load lift broken send eat
16. warmth taste to tell flag heat cold
17. basin cup spoon rope table bowl
18. cabin river 'cradle roof house grass
19. location size place number color food
20. defeat soldier beat demand decide dance
21. retain give . sell keep swear argue
22. drowsy sleepy hurt funny sorry safe
23. miracle toy wonder suit color \ place
24. talent way time start skill tale
25. adore fear fight try hate love
26. falsehood gun string lie animal wet
27. commence begin ask search end country
28. publish start sing ' print eat p'aint
29. haul fire pull hold tear tell
30. conclusion count policy friend beginning »ending
Page 1 Tu™ the page and go right on
A. cat
B. stand
C. cold
V OCABULARY—Continued
31.treaty agreement food toy roof song
32. chart weapon snake reason map furniture
33. hostile tired sick opposed open friendly
34. sturdy kindly .false friendly sick strong
35. intimate far strong false close distant
36. bewail search find lament hold demand
37. enrage start anger enter enlarge ask
38. levy fence glass break please tax
39. terrify frighten scorch make fall submit
40. whisk call dig throw brush water ,
41. trivial large small friendly mean soft
42. ecstasy hurt fortune force jewel joy
43. criticism insert judgment morality harmony purity
44. agitate help hinder fortify stir up turn downv.
45. hoist chemical ship liquid garment lift
46. molest create abolish finish disturb mend
47. sheaves turtles bundles patches supports kindles
48. impend startle hurry threaten accuse insist,
49. aristocrat nobleman police artist metal walker
50. harass help annoy startle direct harness
51. mortify kill smoke bury embarrass scent
52. villainy smooth artistry discovery town evil
53. dauntless colorless brave .stupid rich certain
54. authoritative false reliable Writer talkative tasteless
55. discord harmony tied up clash missile discharge
56. grapple sink lift discover mend struggle
57. impede hinder interest insert active attend
58. scribe painter fighter native writer scrape
59. wrathful wise angry friendly beautiful silly
60. competence ability honesty mischief mistake friendly
61. alder fish tree flower cloth vegetable
62. downy white heavy expensive soft cheap
63. flimsy sad hard frail cloth fact
64. satiate soak color punish tease satisfy
65. insanity heavy courage craziness 
Page 2
orthodox deadly 
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V OCABULARY— Continued
66. quaver attack squelch feed tremble retreat
67. loam soil bank notes turn about catch food
68. unlettered unsullied unfair boastful confused ignorant
69. elegance confusion extravagance grace pomposity kindness
70. misdemeanor mission distortion achievement discourse crime
71. roundabout indirect parallel strong humble mean
72. rectitude disease righteousness scaffold meeting charm
73. maize confusion tree puzzle corn bluish
74. jollity meanness hurry gullibility earnestness levity
75. amethyst tree metal animal j ewel large size
76. secession withdrawal discourse disagreement meeting attack
77. transcript cave copy career shipment ocean voyage
78. armistice plaster cast insect truce truth trader
79. confute fill up conquer disprove discharge disagree
80. filch steal flee repair filter befriend
81. cranium crater mineral element skull stone
82. balustrade dance railing bombardment illness beach
83. genealogy chemistry church river drainage lineage
84. nutriment sand flower breeze food lecture
85. insolvent bankrupt melting sickly intoxicated unjust
Raw Score.
Stop here and go back over your work
NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST
5 ®> r m
7 -
1 0
8 -
0
8 -
1
8 -
3
8 -
5
8 -
6
8 -
7
8 -
7
8 -
8
8 -
9 .
8 -
1 0
9 -
0
9 -
0
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1
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3
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L E V E L  OF C O M P R E H E N S I O N
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A ai 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in blai 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B.
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a
lake they love to A in and R around.
A. eat bark jump sleep drink
B. climb swim chew sing swing
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C w: 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do tl 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered.
1. One day Gray Kitten said to his mother, “I am a 
big kitten now. Big kittens need meat.” That night he 
would not drink his A, . He cried for some 
. _B. to eat.
A. milk meat hat chair cake
B. milk wood eggs . mother meat
5. A park in the city is a good place to play. Mary 
goes to one every day. She has fun on the swings and 
the slides. She would like to swing as A as 
the tree _R
A. low little fast slow high
B. ground trunk wood tops bark
2. Bunny was a pet rabbit. He was white. He had 
long pink ears and a very funny pink nose. He 
wiVcded his A when he smelled B 
. for supper.
A. feet hat coat fur nose
B. food paper pen chalk trees
6. Georgieds four years old. His father has a black 
and white cow. The cow is as tame as a pet dog. Every 
evening Georgie drives the cow up to the A 
to be B .
A. sky house store bam . pump
B. killed cooked spanked hitched milked
3. “Just the day to fly my kite,” said Dick. Up, up, 
up into the blue sky went Dick’s kite. But the wind 
was so A that Dick could not R the 
kite. Away it went.
A. cold red hot strong stale
B. ride sit hold watch ' eat
7. The queen ant lays almost all the eggs. She lays 
the worker eggs first and then the new queen eggs. 
The worker ants grow up and bring in food. Also, they 
A for the new queen' - R_
A. write care . catch sing fly
B. babies workers crown drones flies
4. Robert got a toy dump truck for Christmas. 
Then it began to snow. Robert said it was fun to fill
the dump truck with ...A . from the walk and
dump it into the B._.. .
A. grass flowers snow salt sand
B. sky street trees walk school
1
8. The brown crbeper hunts for food in the bark of 
trees. He starts at the bottom of the tree. He 
creeps round and round and up until he reaches the 
A: . Can vou see how he gets his R ?
A. bottom bark roots top soil
B. size name color feathers bill
Page 4  Go right on to next pag
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9. The hummingbird has a long sharp-pointed bill. 
It thrusts this bill into flowers to get honey. To stay 
up in the air it beats its wings, so rapidly that they 
sound like the A of a tinv B
A. hum scratch bark grit grind
B. dog book lion horse motor
15. The buttonwood, or sycamore, tree has strange 
white patches on its trunk and limbs. This tree con­
tinuously sheds its thin outer bark. Look for a syca­
more along a stream. Its : . A ....muSt,have plenty
of B.
A. flowers roots seeds fruit grapes
B. water sugar sun wind thunder*10. The mountain people of Lapland wander south in 
the winter. In the summer they go north and pasture 
herds of reindeer far up on the mountains. Also, they 
make cheese to A with them when cold 
R comes.
A. take steal find make dig
B. reindeer weather mountains water food
.
16. Salmon are fish .that live in the ocean. Once every 
year they leave the ocean and travel far up a river 
tn lay them efi-o\R. Summer is a good time to A 
salmon in the river because thousands of them go up 
the B then.
A. watch catch clean tie work
B. ocean trees chimneys stairs stream11. Maple trees usually grow tall and bushy with 
rounded tops. The branches of elms are graceful and 
slender. Oaks spread out and their trunks are
thick. You can recognize many--- A-- Jby their
R
A. bushes flowers people trees leaves
B. shape color perfume noise talk
17. A strange insect lives in the garden. There are 
hooks on its arms with which it catches other insects. 
This creature is called the “praying mantis.” It looks
as if it were.. A when it sits with its forelegs
. ._B...waiting for food.
12. People have had ways of “telling time” for hun­
dreds of years. They have watched the shadows fall 
on a sundial. They have measured time by sand 
pouring through an “hourglass.” Today we have 
A run bv R
A. hourglasses sundials shadows toys clocks
B. electricity steam sun stars wind
A. eating playing sleeping praying hooking
B. broken extended gone removed dirty
-
18. In a Mexican “patio” a mother grinds meal to 
make food. The father mends shoes or turns a pottery 
wheel while the children play with their pets. 
Thus the patio becomes the A of Mexican 
R life
13. When the circus is in winter quarters, wagons 
must be painted, tents repaired, and young animals 
trained to do tricks. If you could see behind the scenes
A. end center change result point
B. field animal old. ' family varied
you would find the A.. a very B
place in winter. \
A. winter wagons , trucks tricks circus
B. busy mean blue cold hot
19. When we have an ample supply of sugar at about 
five cents a pound, it is hard to realize that sugar was 
once a rare luxury. It is thought that in India man 
first learned to take sugar from the juice of the sugar
cane_ A...  The Chinese learned about it and
later the Arabs and Persians began to B 
sugar cane. Tattle bv little, other people f! 
to do the same.
A. tree flower root stalk branch
B. grow burn bury weed realize '
C. fought sold learned scorned ate
14. Underground tunnels lead to the doors of a mole’s 
house. These tunnels are called “runs.” It is said that 
a mole visits all his runs every six hours. If he went 
tbr^ ngk « A at, six o’clock in the morning, he
would go through it again at B o’clock.
'
A. air water sleep run dinner
B. six twelve three four ten -
Page 5 Turn the page and go right on
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20. Land on which good crops are to be raised con­
sists of approximately a foot of topsoil with at least 
five to eight feet of subsoil. It is this subsoil which 
holds the moisture and supplies the roots with 
A .. . Most hilltops do not make good agri­
cultural land because they do not have much
.. .B . . Hundreds of' years ago the icecaps
scraped the hilltops .. C........ .
A. water sunlight snow dirt air
B. sun stone subsoil grain rain
C. friends green above under bare
■ 25. It is never wise to send cash in a letter through 
the mail. It seems especially foolish, since for a few 
cents we can buy a postal money order. Go to your 
nearest post office and buy a money order for the
exact amount you wish to . .A . Mail this slip
of paper. The person to whom you send it can go to the' 
B in his citv and get the... C .
A. spend sell send lose find
B. fireman policeman postmaster mayor lawyer
C. cash change postage difference mail
26. Our Navy has established a flying field at sea. 
Some battleships have become airplane carriers with 
as many as seventy or eighty airplanes carried on deck 
or stowed below. The planes may take off from the 
deck, only a few seconds apart. When they are ready
to return they fly A to the ship, slow down,
. "
and at a, B from an officer, drop down on the
.  C.._..
A. ahead far under close above
B. signal look dinner question rate
C. sails winch hatchway rails deck
21. Normal “air pressure” is about sixteen pounds to 
the square inch. If the air pressure is less than six­
teen, you feel lightheaded and dizzy. If the air pres­
sure is more than sixteen, the whole world seems to 
be pressing down and trying to suffocate you. Air 
pressure is something that you A ..in all the 
time and yet never... _B _ ..unless it is suddenly 
.  C _  _ .
A. die guess live cook remark
B. notice eat drink ask smell
C. washed changed hurt burned released
22. Long before paper was invented Roman children 
wrote on wax tablets in school. Two or three of these 
tablets were strung together with cords, making a 
kind of book. The .. A... was done with a stylus, 
a small steel rod sharpened at one B
I
A. sewing singing learning writing stealing
B. middle end front back side
27. A hundred years ago the main street of any vil­
lage presented quite a different picture from what it 
does today. Pigs were fed in troughs in front of many 
of the houses. Woodpiles were stacked here and there. 
After a rain, ducks and geese wandered about and 
bathed in the pools, since the . A itself be­
came a muddy B
23^ Wireless telephones have been installed so it is 
now possible to talk to persons traveling on trains, 
on ocean liners, and in foreign lands. The next step in 
communication is television, making it possible to 
A the person with whom yon are B
A. hit see imagine pretend taste
B. eating hearing thinking talking walking
A. house pig cow street • trough
B. pile village brook picture stack
28. There are two schools of thought as to the history 
and origin of Lowestoft porcelain. Some, because of' 
its pearly tint, believe that it was actually made in the 
Far East and only decorated in England. Others think
.
24. In the early days in New England there.were very 
few amusements or entertainments. The singing 
schools were almost as popular as the movies are 
today. Singing A were usually held in school-
houses and only . . .  . . . .  B . . . .  in private houses.
,
A. bazars fairs schools bees movies
B.' often never usually first occasionally j
that the whole A was carried on in England. 
A man named Rose in the factory in England signed 
his work by painting roses in his..... B . . .  Such 
roses are never found on. C china.
A. profit porcelain process school origin
B. tints factory thought color designs
C. English Oriental old new , pearly
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29. During the Middle Ages it was customary for the 
bishop to visit all the nunneries in his diocese at 
regular intervals during the year. His clerk always 
accompanied him. The prioress and. the nuns re­
ceived the bishop, who preached a sermon in their
 A__ and then proceeded to interview them.
Great books in which the  B wrote his
 C__ are still in existence today.
A. nunnery park diocese hamlet station
B. pope mm clerk bishop prioress
C. telegrams books bills memoirs reports
30. The school system in the United States is main­
tained by public taxes and is, therefore, free to all 
who attend. Each community has practically com­
plete authority over its = A schools. While the
state has some voice, the B_ government exer­
cises almost no C -
A. foreign local private paid united
B. federal union public systematic formal
C. aid taxes bodies control rebuttal
31. New inventions are constantly upsetting standard 
devices and accepted practices. Even the science of 
warfare is not exempt. Someone experimenting in a 
laboratory far behind the lines may :_A___ over­
night the best-laid plans of a general at the front. The
longest-range guns are -B_ if the enemy can
manage to exterminate the C---
A. invent offer proceed destroy remain
B. nervous useless sold divided exempt
C. enemy war devices practices gunners
32. The Egyptian made little use of the principle of 
the arch. This does not indicate unawareness of its
existence. They preferred A roofs for their
temples, but cut B ceilings in their rock-
hewn tombs.
A. arched soft flat old tin
B. flat square white broken arched
33. On the basis of certain security and a definite 
rate of interest, a bank makes a variety of loans. Pro­
vided that an individual has unquestionable credit, 
it is possible to secure a loan on the personal note of
the borrower signed only by A The more
usual type'of note, however, bears the name of a Co­
maker. Thus a second individual also makes himself 
 B__ for the payment of the C___
A. law himself ink pencil / mother
B. liable possible secure content escape
C. bank premium borrower loan letter
34. Only in the last few hundred years has great 
progress been achieved in the work of understanding 
nature and utilizing its forces for human good. Be­
fore that time man’s discoveries were mostly the
 A of luck or accident, with great gaps of
time between them. What has been accomplished by 
analyzing and experimenting bids fair to assure man­
kind an even greater B in the C---
A. decision cruelty experiment result science
B. nature gaps accident human control
C. past future present years tribute
35. No matter what the present success in straight­
ening out A and harmonizing conflicts, it is
certain that problems will recur in the future in a new 
form or on a different B Indeed every genu­
ine accomplishment, instead of winding up an affair 
and enclosing it as a jewel in a casket for future
I contemplation, C the practical situation. It
effects a new distribution of energies which have 
henceforth to be employed in ways for which past 
experience gives no exact D___
A. roads articles difficulties lines surveys
B. plane taste country price complicates
C. solves expands authorizes simplifies authority
D. charge instruction handicap change dream
Stop here and go back over your work Raw Score,
SPEED TEST
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line unde 
one word ?only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors.
' Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to sWim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days ?
winter spring summer fall
1. The bird bath was in a cool nook in the garden. 
Ferns and moss grew around it. An old tree cast long 
shadows across it. What would bathe there?
birds children cats bats
8. The parlor car on the train had chairs and foot­
stools in it. There were lamps to read by and a desk 
at which to write letters. What did it look like?
barn street room engine
2. The holly tree grows best in the South. It has 
shiny green leaves and bright red berries. It is much 
used at Christmas time. What kind of tree is it?
ugly pretty pink poor
9. Mary washed the dishes for her mother. She made 
the beds and dusted the parlor. What kind of girl do 
you think Mary was ?
lazy helpful silly selfish
3. A bear puts his paw deep down into a hollow tree. 
Up comes a lump of golden honey made by the wild 
bees. How does the lump of honey taste ?
bad sour sweet hot
10. Tommy watched his sailboat. The wind carried 
it away from shore. He wondered if he would ever 
see it again. How do you think he felt?
• happy worried gay wise
\ -
4. A frozen river between two mountains is called 
a glacier. It does not melt even in summer. How must 
the air around it feel?
mild cold hot balmy
11. The man’s coat was torn and ragged. His' hat was 
old. His shirt had no collar and his shoes had holes in 
them. How was he dressed?
poorly well nicely richly
5. Have you ever caught an eel? This fish looks like 
a snake because it is long and thin and has almost no 
fins. What does an eel look like ?
frog lobster stump snake
12. Tap, tap, tap! That noise is Mr. Woodpecker peck­
ing the bark of a tree. He is looking for grubs to eat. 
How do you think he feels ?
unhappy hungry noisy angry
6. There was a scream from the siren and the huge 
red fire engine roared down the street. The firemen 
looked for smoke. They were going to a
fair parade circus fire
13. A blue jay will chase a cat out of a tree where it 
has a nest. It will fly at the cat, and chatter and peck 
until the cat climbs down. The blue jay is
cowardly brave huge yellow
7. This animal is often called the “king of the 
beasts.” When other animals hear his terrible roar 
they flee to the jungle. What animal is this ?
horse lion monkey lamb
14. “Red roses, Sir? Only five cents apiece!” she said.. 
The man glanced at the little old lady. “I’ll'buy them 
all,” he said. What kind of man was this ?
greedy stingy kind sick
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15. The doorbell rang. A voice called, “Mary! Mary! 
Here’s a special delivery letter for you. Come and sign 
my book.” Whose voice was it?
fireman policeman storekeeper mailman
24. The smooth, even strokes of the man at the oars 
took the boat across the blue water. He quickly 
reached the island. What was he doing?
rowing wading swimming running
16. A compass is a small instrument. It is used to 
draw a perfect circle. If you wanted to draw a per­
fectly round ball, what would you use?
knife . compass thermometer book
25. Dorothy made a Christmas tree for the birds. She 
tied baskets of bread crumbs, seeds, and suet on the 
tree. What kind of person was she?
silly stingy kind grateful
17. The light flashed. Then it went out. It flashed 
again, warning sailors that there were rocks ahead. 
Where do you think the light came from ?
lighthouse airplane fire engine candle
26. Silk comes from tiny worms. They feed on mul­
berry leaves. These worms spin a thread and wrap it 
around their bodies. What makes silk?
wood glass thread worms
18. One of the earliest signs of spring is the crocus. 
Sometimes its tiny blue and white and yellow blossoms 
open before the snow has melted. What is a crocus ?
flower - flag bird star
27. The fiber from the stem of the flax plant makes 
strong linen thread. This is woven into cloth. What 
part of the plant does the linen come from?
roots flowers stems leaves
19. Robert saw a man drop a dollar. The man walked 
away. Robert picked up the dollar and ran after him. 
What kind of boy was Robert?
honest mean sly stingy
28. Leaves fall in the autumn. Snow comes in the 
winter. The plants lie under these thick covers until 
spring. What do the leaves and snow make ?
a cover cloud Christmas hair
20. “Gutta-percha” is something like rubber. It comes 
from a tree. It softens in warm water. It gets hard 
again when cold. What is it like?
water trees wire rubber
29. Robin Redbreast is one of the farmer’s helpers. 
Every year he eats the worms that would injure 
plants. What kind of bird is Robin?
harmful nuisance helpful quarrelsome
21. Doors closed with a bang. Bells rang and wheels 
ground their way over the tracks. The subway train 
plunged forward into the dark tunnel. This ride was
cold noisy slow quiet
30. Long ago people traveled west in covered wagons, 
drawn by horses or oxen. Wild animals and Indians 
were feared every mile of the way. Such a trip was
dangerous pleasant short easy
22. A kangaroo has powerful hind legs. It can cover 
a long distance in one jump. The mother kangaroo 
carries her babies in a pouch. What is a kangaroo?
bird fish animal plant
31. In 1492 Columbus took ten weeks to cross the 
Atlantic. Great ocean liners cross it now in five days. 
How would you describe Columbus’s trip ?
quick fast hot slow
23. Crows always fly in a straight line. It may be 
longer byroad to a certain place, but “as the crow 
flies” is the shortest way. The crow flies
slowly straight strong short
32. The Organ Man played his tunes and his monkey 
danced and danced. At the end of the day the monkey 
could hard.ly lift his paws. How did he feel?
fine tired fresh happy
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33. The most beautiful singer of our feathered friends 
is the nightingale. He flies to a tall tree and pours out 
his song. What is the nightingale ?
duck boy fly bird
42. Chickadees like pine trees. On a snowy day in 
winter they will often make a good meal of the seeds 
in the pine cones. -How do they feel then?
satisfied sorry afraid angry
34. In Colonial times the housewife baked her bread 
in a Dutch oven. This was built at the side of the fire­
place. Instead of a Dutch oven, most people now use a
chair wagon stove table
43. Cold winter days ahead! The chipmunk fills his 
cheek pouches with food. Off he goes to his store­
house. The chipmunk is putting away food for
winter fun money yesterday
35. If a ship is in trouble in the daytime, she flies her 
signal flags. At night, she sends up a rocket. What 
would she fly in the middle of the day ?
rockets birds flags high
44. Long ago there lived a bird called the “dodo.” It 
belonged to the pigeon family, but it could not fly. 
What was the dodo unable to do ?
sing walk eat fly
36. “Polly wants a cracker!” screamed the big green 
parrot. Mary came with his cracker. What can a par­
rot do that most other birds cannot do ?
eat fly talk claw
45. Lawn croquet is a game played with wooden balls 
and mallets. The balls are knocked through wire 
arches. What kind of thing is croquet?
lawn game bird ball
37. On the table was a roast turkey with cranberry 
sauce. There were also ears of yellow corn, pumpkin 
pies, and apple cider. For what was this table ready ?
games sale wood dinner
46. Every year a deer loses his antlers. New ones 
grow. He loses one antler at a time. How do you think 
he looks with one antler gone?
queer hot old angry
38. One hot sunny morning the farmer cut his hay. 
He raked it into low rows to dry* He will bring the 
hay into the barn when it is
burned wet dry damp
47. In some countries people drink goats’ milk. The 
milkman stops his goats at the door. You can buy as 
much as you want. What do goats furnish ?
milk meat wool cotton
39. A guitar is a musical instrument with a long neck. 
It has six strings which are plucked with the fingers. 
What does one make with a guitar ?
music speeches dresses breakfast
48. Snowshoes help you to walk over the snow. They 
are broad and flat. You will not break through the icy 
crust easily. Snowshoes help us when the snow is
melted frozen dirty gone
40* The corn was cut and stacked. All over the field 
lay the big yellow pumpkins. The boys chose the big- 
gest for their party. When was it?
Hallowe’en Christmas Easter New Year’s
49. Sometimes a green spot is found in the sandy 
desert. This is an oasis. Trees, grass, vines, and fruit 
grow there. What must there be to make an oasis ?
mountains animals water clouds
41. Fireflies are tiny insects which give off light from 
their bodies. Sometimes there are hundreds in the 
garden at night. What do fireflies look like?
dirt flashes clouds darkness
50. In olden days before there were any electric ma­
chines, cloth was carefully woven by hand on a loom. 
What kind of process do you think this was ?
fast slow dirty heavy
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51. The seagull’s wings carry him long distances. He 
can follow the ships for days. When food is thrown on 
the water, he dives swiftly for it. What is a seagull?
bat fish bird ship
j 58. A note is fastened to the carrier pigeon’s leg. He 
spreads his strong wings and quickly carries the mes­
sage home. What is the pigeon doing then?
swimming dancing flying walking
52. The “China Clipper” is a flying ship. It carries 
people and mail. It flies very swiftly across the ocean. 
What do you think the “China Clipper” is ?
airplane bird train fish
59. Christmas was only a week away. “How can I earn 
enough to buy presents ?” Dick asked himself. What 
was it that Dick needed before Christmas time ?
bicycle food money honey
53. Grapefruit look something like large yellow 
oranges. They are very juicy and rather bitter. They 
are good to eat. What do you think they are ?
meat nuts fish fruit
60. The garden spider spins a strong cobweb from 
bush to bush. In it he catches other insects for his 
supper. What do you think the spider is ?
fly animal sparrow insect
54. The snow fell in great lazy flakes that soon cov­
ered the ground like a blanket. Tom got out his leg­
gings and overshoes. It was very cold. It was now
spring winter summer fall
61. Lucy had a quarter to spend. She bought Sally a 
china doll. Sally had no toys to play with. What kind 
of girl was Lucy ?
poor kind tardy selfish
55. Billy made a bird house for the wrens. The wren 
is a very small bird, so he made a little hole, which 
was no bigger than a quarter, for the door. The wren is
i
cranky big little crazy
62. A little scratch on the skin of an orange may 
cause it to spoil. That is why men who pick oranges 
wear gloves. How should oranges be handled ?
roughly quickly carefully badly
56. When the sun goes down behind the barn, the 
little balls of yellow fluff run to nestle under Mother 
Hen’s warm wings. What do you think they are?
children goats rabbits chicks
63. Wool clipped from the backs of sheep is made into 
yam. From this yam is woven warm cloth. What do 
you think wool comes from ?
sheep cattle yarn plants
57. Three goldfish with long feathery fins swam 
round and round in Tim’s fish bowl. How long do you 
think one of these fish was ?
three inches a foot two feet a yard
64. Apple cider is good to drink. It is made by press­
ing the juice from the apples. When the apples are 
ripe, how will the cider taste ?
bitter salty ' sweet peppery
Stop here Raw Score.
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY
COMPREHENSION •
A g e
n o r m
7 -
1 0
8 -
0
8 -
1
8 -
3
8 -
5
8 -
6
8 -
6
8 -
7
8 -
8
8 -
8
8 -
9
8 -
9
8 -
9
8 -
9
8 -
1 0
8 -
1 0
8 -
1 0
9 -
0
9 -
0
9 -
1
9 -
1
9 -
1
9 -
3
9 -
3
9 -
3
9 -
4
9 -
4
9 -
5
9 -
5
9 -
8
9 -
8
9 -
8
9 -
9
9 -
9
9 -
1 0
9 -
•10
R a w  s c o r e 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9i 10 11 12 13 11 15 16 17 18 19 30 31 23 23 34 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 33 34 35
G r a d e
n o r m 2 . 5 2 . 6 2 . 7 2 . 8 2 . 9 3 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 1 3 . 2 3 . 2 3 . 3 3 . 3 3 . 3 3 . 3 3 . 4 3 . 4 3 . 4 3 . 5 3 . 5 3 . 6 3 . 6 3 . 6 3 . 7 3 . 7 3 . 7 3 . 8 3 . 8 3 . 9 3 . 9 4 . 0 4 . 0 4 . 0 4 . 1 4 . 1 4.2 4 . 2
A g e
n o r m
1 0 -
1
1 0 -
3
1 0 -
3
1 0 -
4
1 0 -
5
1 0 -
7
1 0 -
8
1 0 -
1 0
1 0 -
1 0
l O -
l l
1 1 -
0 '
1 1 -
1
1 1 -
4
1 1 -
5
1 1 -
6
1 1 -
8
1 1 -
1 0
1 1 -
1 1
1 2 -
0
1 2 -
2
1 2 -
3
1 2 -
5
1 2 -
8
1 2 -
9
1 2 -
1 1
1 3 -
0
1 3 -
1
1 3 -
3
1 3 -
4
1 3 -
7
1 3 -
9
1 3 -
1 0
1 4 -
0
1 4 -
3
1 4 -
5
1 4 -
8
Raw s c o r e 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 4 4 4 5 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 73
G r a d e
n o r m 4 . 4 4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 6 4 . 7 4 . 8 4 . 9 5 . 0 5 . 0 5 . 1 5 . 2 5 . 3 5 . 5 5 . 6 5 . 7 5 . 8 6 . 0 6 . 1 6 . 2 6 . 4 6 . 5 6 . 7 6 . 9 7 . 0 7 . 2 7 . 3 7 . 4 7 . 5 7 . 6 7 . 8 8 . 0 8 . 1 8 . 3 8 . 5 8 . 7 8 . 9
A g e
n o r m - 
1 1 5 -
1
1 5 -
3
1 5 -
5
1 5 -
9
1 6 -
0
1 6 -
4
1 6 -
9
1 7 -
1
1 7 —
8
R a w  s c o r e 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
G r a d e
n o r m 9 . 2 9 . 4 9 . 5 9 . 7
1 0
. 0
1 0
. 3
1 0
. 7
1 1
. 0
1 1
. 5
1 2
. 0
A g e
n o r m
1 1 -
5
1 1 -
8
1 1 -
1 0
1 2 -
0
1 2 -
1
1 2 -
3
1 2 -
5
1 2 -
7
1 2 -
8
1 2 -
9
1 2 -
1 0
1 2 -
1 1
1 3 -
0
1 3 -
3
1 3 -
4
1 3 -
7
1 3 -
9
1 3 -
1 1
1 4 -
1
1 4 -
4
1 4 -
7
1 4 -
9
1 4 -
1 1
1 5 -
1
1 5 -
4
1 5 -
6
1 5 -
9
1 6 -
1
N o .  c o r r e c t 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
G r a d e
n o r m 5 . 6 5 . 8 6 . 0 6 . 2 6 . 3 6 . 5 6 . 7 6 . 8 6 . 9 7 . 0 7 . 1 7 . 2 7 . 3 7 . 5 7 . 6 7 . 8 8 . 0 8 . 2 8 . 4 8 . 6 8 . 8 9 . 0 9 . 2 9 . 4 9 . 6 9 . 8
1 0
. 0
1 0
. 4
SPE ED — 7 m inutes (C ontinued on n ex t line
A g e
n o r m
6 -
10
7-
1
7 -
2
7 -
3
7 -
4
7 -
5
7-
8
7 -
10
8 -
0
8 -
1
8 -
5
8 -
6
8 -
8
8-
10
9 -
0
9 -
1
9 -
4
9 -
8
9 -
9
10-
0
10-
3
10-
4
10-
7
10-
10
11-
0
11-
4
11-
6
11-
10
12-
0
12-
3
12-
5
12-
9
12-
11
13-
1
13-
3
t3-
' 5
N o .  c o r r e c t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
G r a d e
n o r m 1 . 6 1.8 1 . 9 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 1 2 . 3 2 . 5 2 . 6 2 . , 7 2 . 9 3 . 0 3 . 2 3 . 4 3 . 5 3 . 6 3 . 8 4 , 0 4 . 1 4 . 3 4 . 5 4 . 6 4 . 8 5 . 0 5 . 2 5 . 5 5 . 7 6 . 0 6 . 2 6 . 5 6 . 7 7 . 0 7 . 2 7 . 4 7 . 5 7 . 7
SPE E D — 10 m inutes < (C ontinued on n ex t i
®  ■A g e 6 - 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 — 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 - 7 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 8 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 1 -n o r m 1 0 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 1 0 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9
1 0 0 1 4 8 9 1 0 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 1 0 0
N o .  c o r r e c t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
G r a d e
n o r m 1 . 6 1 . 7 1 . 8 1 . 8 1 . 9 2 . 0 2 . 1 2 . 2 2 . 3 2 . 4 2 . 5 2 . 6 2 . 7 2 . 8 2 . 8 2 . 9 2 . 9 3 . 0 3 . 1 3 . 3 3 . 4 3 . 5 3 . 6 3 . 8 4 . 0 4 . 1 4 . 2 4 . 3 4 . 4 4 . 5 4 . 6 4 . 7 4 . 8 4 . 9 5 . 0
r*
5 . 2
A g e 1 3 - 1 3 - 1 4 - 1 4 - 1 4 - 1 5 - 1 5 - 1 5 - 1 6 - 1 6 - 1 6 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 7 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 - 1 8 -
n o r m 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 1 1 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 1 0 1 3 5 7 8 8 + 8  + 8 - f 8  +
N o .  c o r r e c t 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
G r a d e
n o r m
■:-5
8 . 0 8 . 2 8 . 5 8 . 7 9 . 0 9 . 4 9 . 8
1 0
. 2
1 0
.6
11
.0
1 1
.2
1 1
. 4
11
. 5
1 1
. 6
■ '
1 1
. 7
1 1
. 8
11
. 9
1 2
. 0
1 2
. 2
1 2
. 4
1 2
.6
1 2
. 8
1 2
. 9
1 3
. 0
1 3
+
1 3
+
1 3
+
1 3
+
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct)
Grade 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0 10.0- 12.9 -
tn
O
V. High 8 5 - 1 0 0 9 0 - 1 0 0 . 9 3 - 1 0 0 9 5 - 1 0 0 9 8 - 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
H High • 7 2 -  8 4 8 0 -  8 9 8 5 -  9 2 9 1 -  9 4 9 3 -  9 7 9 5 - 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8
Pi Medium 4 8 -  7 1 6 3 -  7 9 7 6 -  8 4 8 7 -  9 0 8 9 -  9 2 9 1 - 9 4 9 3 - 9 7 9 5 - 9 7 9 6 - 9 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9 7  >
Low 3 2 -  4 7 4 5 -  6 2 6 0 -  7 5 7 5 -  8 6 8 0 -  8 8 8 4 - 9 0 8 7 - 9 2 8 9 - 9 4 9 0 - 9 5 9 1 - 9 6 9 3 - 9 6 9 4 - 9 6 9 5 - 9 6 9 5 - 9 6
V. Low 0 - 3 1 0 -  4 4 0 -  5 9 0 -  7 4 0 -  7 9 0 - 8 3 0 - 8 6 0 - 8 8 0 - 8 9 0 - 9 0 0 - 9 2 0 - 9 3 0 - 9 4 0 - 9 4
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PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES
NUMBER OF EXERCISES ATTEMPTED
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
9 ■ 9 9 8 8 8
14 14 .13 13 12 12 11 11
19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14
24 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16
29 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 -
33 32- 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20
•38 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23
43 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25
48 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25
52 50 47 46 44 .42 41 39 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 .
57 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30
62 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 *
6 7 63 6 0 58 .56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 , -
71 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35
76 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 53 52 50 .48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35
81 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 57 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36
86 81 78 v 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 .43 42 41 40 39 38
91 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 .47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39
95 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 ’54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41
100 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41
100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41
100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 .47 47 .46 45 44 43 42
100 96 92 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43
100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44
26 100 96 94 89 87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 44
27 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 .61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45
28 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 80 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46
29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 ' 51 50 50 49 48 47
30 100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 •70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48
' 31 100 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49
32 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53
35 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54
36 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 '80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57
' 38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59
39 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60
40 100 97 94 92 90 89 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 62
41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64
42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67' 66 65
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68
45 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70
46 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71
47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73
48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75
49 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76
50 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78
51 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82
54 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84
55 100 98 •96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85
56 100 98 96 94 93
100 98 96 95 
100 98 96 
100 98 
100
61
62
63
64
91 90 88 87
93 91 90 89
95 93 92 90
96 95 93 92
98 96 95 93
100 98 96 95
100 98 96 
100 98 
100
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APPEHDIX B
143
TENTATIVE QUESTIOKMAIRE
Check activities in which yon have participated Record the total
number of hours
....... ......    ■ m. t-» w .m, — g. -,-i— th.
I. Play
Motive... ..
r . T
B. Suiet i
S."lr.j3^ €iS... !.;......I— .
.
i *
rtotal hours ''of play)
L
(total Eouii of ’reading)
liMiMiMNi
III. Olsten to 
 I
LyatpgrWi^ j^Ml li   I
(total hours
listening t o  radio)
B» Ml aoellaneous
IV.Other
'f to tal'"' hoSri'xor
other hobbies)
rrwm
m m
Duties outside 
if omar I scSool)
B.
3
VI. Sleep
ft tie of feature.
. Parties- Humber attended 
own age ctouu
during the week with your
«i m  ■•. i.i*mmm*""*»w » ■ h t w -'-.— *■.»»*     «> y « w » » » p w  »»■* ■* -h.whwiti m, m i<'>nnn D in » i   m n ..i
IX. Sunday School or Ohurch ** attended yea... . ... no
^oordnbours cISyr"under through VI.'
1/8 for 10 min. 1/4 for II'iiiit 1/S for 30 min.
1/3 for 30 min. 3/3 for 40 min. 3/4 for 45 min.
5/8 for 50 min.
lame _
School jkge ara&e
fcmsm mmirn &mm% mss
Daily RenosrQ
tr:wijy
&« Aetive
Hata i r»i iwpww^ i»~ i
3 m mm  %
MM
prnmmmm
wm»
■f&fol• W? «,W .W " t'*-WP. ft ft ft ft *■ ft # '* ft ft * ft # ft # #■ ft # ft * ft ft ft ft m ft ft ft ft * * # ft ft .ft ft'ft ft ft ,ft ft « * ft
a M f t fr f tf r ftfr: v f t * » m m m
ii'A c 9#
M p i Mp m M c m m m
mmmm
W w W i imi friMoftf1 liftawift/W
Total time fa* j>lda«t*s?e s-ofwJing* ft- •# * ♦  *  #  * *  a  ^  * *  j* .# *  * ft -ft.-..* f t  f t  ft ft '#
4
MH9&*
•0^ 04
* » W •**#****'
mm**
*»» Wifrm'i >,>w»i»
:)iWt!Wiat»»l
fatal time listening to t M  f«Ho» #• ■* «  ■*'# m 4 *  * « * # • * * ■ *  *  »  #: 4 .,# 1# v ^ #  ■#. A  *  *  *  %
I
i m a m
ImMMIMM
mm m * itrmvpiiMW»P!<'|li|i»*
M w i
i * i w :^Ti|giw|irtlJitf
m*ni^)ij)#iWW^wi
mmm
M M
Total tl®a for waF&*« * * ft ft ft, ft ft ft ft # ft * ft ft ft ft ft # * ft ft ft ft ft # ft ft ♦ ft # ft ft'# ##.# ft ft # ft
a»K^  xifr1 ijMftwtft
NWtjft aifoi'orKiii *****
Mw*+mn 'ibmmwk&m
Total tXm £os otlior aotitrltles... *  ■% ★  #  *  ■ *  . #  p  •  4  # * . * » # *  .« *  t  4 ■ * # # # ■ # *  4 4  4
I****.-* # *»»«*«.*•#***#*»*# «r # 9 «*•*«»* 4 * #4 **#*.* w «*#».«**#* w * * * * *
EKWSEB QyESTIOUIAlES (con*.)
A* Check toys attended during the past week*
Mob* .. ' . f t t e e > W e d .   Thurs. _  T s t Sat. r Sun*
B. I*tst the titles of the movies you saw,
1. - ■ Like lit yes no'         ' *  mmm'tnm- «
a4' ( f|jM . ............. Bike it?.
'TlKyf ^ >
* ii« « ? yes.r..: .' no.-.-. _
"ShSrf.’. . .* ,. , ".. . . ...
.of'moyiea s e e n . during. t h e  .wsek*v. « *  .* *  *  * « .  #  ■*.,
flllw Fatties- attended darling the week 'With your a m  age groups 
Write in the ntuaber attended*
1* Church matty..-.... - ...
2* school party,'''
3* Club party.
4* Home party 
3* Othorg 
A-*
fptal amber, pf parties .attended during the, week; *
IX* Club a' attended tor lag the week «■ Chech those attended*
■1* Boy Scouts 6* Brownies,^ ]:ir,r.n-^
3*- Cube  ■: ‘ 7 * Campfire (MrXs
3 m IT■* Ilf* 0*’ - 8 • Cthors
4* ^ tmreh club a #
s*. 0irl B c o u t e B *  .....".:...
X. Sunday School 'or Church attended last Sunday yes no
^ T i i» .n ) H ? i i i ** i . w i N i t i i i i i )W |* i * * m iTji . i f n i n i i . * * i iii i i , i i n r i w ^ w , * i w ^ w ^ , i i'i | i i » i i ii i iii > , r , i ,  r n m  * h 'i *  i  ■ « w i * i i i > i ' . » i r i ii i  w » j i ! i > i » i i i | i ) i ' ) i . i ] i  ii . i . ^ i i i .  u n n r t i i w in .  i * i . » » » i i .  m . m i  l a r i i n C T *  ■
• Of all the things you do outside of school, what do you like to 
do the bea.ty
1* First Choice........
_  • _  • w>l»rwm* i(i'UiI|I.I.|«»,WI,. ■ ■  M,1 I ^ Ii.i m .ii x i i '.nwii Ill' l  l... .. win 'iii iii » n ii<iiii i i . ' - ^ . « . . . >»l i.w, i* ir iin lii« ..i« i iiii«  ', n !iit ii., i w . . l. l„ i,w ».n ,, j u m .  ,1^11.
3. Second Choice..;...- .. . .■ . ...............
3* *Phird Oh^iae ‘
lame... .. •,   •, .,    ; . -. - • . • ■Sate-.1: •
School Age; Orade
FIHAL REVISION OUTSIDE SCHOOL TIME QUESTIONNAIRE 
Daily Record Date
30 45 1 3 over
. . -mmmrn ... ■,m4m
I* Play . ...,... .
in. n>. sin * min* **£, • um St # pre, ;5 IlXS *
A* Active 1 * Bv myself
others..... .
B* Quiet 1...Bv ,
g*M flth ,others.
0* Where J,*/ My home.-
2. Another home
4* On a olavCToune ' ’
fetal time for play******
1 - f -i ■ ■ "r ■ 'fr
« » * * A # «# 4 •* * # *# * * « m* •* 4 * ***#44*
[FrSead 25ar. KeS^relT.’.’n' 1...1
’ A. Books.1’ ' \.. . . . . . .  .
S.* ..Sbwiic© . V . ..'.
6. jStewsoaiiwi? * ' T' UJM" " ...' ' "7 T .
rf* MasrabiiKs *’ . " rr . ..'. .... ✓ ■
Total time for pleasure reading # * ■ * • *  *  *  *  * * * ■ » * • * ■ ■ # » » * *  *  . f  *  # r  *  If, * .  . *  *  *  m  •
X* 'ItSsteh tb^'SaSe '. ^  1 ..
' A. Music' . . . . . .
B. Stories ...
0* Infbimat ion'
D« ms'coilsasbiiS..
Total time listening to the radio,..,.,.....
: gg |B*~1 g-
* ♦ *  4 * * * *
iXV* Work * Writ#, ill over
ii* llvSlo uu&lv^ *
I». ™ - " -1 ' ■ ’ 1 '
41JI. * tUijtf l l * ilzJLx J # ilX « j iiJTJa • O 11X8*
3. r-
B> . jputies .outalSa Sbiti.. .
i* .rn.. t^n.r-,„._____ ___
•B#: ...... .....................
0* School home-work list subiebte
2 * ' 1 1 rt 1
fotal time for worh«.«•**•* M 4 * #4***4 * * * ♦ «4 * * **4*4# ♦ 4 * * *4 4 # 4 * 4
^FTTHEeFTtetl?^^ a violin
. *»#\# wV«l» .«fc wp.^  ,. JU V
A* •
■g^tfg&JL «u j,u
t*-.-... . . ... .........
0.
Total time for other activities
VX* Sleep
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FINAL REVISION QUESTIONNAIRE (Oont.) 
Weekly Record
A.-.dheck days attended during the past. week'.
Mon*. Tues . fed>n;.r:ff Tuurs* ,  Frf*    Bat*.   Sun
B* Met the titles of the moiriea yon saw.
1.* . .._..3 1  kb it? yea „ XiO.fr,
H8By¥ ' ' ^
3. . . ............ '.. Like it? yes... no
ffiyi....1 _,.,..,.. .
3 * ..,„. .,... ..... Like it? yea ..f no .
fetal number of movies seen during the week* .• » ,  * • •  * * * •_ »
Vttlm Parties attended during the week with your own age group, 
.Write in the number attended*
1. Starch party. inMitfriiTOiuiilrtSW
S. School party*
3, oiub party   .     .
4# Home oarty ; .
5. Others.
A* . i . ;
b * . '  ~,.; ■" ~: ' "
.,.......   .fetal number of mrties .attended during, the week
IX. Slabs attended during the week ~ cheek those attended.
1» Boy Scouts, _ 6* Campfire Cirls
2. Cubs... . '• ?* Others
3* f . .11* 0. A., A*
4. Church club 
5* 01 rl Scouts.
Total number of clubeattended during the week
X. Sunday School or Church attended last Sunday _ rt yes . .....no
  wiw ..i.fr «i*. m.i i J)n<|l».
XI. Of all the .things-you do outside of school * what do you like to 
do the best?
1* First choice
3. Second ctaioeJITSlsreiar8S¥roiSen '''ooSniliny^tS
3. Third choice rdisregar&ea when compiling data
..............     ■_,......^ .. ........:.  Bate
School ^  .....    ... _ . . . -,.Ag3..- - Crade
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TABLE 68
TEST FOR CORRELATION IE TIME SPSHT FOR PLAY, AS RECORDED 
IN THE FIRST AND SECOND TENTATIVE QUESTIONNAIRES. TIME 
IS REDUCED TO QUARTER HOUR UNITS.
« S 8 H = 6
Student 
Iftmtoe? ..
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13
if 4 13 a § ?’ 7 9 4 13 0 4 9
Y 0 3 0 8 8 9 9 4 a 0 3 S
(X-G) 4 ***1 «~X 2* A •**3 ~4 1
(Y-H) —6 *-X *•6 3 3 3 ?sr *** a —s «g
(X-G){Y-H) 34 «»4 36 -IS -3 . *2 —;,0 3 a s 48 13
(X-G)3 16 16 38 64 X X 1 is is 64 16 1
{Y-H)3 m "i 36 4 4 9 9 4 4 38 9 i
Sxya BB7 » (-18.49) A 616*49
149
TABLE 68 Coont.)
13 14 15 16 1? IB 19 30 31 32 33 34 as as a?
0 0 *? 4 0 13 13 11 6 13 12 IS ? 9
0 0 4 6 3 10 9 8 14 34- 9 14 4 B ?
-8 •o»0 4 4 3 *3 5 JjL*5* f •«*»1;w*l 1
■ £t wS ¥•*3 0 4 3 0 8 13 6 a **•3iW»l 1
48 ■ 48 a 0 34 16 13 0 -16 90 IS 64 3 1 1
64 64 i 16 64 IS 16 9 4 si 16 64 1 .1. 1
36 ; 36 o 0 16 0 0 64 324 9 64 4 1 1 . 1
150
$ABW5 88 (cont.)
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3?
6 8 16 5 3 IS 4 4 16 o SX « 260
5 10 ’ 14 6 0 12 1 6 9 4 SY - 241
—2 0 0 **8 —5 4 —4 -4 8 *~8 S( X-*G} « -*■ 36
-1 - 4  6 0 *6 6 -5 0 3 -2 S(Y~H) - 19
2 0 64 0 30 24 20 0 24 16 S(X~G)(Y~H) — 597
4 0 64 9 25 16 16 16 64 64 S(X-G)2 - 888
3 "*
1 16 64 0 36 36 25 0 9 4 S(Y-H) - 917
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t m m  69
sxoHmoAW differences m  ttm spent for flat
m mm  of t
Economic Economic Economic 
Oirls. Boys
Sex Race Race Reading 
Entire Ability
B~5*21
2 * <MA 3*16 IMA 3.5
3*. A*»0 a*08 A~B 3*69
4, .%a 2* 334 iUC
A»B
2,54
2,82
5. CMA 3479 CMA 2*58 B*4*6S
<MB 2*75 IMA 2* SO
IMA 3.4 41 IMB o , QO <3,0*5
XMB 3*65 <MB 1*99
8. B~A 
<MA
1,99 CM A 2*03
3*35
1*4*71
7* 
8 *
9#
10
M2*03 K*3»3S
S*5*J58
JW2* 41 
B*3+58
SM3* 31 
C - 2 . 2
A-4.61
B*3*16
CUA 3.38 
C-A 2,OS
11. iWO 8*19
IMP 3.33
A*»B 3.84
12* 0—A 2,99
IMA 3,50
13. 2,38
13.
IMS*
1.' Activa with  others
3* Quiet with others
3. My home
4. Another home 
5# In the street 
8* On a playground 
7. Total active play
* Humfeers at the le§t
below the table*.
S*4*91
8* Active more than quiet play 
9* In homes more than away from homes 
10* Away from homes more than in homes 
11* In home s 
13. Away from homes 
13, Total play time
of the table correspond with numbers
f m m  70 
sxgnxfioabt biffmmcm m mm smm mAmna wm mmsm®mtms of t '
. ’ '. .. SfoWs . . .
ioofiomio "leonbmio Eoonomio Bex 
Girls ‘ Boys
Had®' 
0~B
Eaoe." ” Heading 
Fntire Ability
1 * JM* 3, 89 A—0 3.13 B*0 3,33 1 M M ?  W-3.6? H-4.95
B~C 3.11 iWP 4.17
3, ' 3*3*0?
3# B*B 3.13 W~2*09 H—3.80
4 * JW0 '3,09 M b 3.40 ' m.3,0 H-2.16
B~B 2*m a-0 3.51
A~B 3,44 ‘
3* JWB 3*09 A~0 3.1 EkB 1.97 H~4.90
B~C 3.20 A-B 3.31
B~B 3.79
1, Boaks 
3* Comics
3, Hewspape^s 
4* Magazines
5* fetal time spent far reading
lumbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers
below the table.
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TABW3 ?1
B im tw iQ A m  m v w m w Q w  iM m m  sfiht h i m m i n o  to  t m  n m m
m m m  of t
~.' arcmns .
EcoBoinic Economic Economic ’ ■ Sex 
Sirls■ Boys
■ Hai@ -' Race Beading 
CUB Intire Ability
1. B-B 2.94 XUA 2 * 40
a. CUB 2.9S CUB 2.33 CUA 3 * 38 ■ 
CUB 3.01
N-3.89 N-3.89 1^3.46
3. A—O 2*03 
B-C 2.23
H~3»6S
4* D-A
BuB
B-0
2.31
2.33
1.98
B-A 3.50 Ir-2.35
s.
0-5.63
CUB *64 
B-5.33
6. 0-0*81
XU3i38
0-5.52 
JUS .84
1* Music*
3i Stories
3# Information
4* Total listening
5 ; stories more than music
6# Stories, sore than information
timbers at the left of'the table correspond with numbers 
below the table.
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BlQMlflOmt DIFFSBEJJOES XI tXW SPHf FOB WORK
m t m B  of t
'I'ooSomii Economic Soonomio Sox 'Saco WmQ' " Beading
girls. Boys 0—B Int i re Ability
♦ 1 . 0-5.55
2. B~C 2.56 
IM. 2,00
.31—A 3.05 
1M* 3.39
»~3*09
3. B-0 3.72 
■ B-B ■ 8*37
A-0
A»9
3.15
2.08
■4# 0-3,83.
5. 0-2.33
5* B—3 *88-
7« . 0—3♦86
8* 8- 2 * 44
9 * fi*3*20
10. 0-3*75
11 .4 2-2,51
13. /* ci #7 sr.* *43^
11, 0-4*79
1* Inside the home
2. 'Outside the horn#
3. School homework
4. total time working 
8* Dishes
8 •
9.
10.
11.
Carry papers more than. 
shopping for groceries 
Spelling more. than reading 
Spelling more than English 
Outside'work more than
8, Dishes more than cleaning home-work
7* Baby-sitting, more than 12. Inside work more-than
shopping for groceries home-work ~
13. Inside work more than
outside work
♦limbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers 
below the fable.
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f m i M . 73
8IGNIFICAKT DIFFERENCES IB TIME SPEHT FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES
V AMIES OF t
Economic Economic Economic Sex Race Race Reading
Olrle Boye 0-0 Entire Ability
1 ' i i i w i i i iwiw ^iw y w iriiv ii i i faiii i i r t j i    > i i « w w ) * i i » >i J N * * »
* X* &»0 3*76 A~0r3*04 iWB 3*?4 0*4*88
A-B &.S9 iU » -3 * fB  iUB 4*01'
B**B 4*3S B-*B 3.41 B~B 3*0?
CkO 3*34
n. A„B 3.61 
B-D 2.79 
0*0 3 *10 .
0*4*3?
3* B*3+00
4* 0*3.S 3
F**#♦ 0*3*6?
6, B-3*X3
.1* total time for other activities
2,. Playing a musical iueirwmeiit
3* Playing a musical Instrument more than talking on
the -telephone 
4* Playing a musical instrument more than dancing
5. Haying a musical instrument more than sewing
6. Sewing more than telephoning
* lumbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers 
below the table*
TABht 74
sxaniFia«f m m m m o m  m  m r a  AftwiAitcE
m t i s  of t '
Girls Boys CUB
leading 
Ifxtire Ability
1# 0—:A S*35 8—A 3.78 CUA 3.35
CUB 4.58 CUB 3.55 <UB 3 «83
CUB 8.18 B-A 5.68
8* !UA 5.96 0—A 3.75 . 0—A 8.81
CUB' 8188 O 13. U~Jo 3.14 CUB 5.10
B~A
B*B
4.33
3*91
CUA E«0
3. 0—A 4.18 0—A 3.1 CUA 3.78
CUB 3.74 CUB 3.48 CUB 3.48
H—a a.a 0-1 0.11 CUB 3.36
0-1 3*84
4# B-5.69 B 8.54 B-E.6
C43.B3
3EU6*0
cua.sa CU9.39
UU8.7
1-3 *00
1-3.80. IU5.X3 L-4.59
IU3.3 1-5.87 1-3..4E
11-9 ##4 fU9 * S3 I*-6 • 36 
1X0 .S3 W-XE.38 H-4.35
Ii« lumber of ohildren attending monies 
3* Humber attending two or more p m  wool:
3*. lumber attending on school Bights 
4# Greater number attending than not attending
numbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers 
below the table.
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TABLE 75
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 1H PARTY ATTENDANCE
VALUES OF f
'     .,,, ,.„ „,.. ...jr.ga3pa „,,,„   ,.„,    _
Economic Economic Economic Sax Race Race Reading
Girls Boys C-D Entire Ability
* 1. A*$ 4,38 A-B 3.7S A-B 3,55 6-3.13
A-C 3,09 A-C 2.61 B-B 2.52
B-C 2.93 B-B 7.71 
B-B 4.71 B-C 3*38 
<W8 2.41 C-B 3.11
3. A-5.64 A—5*13 A-3.78 G-4,17
B-6.93 B-6.47 B-3.25
3. B-2.76
4. A-OrB.45 A-C 3.66
B-B 3.74 A-B 1,99 
C-B 2.04 B-B 3.44
B-C 2,32
5. B-B 2.73 B-B 2.47 B-0 2*09
6. A-B 2.13 B-0 2.67 0-2.78 11-3.36
?; A-B 3.30 A-B 4.40
A—C 4.65 A-C 4.68
A-B 4.99 A-B 8.63
1. Number of children attending parties
2. More attending than not attending
3. Leas attending than not attending
4. School parties
5. Club parties
6. Home parties
7. Other parties
* Numbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers
below the table.
f m m  76
OTWiriOAHf DIFFSHBHOB0 II CLUB A f m W & W M
m t m s  of t
_ '..-.......— . . .......... ..;.. ___,...1.2ILL
Economic) Eoonowic Economic 
Girls Boys
Sex ‘'Race"
C-D
Race........
©stir®
1. B-B 4,1? B-B 3.3.9 B-B 8.77 
C-B 3.48 C-D 3.55 CUD 3.19 
A-B 3.53
M—3,29
3. B-5.70 
e-4,i3
B-4.80
0-3.51
8-3.25 0-4.S4 B-3.51 
C-2.16
3, 8-3,06 B-189 0-3,53
4. B-A 2.88 B-A 2.88 
B-C 5. B-D 3.87 
B-D 5.54 C-D 3.85 
A-B 2.08
A-D 2,95 
A-D 3,14 
B-C 5.39 
B-D 4.21
W-6,81
5. C-A 2.07 
C-B 3.73 
C-D 3.39
C-D 2.11 B-3.0 B- 4,08
6. A-C 3,08 0*4,41
7, B-D 3.0 ■C-D 3.38
8. 1 B-2.91 W-3.14 58-3.69 
<5-4.87
9 . n- a.! 5—2.1
10. B-6.04 
0-7.08
W-3.48
3. More attending than mot attending Christian Associations 
3# Loss attending than mot attending 0* Christian Associations 
4* Scouts more than Scouts
$* Christian Associations fT.M*»Y,W*)X0* Church elubs more than 
Bm Church clubs Christian Associations
7« Other oXube
Numbers at the left of the table correspond with numbers
below the table.
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TABLE 77
SIGHXFXOAHY OTFFTOEHCSS XU SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTEIIBABCE
VALUES of t
,v... 1 l'....  Groups ........
Economic Economic 
Girls''
Economic
'Boys
Sex Race
C-B
Race
Entire
1. B-D 4.13 B-D 3*86 0— 3 * 113
3* iWS*44 A—3.14 
B*>7*4 B-?*33 
0-6*33 0-5.58
B—3*13 
0— 3 * 89
H—5*61 
W-3.3
H—5.81 
W~8*7S
i*1 fesbaa? 'of ohildren^attending' SopDiday 's'ohool1 S Tr,&mSoli
3* More ofclldr on attending them not attending
TABLU 78
sxotxficmt mrwrnmmB m  Gsmsm* activities
LISTED OH THE QUEST! 0IWA1KE
I#. Time spent on daily activities
A. Boys
1 4 Rsdt o sbots titan w o x t  * * * • * .♦ *  • ♦ * * * * * * * # * *  0 * 05 
2* Play more than work* Y* Y* *VYY*Yy# *•*. * Y#Y 6*
3* Work mors than read* * ** * * .* YYY*. * *v* . Y* 4*
4',* Bead more than other activities**..'.... 3*83
i ■ - •
B. Girls
1 1,* Radio no re than work*.#*.**. *.****♦**<..## 3,# 35 
3,* Work sore than play* * *Y.. * *'* * **'•* * * • * * S.S3
3,* Flay more than hobbles* ♦ *'*#. *Y*'* ♦*.*/, * 4*#3
4;* Flay more than read* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4*04
CU Boys and girls combined
X;* Radio ©ore than play * ».**,.*.*...*#...* *. 4* 33
II.♦ Attendance to weekly activities 
A* Boys
1* Movies ©ore than parties*«****.*•**<«•** 5*03 
3* Movies ©ore than clubs****** *Y,«*..... * 5*03 
.3* .Movies ©ore than Sunday School.Y* *.. *YY 3.36
B. Girls
1. Movies more than parties* ,,*..*****«*,. J*65
3. Movies more than clubs*.*•♦..*....*■*•*# 3*88
3* Sunday School more than clubs .......... 2*17
.4* Sunday School more than parties* *«.*.** ’1.98
0* Boys and girls combined
1* Movies more than Sunday School*........ 2*70
* Humbere . " '
left correspond with numbers below table *
A p m m m  0
79mum hooks w m  mmr Amrnfxm tmw m m  tat first 
six items of mi qjmmzmmmm
., 1,r J . /iSiSbi.. . . . 1'.\
..: i
^  ril.... . .
A ■ B 4 0 
No. 17 47 ..64 ..35 .
’ ,rS
■ is.,-,
■ S’ ■ ® M ' 
.43 .58... .36.
■ H ‘ ' S "■ W
. 64. xie . nm
JW ‘
60 54
m*T 19
ll 9 
3 * X#
S. S'
4. - 8
i*T 31#f f T-t& iJLJL #-
X- 9 
3* 18
0* 10#- 
4* 1
5*T 8
4Xi
X M  18 
98# 148
483# STS#
&4 12-1
63 13©
8
43* 36
6
10
48fr 93
164 36 
9l| 199i 
30 50
73# 133 
70 183#
33 
60# 81 
58 80,
661 
47£ 
55 
334 
79 201
138# 330 
36| 109 
37# 52 
258f 80
83 1204
' 654 81
314 1 
10# 13, 
174 34 
Ilf 1 
71 18|
98#131
8-| 15|-
217|- 141f
35f 234
4084 493
58 171#
374 154
TABLE 80
HOURS SPSBf FOR WORK IS OATAS XTEMIZEO OH THE
QtlESTIOHHAIRE, ITSH 4
IBS■#4Yu««.pi#i
do
A».
4
A B  0“...
S 3'
8 8j
34 a
1 ♦ AWi kMS-W#* » •* .*•* *
Oaring for pets*
Oaring for chickens ** 
Oarrring wood, ashes# 
OlesnXng * # * * •*##****»•* 
0ookinjg* *.**•*•*•* *** 
Bieposing of trash**.* 
Firing. furnace * * **.***
X ron Ing * * ,*«**.« * * * #■ * 
liaising heds ♦ * .* * *««* * * X*| 
Setting the. table** * * Xj 
Washing- eXoiM©* * * *»* 
Washing dishes.. *. * * *. % 
fotaX ***•***%• ** * * # -^XSj 
XX*SafcF ©it********.#*** 4 
.OXerk in■store ******* 
Oarrf papers# * * * * * * * * 
8Xub work* ♦ **«.#♦♦#*•• 
Deliver merchandise. *
So to grooery******** 
Helper in mr v l m  ©t« 
Housework* **.«••*•»**«
' Ban errand©* «*«.*.«#. 
Set pins**.****##**#.# 
Yard" work* «*.*«#*».»* 
fetal * .*«* *»* *» * * * * *
*  m .* *  *  *  *  •  * • *  •* -
Oeograph^ .* * * * * * * * * * #«
History #■* #«*#:**###* # *
Hahhematios **********
* * » •  * » *  *  ■# * * *  ■■* 
*  4- * * * * * * *  * •* .* *
Social Studies. *. * ■*. *
Spelling*. # * * * *. * ■* *■ m * * 
fetal
44
X
4
Total weak, «.•■»♦ » *
a.I
4f
-i
i
fi
8
4  4 |  8£ 3 |  4
s
i^]|
xx|
6J
s
1
&j
fi
3 a
X
X.
II B| S
20 III 7
18-!-' [-Sty \ S6 4Sf
TABLE 81
HOURS SPENT FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES IE OKS BAY AS ITEMIZED OE 
THE QUEST!OMEAIRSj ITEH 5
—  .. ............. oiouis.. _:...... '... .........I-'
-.... :...............r, Econoraic
.Clrls- .. . . BOVS
: A '■ B ' "' -8 ..- \H A .... I ' ” § .JL-1!
i$Ut 013 , » * # 4 * , *• , * •
m & M *  9 * ¥ ¥ *■ *  * *  «' *  *  *  9 * *  % 9 w
Chemistry, ** , * ** 9 ^ * 9-. *.» 
Cluh wor k 9 * * # * 9  ^* * * * * * «
O0©Jw, • * • ¥ ¥ ¥ m * ¥ 9 » * * *
fMUlOO * * » ¥ • * *..*♦*#•*# * -*■ * * ,
|!JSJ.aW.* # * * , *'*-##•#»* <f * # * » • * # 
X) raisa i i O 0 * »«*«»* * * * ¥*** *■ 
'Df-s#s fitting,, ,,,
Ileotronies,
Hebrew School*
Eorsehaek tiding*
Kiss the girls*
Listen to records * * *»* •» 
tele crystal set******** 
'Male hockey stick. * * , *., 
Make necklace,
Make things with father. 
Make valentine hoi * * *.* * 
Model airplanes * * .**.#♦* 
Model ship engines*,.,., 
Play musical instrument* 
Play pod *«* * «,.«*« «*»* * * 
Post card collection*,,* 
Bepal? hi cy cle .
Bop&lr gun* *
Sepair motor*
Sew, ,,,.#*,,■<•**.*,*#«* *. • 
Shorn*»* * * * * * * * * *■.♦,**,* * 
Sing *««», * **##,-»»,»* • *«* 
Stamp collection 
•telephone * *♦«,#*»****#, 
Visit grandma.
Write letters*
Write stories,...........
If 1
1
B!5f BSt
IB
if
d 3of
3
4|
4
3 8§
3f
«£
14
4|
ii
i
\
•3f
I
f
X64
TABLE 82
OTMBffi OF TIMES ATTEHBIMG MOVIES.PARTIES, CLUBS, AID SUHDAY SCHOOL
QUESTIOimAIRTS E&QE TWO
u"' 1 . . OtouSS..
r.Vr .'L'/'L^o6noaii:0 . . .. EA^ #. " . Eeailln#'
J .u :v . <&jri0".' n..^. . 1 ".. . <S£$ '. .StiS©. jffil ii tir. ^
1 ‘X .:-”i ■' . A 'B'. o . m  ’;.■■■ 1 "l#" h .
4? . s t
711*
7*
O,
* ■% : 1
"'1 ‘. i 1 '. . 1. I
-1 1 ? . -x 8 . . 3 B . . 6
■ ■a- ’ 10 3 1 §■' 9 4 * » “ 18 13 18 X ' 13
3* 3 7 m 8 i 4 18 ; 13 . :a> 37 51 15
i* = a 33 m 8 7 . 36 16 . 11 18 46 110 35 10
0* 7 15 4 8 6 ti 5 6 - 4 17 ‘56 IS 10
S*K.- 0 3 m 3 0 '8. 30 . . 5 37 83 38 1 So
till,'
4* 1 P ... X
S. 4 8 4 0 .8 '"3 *. •: 3 . 4 / S’ ■If .3* 4 30 if 5 -. .3 S 8 .4 ,. 15 19 Si
'1* ‘ 8 14 18 ■ 6 6 81 If . 10 16 35 85
OV- 1 8 85 16 4 14 37 . 33 . . 31 59 ' 86
IX,
4.., i. > 1 1. , ■ 1
3. ' 1 I 1 8 6 5 5 ‘ 3 18
3.- 3 13 14 8 1 5 ? 4 18 15 m
X* 9 31 85 8 4 if 31 9 34 ,37 BB
0* 8 13 33 16 8 14 88 . 33 83 61 lot
j|«-*
1* 13 41 48 18 10 31 35 31 48 71 166
0* 4 6 18 10 5 13 a> ' 15 IS 45 73
165
TABLE S3
ATTENDANCE TO DIFFERENT XIITDS OF PARTIES AND CLUBS
m m m a  below ocrrbspoi© to rubbers oh ojrasTiQBmiREs tin a»d m
^. p& r
M
013*18 . 0~0 sfttiML.^
A 3 0 A . B ,.. 0 '. ■ .S' . .. W . w ........
Mo* I? IBS:..as “ y.:cW m ::§§H\ S4 lie’ IS§ '!' -
nn
x* % 4 11 4 s 6 6 6 11 16 30a. 13 33 is a 5 12 31 a 24 22 74
3. a 10 6 0 1 6 a a ■6' 4 23
4* 7 .15 IS S 5 10 9 a If IS 53
', 5* B S 3 0 6 4 4 o 3 4 24
XX.
X*' 3 30- 9 a 3 14 52
2. 3 i 1 3
'3. a 10 a 3 19 s 18 f 14
4#' 1-0 15 30 9 i f 9 2 f 3 3s. a as 21 1 19 ai 54s« 3 1
7. 3 7 9 4 10 14 S 14 m
166
TABLE 84
FIRST CHOICES 
ITEM XI OH THE QUESTIOHHAIRE
  ovs
A 1 I ' :# ' M ,r'Wtai''!17'' W  o W
Baby sit 
Build
Camp
Carry papers
Chemistry
Church work
Cook
Clubs
Bsno#
9rastatles
BXeoirical work 
Fish
Hebrew School 
Help mother 
HUBt
kiss the girls 
listen to concerts 
listen to radio 
listen to records 
Model airplanes 
Meries 
parties 
Play ~Active 
All sports 
Baseball 
Basket ball 
Bowl 
Boat
Football 
Hookey 
Hide bicycle 
Hide horseback 
Skate 
Sled ride 
Swim 
fennis 
Folley ball 
With friends 
Wrestle 
Play*** Quiet 
Cards 
Monopoly
i 1 a 1 3
i 1 1 3
■«* 1 14»
1 x
X
a
X i
i 1 3
a a
.i' i a 1 < i
% a 1 0" 1 3 4i 1
1 1 a
1 l
8 X' 4
i 1
a a
1 1 a 4
i 1
1 i i
i a 3 a
1 i
1 1 a
a la 6 30 1 a a 5
1 4 3 a 1 i a
5 1 a ? 7 i x is
2 3 4 1 I 0 3 ix
1 3 4 1 5 IB 7 as
1 1
a 1 3
1 5 10
1 1 7 3 3 13
i > 1 1 2 a 4
3 1 !■ 5
a 7 . 8 5 23 1 4 3 4 13
1 1
1 8 3 3 15 8 a S
i 1
1 1
a a a 10 2 1 3
a a
§ 1
i 1
a s 4 9 i 1
table m (eont*)
A . j
, '1 'felrls ' '
3. 0 0 Total A 11 0 I
Bead 2 j3 S . 9 1 ■I--'
Slmg
Stamp. oollootifig
1 ■ 1
1
Travel % % 3
9l0tt with family 1 1
Wat oh locomotives 1 IV
Sofck '
f3 3 .
